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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,
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The Burrill National Bank
OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

to commence business October

Authorised

U, 1W,

the

of Ellsworth, Maine.

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF

CORPORATIONS,

pioneer National

Hank

INDIVIDUALS,

OFFER EVERY
FIRMS
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SFAE
'AN1> LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, National Hhawmnt llnnk of Boston ; National Commercial Bank, Albany, New York.
and

wbat it was—to the speaker, L B. Deasy,
Bar Harbor, to the relief corps, to the
minister, to the choir and soloist, all of
whom aided so materially in making the
day’s exercises a success.

LOCAL AFFAIRS
•T E f lark Notice of foreclosure.
H F Joy—Rooms wanted.
J if Brimmer A Co—Queen quality shoe*,
c W (irindal—Reeds, Fertilizers, etc.
G A Parc her—Apothecary.
Whiting Bros—Special wale.
P»NOB*<OT. Mk:
Selectmen's notice.
ACI1KDUL.K OF MAIM

rffect May 0, JftOfi.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.16 a ro, 6.13 p no.
From Bast—ll.ftt a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p

m.

SUNDAYS.

Mat! from the West arrives
for the West at 6.07 p m.

Your business is perfectly safe in
Moral:
in Hancock

our

7.21

at

a

m; leaves

A. W. King is in Portland to-day
business.

companies represented by us paid out in the Balticonflagration orer six million dollars W.OOO.OOo), anu
inav hare to pay ten million (llO.OOO.uoO) in San Francisco,
and will keep on doing business.

on

Chandler Hale and family arrived at
Firlands last night.
Mrs. L. A. Emery has gone to Hancock
Point for the summer.

Chief Justice A. P. Wiswell is in Bangor
presiding at the law court.

hands.

F. Burnham is here from Brockton
Mass., for a few days on business.
A.

Place your business with the leading agency

not been

his visit here

will be

that the

derided upon, but it probably
the latter part of next week or the

|
I

|
j

Rev. J. P. Bimonton will deliver the baccalaureate sermon to the graduating class
of the high school.
The pastors of the
other churches will assist in the service.
There will be singing by the Ellsworth
male quartette.

Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Larson, of 8t. Paul,
! Minn., are expected here to-night, to be
appeared
musical comedy “Utah”, at Hancock hall ! the guests for a short time of Miss Ray
Whiting. Mrs. Larson, then Miss Ruth
last night.
Cooper, visited Miss Whiting here two
Oscar A. Tompkins and wife, of Bangor,
years ago, and made many acquaintances
were guesta of Fred M. Blaisdell and wife
who w ill welcome her as a bride.
on Memorial Day.
One of the prettiest strings of fish
Mrs. Fred 8. Smith, of Gardiner, visited
her parents, Capt. S. L. Lord and wife, a brought into Ellsworth this year was

county.

William

The GEO. H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH, BAR HARBOR and BLCKSPORT.

Now

last week

are

proposition is likely

indications

few

Lawrence

in

the

caught

days recently.

at Green Lake laBt week.

The for-

Resignation Read.

Fancy

Lace and

delegates to

PRICES:

20c
39c
80c

...

WHITING BROTHERS,

week.

BARGAINS ON WHEELS.
Suiff around South street if you

In need of

a

good

Second-Hand Punt, Road Wagon, Express
Wagon, or Surrey, Light or Heavy.
Prices

on

my 40

Never

jobs.

guest while hereof

the

was

I am

closing out

at

So

Before

I—ow.

sen ior

had

good

houses.

class of

The ladies’ circle of the Methodist
church will give a supper and phonograph
concert at Mrs. Fred Blaisdell’s to-morrow evening.
Supper a£ 6; concert at 7.30.
At the
regular meeting of Esoteric

lodge, F.

of

brought

up,

Thursday evening,
importance will be
large attendance is de-

M.,

and A.

business

on

much

and

a

who

Mary

L,. nurnnam,
from Mexico with

buiw

re-

her father, O.
turning
K. Burnham, has been spending a few
weeks in Massachusetts, has returned to

First-class order or job work.
If not satisfactory,

Tires set for 25 cents.

The^most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-

Work.

traction.

H.
IB>

GREELY,
£ DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

pay.

TWELFTH YEAR
IN BUSINESS.

LORD.
Porcelain Inlays.

t
no

operate the Ellsworth creamery, were unit up on the first of June, as
intended, but announce that they will do

able to start
so

in the

course

of

a

week

or

two.

second letter from Judge Emery, who
abroad, is printed elsewhere in this isIn a personal letter to the editor the
sue.
judge says that he is in good health and

CLARION.
Whether it’s
nace—if it is
sure

to meet

a

range or a fur-

•‘Clarion”, it is
every requirement
a

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
iiangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

is

spirits,

and is

having

a

fine

“play-spell”.

The schooner Lavolta sailed Saturday
and the schooner F. H. Odiorne Monday,
from Sullivan, both for New York with
Whittaker and Bonsey
stone. Capts.
home while their vessels were
w’ere at

loading.

THE—

Ellsworth

was

con-

Ellsworth high school will
take place next Thursday at Hancock hall.
The graduation exercises will take place
in the afternoon as usual, followed by the
concert and ball in the evening. The concert will be by the Lotus male quartette,
of Lewiston, assisted by Miss Margarej
Louise Wilson, of New York, violinist;
Miss Maud Andrews, reader, and Mist
Mae Beatrice Gatchell, pianist.
of

the

Foster left last Saturday
for Portland, from which place, after s
short visit with her brother, she continued
her trip to Boston a id New York. She it
She
now' visiting friends in New’ York.
will attend the graduation exercises at
Wrest Point military academy on June 12
Martin H. Shute, son of Arthur Shute, ol
Ellsworth, is a member of the graduating
Miss Leon ice

class.

Miss

Mary

Shute

accompanied

Miss Foster from Boston to New York.

Maine:
Dear Friends:
Almost seven and

Orrin 8., the flfteen-year-old son of EdBurnham and wife, died at hit
on

Third street

of all.
E. W. Lord, assistant commissioner of
education in Porto Rico, was here from
last Wednesday until Monday. Mr. Lord
is in this country in the interest of the
Island generally, and for some weeks has
been making addresses in the West, with
a view’ of securing teachers for the Porto
Rican schools. The Ellsworth boys, Beckwith and Haines, who are teaching in the

Island, are, Mr. Lord reports, doing excellent w’ork. Knowlton, who is a stenographer in the office of the commissioner,
is also proving himself
his line.

a

valuable

man

on

Verona island.

Beats for the graduation exercises at
Hancock hall on the afternoon of June
14 will be ready for distribution at the
ticket office at the ball at 9 a. m. on Tuesday, June 11. Not more than two tickets
will be

to

given

to each adult

applicant.

Win. H. H. Rice post extends its thanks
all who helped to make Memorial Day

shore lot at the Point. The sale was made
by R. H. Young, for the Hancock Land Co.
The lot is located on the southeast shore
of the Point, near Mrs. Maxwell’s present
cottage. It is understood to be Mrs. Maxwell’s intention to build another cottage
on the lot.
Building probably will begin
(luring the coming summer, and the new
cottage will be in readiness for the sensor
of 1907.
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BH&UR Power Co,
L D Patten,
N E Tel & Tel Co,
Geo H Grant Co,
O W Tripp,
STREET

a half years ago, through
committee, you called me to the office of
pastor and teacher of this church. During
that time we have worked together, publicly
and privately, for the advancement of the
Kingdom of Qod. We may trust that His
spirit has wrought a measure of grace iu cur

COMMISSIONER’S

ROLL.

hall

*700 29
262 09
24199
710 81

Highways.
Sidewalks.

Bridges.
Rock crashing.....

*1.914 4ft
TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common sphools.
school.
High

*1,117 59
292

1*

*1.409(8
OTHER

BUSINESS.

Bond of J. H. Bresnahan, collector for

presented, accepted and ap1906,
proved.
Aid. Tripp was appointed a committee
was

of

one

to

wait upon Roscoe Holmes and

request him to put his tax-books of 1901,
and 1902, and copies of the road-rolls for
those years in the care of the city clerk
for reference.
The committee on streets was instructed
to investigate in regard to drainage on the
Weaver hats, and also the drain on Oak
street near residence of H. B. Phillips.

Adjourned.
The (lay returns and brings us the i»tty
round ct irritating concerns and duties.
Help us to play the man, help us to preform them with laughter and hind faces;
let cheerfulness abound with industry.
Give us to go blithely on our business ail
this day, bring us to our resting beds
weary and content and undishonored; audL
grant us in the end the gift of sleep.

—Robert Lewis Stevenson.

SLbbcrtisnttfnts.

—

high

STORAGE.

ball in

evening.

Wednesday, June 27,
l.30 p.

at Hancock

hall,

m.~Democratic county convention.
COUNTY.

Thursday,

June

7—Meeting

11a in bow'

with
Brooksville.

Pomona

of Hancock

North

grange,

"When eggs are cheap, drop them in
barrel of Kekp-Eog just the same as
the egg man uses his cold storage.
While he will he will have Hat. musty
eggs, yours will he as fresh its whea
a

first laid.

Wednesday and Thursday, June 13 and
14— Hancock county conference of Con-

Keep-Egg

is put up in cansia

following
gregational churches at West Brooksville.
Saturday, June 16 —At Bucksport, re- Small size, will preserve 10 to 15
doz. eggs,
25c
publican class convention to nominate
Medium size, will preserve 50
representative to legislature.
doz. eggs,
50c
Tuesday, June 19—Green Mountain pomona grange at Lamoine.
Large size, will preserve 100 doz.
#1.0«
eggs,
Saturday, June 30, at Goulds boro Point
—Tracy family reunion.
the

sizes

:

...

...

STATE.

Wednesday,

June

m. —Democratic

Tuesday,

20,

State

Jur:e

at

FOB SALE BY

Bangor,

1.30 p.

G.

convention.

26, at Waterville, 11

PARCHE!?.

a. m.

ALICE

republican convention.
Wednesday, June 27, at Portland, 10.30
a. ra.—Republican State convention.
Thursday, June 28, at Fairfield, 11 a. m.
—Third district

M.

IIOOPEIi,

DRESSMAKER and

—Third district democratic convention.

Laughing

A.

LADIES’ TAILOR,

sunlight 8 School St.,

cheerfulness throws

paths of life.—Richter.
Happy is the king whose kingdom is in
the hearts of his faithful servants.

Ellsworth*

all the

SEED PEAS.

Men have faith in what they believe
only when they want to believe it.
If

a man

is unable to stand

should sit down and
chance.

give

I have

prosperity
his

just

wife

The

Gradus and Thomas
Laxtou Varieties.

he
a

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

received a large

shipment

of

GRASS SEED,
SEED POTATOES
AND

FERTILIZERS.

in

Chief Justice A. P. Wiawell, A. W. King,
Another Hancock Point Cottage.
Henry M. Hall and Clerk-of-Courts J. F.
Mrs. Charlotte A. Maxwell, of SaugerKnowlton, who were in Bucksport on
on
court business last Thursday, were enter- ties, N. Y., a Hancock Point cottager,
another
tained by O. F. Fellows at his new cottage Friday of last week purchased

1. H*

Id 99

your

the

ISO*

mm

$957 sa

Officers and Member» of the Firnt Congregational Church and Society, EUetoorih,

on

win Q.
home

Whiting Bros,
High school, E P Warren,
Contingent, T E Hale,

To the

years ago

and had many friends.

cert

Name.
John H Silvy,
Edward T Finn,
Supt-of 8ehs, R E Mason,
Electric light, B H & U R Power Co,
Unap money, O L .Story,
Edna Springer,
Library,
E P Warren,
Elizabeth A Belcher,
Fire dept,
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
Martin E Jelllson,
School,
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
Edward Haney,
Chas Patterson,
Geo H Grant Co,
R E Mason,
Mrs Susan March,

lows:

Thursday, June 14, at Hancock
Graduating exercises Ellsworth
electric light school in afternoon; concert and

some

yesterday forenoon
The boy was taken ill Saturday, but was
not considered seriously ill until Monday,
Mexico.
when a physician was summoned and
of
Mrs. C. A. Bellatty arrived Tuesday
found the boy suffering with pneumonia
two
week
from Boston to spend
last
Peritonitis later developed, and yesterday
E.
C.
Her son,
months in Ellsworth.
morning the boy sank rapidly, his father,
Bellatty, who accompanied her, returned who was summoned from his mill at
to Boston Thursday.
Egypt, barely reaching his bedside before
F. J. Gerry & Co., of Dexter, who are to he died. The parents have the sympathy

A

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS.

R. II. MacMullan, who

The commencement exercises and

the teachers’ college of
Columbia university, New' York, of which
Miss Marion Treat is a member, will hold
its commencement exercises June 10-13.

Ur.

are

Bhe

Mrs. Annie Phillips.

sired.

ELLSWORTH.

Get prices and terms

con-

migration questions.

works

night. They

50c

$1

district and county

The Harcourt Comedy Co. appeared at
Hancock hall Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings, with a new bill each

for

“

the

to elect

follow s;

Fund.

ELLSWOBTH.

superintendent of the
here, died last week at his home in
Charles P. Dorr and fam iy, who spent i^afayette, Ind. Mr. MacMullan had been
in poor health for some time, and had re! he winter away, have returned to Ells} worth for the season, and opened their cently returned to his home ufter spendhome here.
ing the winter in Florida. Mr. MucMulMrs. Carrie Tripp, of Bar Harbor, vis- lan, during his residence here, was a member of the Abenaquis and Nicolin clubs,
ited friends in Ellsworth a few days last

The

quality

Saturday evening

The tug Little Round Top last night
towed to the coaling station at Lamoine
the government scows which have been
repaired at Curtis’ yard.

Designs.
25c

caucus

ventions.

LADIES’ HOSIERY.
SALE!

democrats of Ellsworth will hold

The

their

as

4.

Police,

Sunday morning,
the letter of resignation of the pastor,
Rev. J. M. Adams, was read. It is as fol-

I

OF

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.

church last

notice:.

SPECIAL SALE

were present.
Rolls of accounts were passed

At the close of the service at the Con-

gregational

tunate fishermen were L. F. Giles, wife
James W. Smith, the faithful messenger
Moved by a sense of duty to the church, beand daughter Erva,
Mrs. Florence Mcof the American Express Ou-, is taking a
Donald and two little girls. The string lieving that a change of pastoral leadership
vacation of a week.
will bring an increase of good, I now return
consisted of five salmon weighing from
to you this sacred trust. I esteem it a priviMrs. J. M. Adams and infant son left four to five
pounds each, one trout and a lege to express in a formal
way my deep apjesterday to spend three weeks with rela- bass.
preciation of your uniform kindliness and
! tives in Rochester, N. H.
Christian
the
whole
term of our
during
spirit
W. E. Leighton, who is in the Maine
To Oi k CnrroMEKJi:
Capt. A. W. Hatchings is home while his general hospital at Portland (or
relationship.
We &re pleased to state that we are In receipt of advices, from the several
treatment,
lumMay I ask you kindly to accept this resigis in a serious condition. He left EllsCompanies represented by us, stating that their financial standing will not be vessel, the Melissa Trask, is loading
nation to take effect July 1?
ber at Stockton for New York.
seriously impaired by their losses In the San Francisco conflagration.
worth last July (or Portland to receive
Wishing you grace, mercy and peace, I am
That they will be able to pay all losses in that tire, in full, and still have
Mrs. A. P. Harden, who has spent the treatment, and went to the hospital last
Fraternally yours,
ample surplus to meet all other liabilities.
winter in Massachusetts, has returned to
Saturday for the third time, (or an operaJ. M. Adams.
C. W. & F. t. MASON.
Ellsworth, April 24, H<06.
her Ellsworth home for the summer.
tion, The physicians at the hospital exEllsworth, Maine. June 8, 1906.
Mrs. William S.
Cousins, with little press the belief that he will pull through,
A committee of three was appointed
HAVE heard from every company represented by this agency ; and
daughter Elizabeth, of Lamoine, was the but his recovery will be slow.
to wait on Mr. Adams with a view of perwhile I had no fears as to their ability to take care of San Francisguest last week of Mrs. Harry W. Haynes.
Milton Beckwith left at noon to-day for suading him to reconsider.
co's losses, they assure me that in no case will the surplus lie
Expressions of regret are heard on evRepairs are being made on the Phillips Lewiston, where he will attend the conexhausted.
building recently damaged by Are, and as vention of the State federation of labor. ery side, and they are by no means con1 solicit your business for the largest companies doing business.
soon as possible the Floyd Market will reFrom there he will proceed to Boston and fined to the Congregational church. It is
O. W. TAPLEY,
New York and will sail on June 20 for hoped that the committee will persuade
open.
Mrs. Q. P. Dutton, who is living in Panama, where he will spend possibly a Mr. Adams to remain.
Augusta at present, was in the city a few year as representative of the New EngCOMING EVENTS.
days last week, the guest of Mrs. A. P. land Association for the Restriction of ImWisweil.
migration, investigating labor and im-

insurance:

aldermen

to material-

ize soon.
following.
The object of Mr. Burlen’s visit was to
Editor Norton, of the Portland Evening
obtain renewal of options on the WhitExpress, waa in Ellsworth yesterday to
comb, Haynes & Co. and C. J. Treworgy
attend and report the republican county
dam properties. Terms were agreed upon,
The Portland Press and
convention.
and fl,000 was paid on each, to be forLewiston Journal were also represented
feited if the deal is not closed within a
by special correspondents.
specified time, which is very short.
David Friend has vacated the store he
A feature of this latest proposition
has occupied on Main street next to the which is not entirely gratifying to Ellsbank
building, and has moved to the worth is that if it goes through, there is
building up the street formerly occupied a possibility that a large part of the elecby the Bonzey bakery, where he will tric power developed will be transmitted
carry on the business of custom tailoring to Bangor. This, however, will involve
and repairing.
great additional operating expense.
Mr. Burlen is expected here again
There will be a union service at Hanwithin a few days.
cock hall Hunday evening at 7.30, when

AT ELLSWORTH POST OFF ICE.

In

No. 23

cmr MEETING

THK DAM PROPOSITION.

week

Going Bast—7 a tn and 8.30 p m.
Going West—11.SO a m, A and 9 pm.

The

AS SRCOND CLASS MATTER I
BLLSWORTH POSTOFPICR.
\

Options Obtained on Whitcomb- Little Business Outride Passage of
Bolls of Account*.
Haynes and TreWorgJ Damn.
The regular meeting of the board of
While there are no developments of a
The date for the children’s operetta, decisive nature ir regard to the develop- aldermen was held Monday evening. Aid*
“Peggy's Dream, to be presented under ment of the Union river power, negotia- McCarthy, president of the board, pret he auspices of the Unitarian society, has tions carried on by W. H. Borlen during sided in the absence of the mayor. AH the

WKW ADVKKTlSKMt1 NTS THIS WKBK.

MAIL CLOSES AT rOSTOFTICB.

more

i

of

and

T3 EP0HT8 from our Insurance companies state that all
*v‘
losses from the conflagration at San Francisco will h«
paid In full.

| BtfTBRK£>
AT THE

-JUNE <3, 1906,

Table Belle Flour
CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

C. W. GRIN DAL,
Water

St., ELLSWORTH.

CASH PAID FOR HIDES.
The Ellsworth American

—

only COUNTY

paner.

CHRISTIAN

KUITBU Br "•hunt

T*»pie For ihe W eek
lU'Kinnfnii Jane 1U.
By KKV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.-Christ's Life VI. His relation to
and what He expetis of
His diacip!
i. x, h -33.
them.— Jkl

Prayer

SIim

He

The relation
Him.
ships w< re tl; ee of Master and disciple.
“The disciple is not above his Master,
* * * It is enough for the disciple that
he he as his Master.” Master and disciple are therefore the relationship that
re;

a

to

Christ and believers sustain to one another.
The relationship of Christ to the disciples at tu.ee determines their relatlou
ship to Hint and what He expects of
them; hence if we will study the full
significance of the Mastership of Christ
what is
we wili see clearly and plainly
expected of us as His disciples.
1. Christ as our Master is our TeachThis is one meaning of the word
er.
Christ
master in the New Testament.
Is our Teacher. He taught His disciples. This was one mission of His
coming to earth. He came to instruct
mankind concerning God. salvation
ana

lue

me

10

HEADINGS.

Matt v. 1-12; vi, 24; x, 1-10; xvi, 2428; Mark lii. 31-35; vlil, 34-38; xiv. 1216; Luke ix. 1-6; John xv, 1-17; Gal. 11,
20.
The Genera Conrentlon Sticker.

In all its announcements for the
world's Christian Endeavor convention
to be held in Geneva, Switzerland, July
28 to Aug. 1, the
convention

com-

mittee is using
the unique sticker which is reprodneed herewith.
The border in-

scription

“Helpful

Hopeful.”

|

A WOMANS ORDEAL
DREADS DOCTOR’S QUESTIONS
Thousand* Write to Mrs. Ptnkbam, Lynn,
Mess., and Receive Valuable Ad via#
Absolutely Oonfldeutiel end Free
There can be no spore terrible ordeal
to a delicate, sensitive, refined woman
than to be obliffcd to answer certain
questions in regard to her private ilia,
even when those question* are Ashed
by her family physician, and mauy

To prove Crod’a saving grace
8hail be remembered with delight
When we behold Hia face.

bright and

shining.
I therefore turn my clouds about;
And always wear them inside out
To show the inner lining.
-S*nt

b* Xmitlil.

Dear M. B. Friend*:
The wind*loosed flag*, the flower-strewn
vetgraves, the marching of the honored
have
erans, the martial music-all these
of angone into the unwritten history
other Memorial Day, but the impressive
lessons of this beautiful service cannot
fail to awaken in those who witness or
participate in them a greater respect for
the
flag, a deeper love of country, a
stronger appreciation of the work accomplished by the Grand Army of the Republic, be its heroes living or dead.
8. J. Y. furnishes us with directions for
the new process of cooking food without
a continued Are, and if the M. B.’s make a
success of it, how the “Johns” will praise
and support and recommend the column,
for it will mean such a lessoning of expense in the bill for fuel, and will save so
much beat in the house, that it will certainly be a wonderful help, especially in
the

:

summer

months.

Dear M. B.s:
I did not intend coming again ao soon, but
have struck something bran new. at least to
me. and I think it will be to the column, as 1
do not remember ever having seen it.
We have wireless telegraphy, and now I
come with fireless cooking, something we
shali find very convenient in the weeks that
are before ns, should we chance to have any
hot days. The idea is not original with me,
but came through a neighbor from Boston.
Now for the way. Take anything you wish
to cook in a kettle that requires much cooking. and prepare it—patting it on the stove
Then
until it gets to boiling in good shape.
have a jar or a dish large enough to hold it;
line it with newspapers, then put the dish in,
putting more papers on and around it; then
put something on top thick enough to prevent the heat escaping, and after several
hours it will be nicely cooked and the quality
is much better than if boiled so much.
It sounded rather unlikely when 1 was told,
but I took some of last year's beets, thinking
them as good a test as anything. 1 put them
into a five-pound lard pail about » o'clock in
the morning, covering them with water, and
let them remain on the stove for about half
Then I
an hour till they got well to boiling.
took a stone jar. and lining with the papers,
put them in and covered them with a folded
table cloth and placed the jar cover on that.
At noon they were nicely done sitting on the
pantry shelf, and the quality far exceeded
those boiled so much, and such a deep, rich

One

Frye WM Selected
o( the Peaee Commissioners.

Capt.

a»

Senator

continue to duffer rather than anbmit
to examination* which ao many physicians propoM in order to Intelligently
treat the diseaaa; and this is the reason why so many physicians fail to
cure female disease.
Th is is also the reason why thousands
upon thousands of women are corresponding with Mrs Pinkham, daughterin law of Lydia K Pinkham. at Lynn,
To her they can confide erery
Mass
detail of their illness, and from her
great knowledge, obtained from years
of experience in treating female ills,
Mr*. Pinkham can advise sick, women
more wisely than the local physician.
Read how Mrs Pinkham helpedMrs.T.
C.Wtlladsen of Manning, la. She writes:

Just how uk news came to
William P. Frye that he had been selected
as one of the commissioners to negotiate
the peaee between the I'nited States and
told.
Spain is a story that has never been
It illustrates admirably the character of
the modest great man of Maine.
The telegram from President McKinley
It was a
came to Lewiston first of all.

Dear Mr* Pinkham:

1 can truly say that yon have saved my
life, and I cannot express my gratitude in
words. Before I wrote to you telling you
how r felt. I had doctored for over two years
stee l v, and spent lots of mimer In medicinas
besides, but it all failed to do me any good. I
had female trouble and would daily have fainting spalls, backache, bearing-down pains, and
mv monthly periods were very irregular and
finally ceased. I wrote to you for your adrlce and received a letter full of Instructions
but what to do. sad also conunanetd to take
Lydia K. Pinkham * Vegetable Compound,
and I have beea restored to perfect health.
Had It not beea for yen 1 would have bean
in my grave to-day.'
Mountains of proof establish the fact
that no medicine in the world equals
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for restoring women’s health.
life to him.
That i» the loftiness and the
rapture of true love.
To many and many a happy pair of lovers ft
come at leai't as a passing mood.
All depends
for them, on whether their future takes Its
keynote from that which consecrates this
mood. Its rapture and ecstasy may pass; but
the self-forgetting look upon another soul,
the glad preference of another above self, has
in it the stuff that should outlast the wear and
tear of time. It is a thread meant to be woven
into the web of eternity.
(To be continued.)

American Flag.

The First

[Written for Thk Ambkicak by Chandler
Hutchins (aged 11). of North Penobscot..]
The founder of the first A.merican flag

And Senator

Frye,

who

is

print-

ed in three different languages,
Geneva that used
by EngCONVE.vrioN.
]jsjj speaking Endeavorers being shown here.
All the official general letters are also
being printed in the three leading lanIt Is expected
guages of the globe.
that the Geneva convention will be the
largest world’s Christian Endeavor
gathering ever held.

Remember that every prayer meeting
should hare an object as well as a

subject.
When committees fail to present their

monthly report it Is usually because
there is nothing to report.
Speak out! No oue gets any benefit
from the message that cannot be heard.
Indeed, low speaking Is more likely to
Irritate than to edify.
That Endeavorer who spoke In your
meeting the other night for the firs
time—you told him at the close how
pleased you were to hear his voice, of
course.

Don't scold.
Encouragement is alIf
ways better than discouragement.
your meetings are not what they ought
to be you are not likely to raise the
standard by talking them down.
The height of a tree and the spread
of its branches are in proportion to the
depth and extension of Its roots. Your
society must strike root downward into
the soil of divine truth and broaden out
in its grasp of divine love if it is to
bear fruit upward and branch out in
manifold Christian service.
A committee—a number of individuals to whom some Important work
has been committed. Have you thought
much about the work that has been
Do you consider
COtnnil ted to you?
Who tt Is that has assigned you tl s
MTV Ice?—Irish Endeavorer.

Anj i*

Host to I*ut

l,ooklng for
On.

be

but

or

Dipt. Arey
a

(alt to Capt. Bennett, and whlbh Is
running between itucksjxtrt and
itockland. Though the new boat will be
about the stre of the Rockland, it will be
built on different line* so aa to offer better
and more extensive accommodations for
the large freight business which the boat
is expected to handle on the route
between Bangor and Beal Harbor.
The announcement of Capt. Arvy’s determination to put a boat on the run
abandoned by the Harbours, when they
pulled tbe Cirubrta off to go to Boaton,
will he good news to Bangor merchants
and the traveling public who have occalast

now

to go down through Eggemoggtn
The extensive trade which the

sion

Reach.

Bangor merchants do with the towns
down through the Beach and all the way
to Seal Harbor demands a boat wbicb will
make a trip at least every other day and
take a good siied freight. The passenger
business is not very heavy on this ran at
any time, but the demand for a boat to
take passengers over this route was never
appreciated until the fimbria was taken
off and people wanted to go down that

was
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t>. women to make It so. 11L
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wbtlt The

To all Mcmhert of Hancock County w.
fratjr League:
On Saturday morning, June 8,
fallowing
tbeW.C. T. f. convention, there
will
> suffrage meeting at 9 a. m.
All member*
expected to bo present. public inylu,|.
K. Imm

^

Starley.

County president.
At the international Sunday school
con.
Louisville, Ky., in an.w to
the roll-call of states, report* were
verbally given by the variotut Mate chairmen.
When tb* “Lone Star” stale was
called,
brawny specimen of Southern manhood
stepped out into the aisle and with
strident voice exclaimed: “We
represent
the great state of Texas. The Ural white
woman born in Texaa is still
living she
now has a population of over
S,l»i.00u.’’
There waa a pause of bewilderment for a
moment, and then a voice from the galleries rang out clewr and distinct: “Send
that woman out to Wyoming-we need
berl"
yention at

s’

ttitltoiD* inO Suimtnu

mmm

fishing after all

those troublous days of war.
The telegram finally reached him at
Errol, transferred to, I he telephone. The
senator and hia friends were at table enjoying a fisherman’s meal when word
came that Mr. Frye was wanted at the
telephone. Now Senator Frye will never
talk over the telephone if be can avoid it.
Therefore he sent his son-in-law, Wallace
H. White, in hia stead.
“The President asks you to take the appointment of peace commissioner,” reported Mr. White.
“Reply that I will not accept under any
circumstances,” cried the senator. He
spoke with Just a little petulance, for
the purr of the reel still sounded in hia
ears, and he had come back to Maine
heart-sick and soul-tried. “I’ll not do it,”
be repeated; “I don’t want it.”
“But,” deprecated Mr White, “wouldn’t
it be well to delay your reply a little
while and think on the matter? That
seems a rather hasty answer.”
Senator Frye did not reply, and Mr.
Waite did not immediately return the refusal.
An hour or so later the senator suddenly
broke out with:
“I suppose, after all, that such a request
by the President is more or leas in the
nature of a command, and that I ought to
accept. But 1 don't want to-I don’t
want to.”
It w-as the soul-protest of a man who
hud honestly won and earned his vacation
among his aimpie pleasures In his own
Honors and
home
State.
triumphs
weighed light in tne balance. But at last
his sense of public duty overruled, and,
like one who relinquishes the chiefest
treasure of all—like a boy turning back to
his task, he said with a sigh:
“Tell them that 1 accept.”
It is impossible for a man like Senator
Frye to escape the demands his country

Tracy Family Reunion.
annual reunion of the
Tracy family will be held at the old Jonathan Tracy place, Uouldsboro Point, Haturday, June 30. A picnic dinner will be
held in the old spruce grove.
All who are related to the family by
birth or marriage are invited. It is hoped
that all will be inlereated and make a
epecial effort to attend the reunion and
make it the meet eurreaaful ever held on
The

j

tbeae

Co in men Hug June 4, 100*1.
BAR HARBOR TO BAKWOk

eleventh

grounds.

neceaaary to be paid to take a
deed, in the name of the aaaociation, of
the old Tracy bomeatead at Oouldaboro
Point, where the aaaociation mecta.
The atock ia fl a share, and it la hoped
that every member who has already taken
a share or more may come prepared to take
more, and those who have not taken any,
should certainly feel interested enough

the preservation of those sacred ground*

help by subscribing

lOj

to tbe atock.
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The programme for the day la in charge
of a programme committee— Mm. C. L.
Tracy, Mr*. Prank a Libby and Mra.
! Knos S. Tracy.
A epecial effort will be made at thla
meeting to aell abatea of atock sufficient
to provide funda to pay np the balance
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I'nlesa a man Is willing to take chances
he never takes anything else that happens

Betsy
Train* leaving KUa worth 7.19 a m and 4 35 p
to, and arriving KU#worth 1I-57 a m, 10.30 pm,
delphia, Penn., Jan. 1, 1752. Little is
rnsnea with Washington Co Ry.
known of her girlhood, but she was marto be lying around loose.
•
l>*lly.
ried three times, and was a very smart
a leave* Bur day* at 9 a m.
woman. Her first husband was John Ross;
x Sunday* only.
fRdntai.
makes on him.
rStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
If one second, Capt. Ashburn; third, John ClayNow try it, sisters, and report.
in the Senate is gained by
ft
ft VT
n
Prestige
Ticket* for all point* South and
to
use
a
iron
kettle
it
could
be
wished
large
pole.
of
service.
Thus
it
is
that
Maine,
Went for wale at tlie M. C. It. K.
John Ross was killed by an accident length
put in the wash boiler; that is to say, if one
a
has
maintained
a
small state,
though
ticket office, EllnwortU.
wasn’t washing, unless she were fortunate while
guarding some military stores, and
TM.inlut.iHMU Haagor with throuth
enough to have saved a former one, as 1 have. Betsy worked in an upholstery shop in position second lo none in mat ooay.
The
Aches
and
Will
Pains
min.
Um, to ud from Portland. Bo.
of
the
reWhen the chairmanship
Disap- ion MilonSt.Main
A heavy rug would be good to cover a boiler.
foreign
John.
Philadelphia. When Congres wanted a lations committee was made vacant
Meats and soups cooked that way, it is said,
by the
u.
new flag made, after the Declaration of
PuMngon
Mmeatlj raqnMtetl to iiroror.
pear if the Advice of this Ells1 haven’t tried
have a much better flavor.
death of Senator Davis, Mr. Frye was enttrkru before entering lb. train., and eepeclauf
Independance, Betsy Ross was recomthem yet, but mean to.
Kli.wonb
to r.n. and r.H. to Kll.wortri.
succeed
titled by seniority to
him, but as
worth Citizen is Followed.
r. B. BOOTH BY, ti.f. 4T.A.
One word to Aunt Maria, and 1 will stop. mended.
the holding of two great
«KO. r. KVASS.
One day two gentlemen called to see custom precludes
Am very sorry you have been ill, but hope
A
woman',
back
haa
aches
and
he
VIcePre.
elected j
.ml Oen'l Mhuunr.
many
chairmanships by any senator,
you are surely gaining and will get that gar- Betsy Ross, and to her great surprise they

den planted in due season, for we should miss
that exquisite bouquet you always bring to
the reunion. With love to all.
8. J. Y.
Eixswohth,

Me, May 14, 1906.

Dear Aunt Madge:
1 am sending you a discourse on marriage
that I think you will read with moch pleasure
and fervently say amen to it. It was suggested to me by the last writing of Q. that it
would be a good idea to send this to you and
ask that you use it in the column when you
are in want of material, for the benefit of the
Johns as well as the sisters. It is all so good
that it seems a pity to leave any out, so I
thought a little at a time would be interesting. You know what “continued in our next1’
means to people who are interested in an article, and surely this cannot fail to be interesting to all lovers of pure literature.
Ex* a &TIKB.
veay glad to give place in the colto the essay which Krne Stmt* has
sent tor us, and certainly there coaid be
no more seasonable time for it than June,
I

am

umn

Pith* and Point*.

He rvjm.iii

of the steamer Cimbria, which ha* been
withdrawn, ju»t »* soon asCapt. lien Arey
of the steamer Tremont can get a proper
boat. How soon this will be cannot as yet

long telegram, proffering the appointment
commissioner, and urging acceptance in
a manner that showed tbat the President
had set his heart upon securing Senator
Frye. But Senator Frye was not w ithin
reach of the telegraph. He was somewhere in the vastness of the liangelcy
of the reel
rrg'on listening to the click
instead of the click of the telegraph key.
As urgency bristled all over that mesthe Hon.
sage from the head of the nation,
Seth M. darter, f Lewiston, was called
into consultation by the telegraph people.
But Mr. farter did not know the abidingHe
place of the senator and hia party.
only knew that they were not at the senator's camp at Indian Rock, bat were on
a tour among the lakes.
w
ransom i*a
The intelligence was
Washington that the whereabouts of the
senator was not known, and that the
delivery of the message could not be
assured. Back came the imperative word
that the message must be delivered if the
w hole of northern Maine had to be ransacked, and that no expense should be
settled to his

»1J. €. $
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A boat will be put on the run between
Bangor and Seal Harbor to take the place

Senator

spared to
blissfully

<

<t

as

When all the signs that men have signed
For pleasure or for gain.
Have ceased to gratify the eye.
Or interest the hrain
Only the sign that drew our hearts

j The inner lining of every cloud is

That
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IT HAPPENED

Hoss.

was

She

was

boru

in Phila-

a

lord?
BIBLE

j

vwuv.

Teacher, we are His pupils. We should
Bit at His feet and "learn of Him."
"Never man spake as He spake,” aud it
la no discredit but a great honor, to
have the greatest of teachers, the
Teacher of teachers, as ours. Therefore we should be most diligent students and by all that He said and did
learn of Him what He wants us, as
His disciples, to know.
2. Christ as our Master Is our Lord.
He Is our divine Master. The word
master is used In this seuse in the
New Testament. This makes the disciple His servant, and it is an houor
to be the servant of Christ and therefore to obey Him fully and implicitly.
The servant tunst obey his mnster, wad
Christ as our Lord expects obedience
of ns. It should be cheerfully and willingly given. Christ is no tyrannical
Master. He only asks of us what, as
our divine Lord, He has a right to ask.
He only requires of us that which will
be for our present and future good.
And In all cases He only demands
nrbat we through His strength can perHe Himself has done all that
form.
Therefore, like
He asks us to do.
Paul, we should glory in being His
•ervants—yea. even His bond servants
or slaves—and should with joy and
promptness keep all His commandments.
3. Christ as our Master is our guide.
The word master as applied to Christ
has also this significance. He Is our
guide, and we should follow where
He leads. He is our leader aud goes
before us. He does uot say to us “go,”
but “come,” for He Himself has rrod
the pathway which He expects His
disciple to travel over. He goes before aud only asks us to follow. He
has given us the example and only
expects us to lie what He has been,
and "It is enough for the disciple that
he be as his Master aud the servant
as his Lord.”
Can the disciple ask
that he be more than his master or
the servant that he do less than his

Motto:

and

The pnrnose** of thl* column arc succinctly*
•uuod in ih title am' motto-it la for the mutual
benefit, am? alma to t»e helpful ami hojieful.
Bel on f r the- com-.non go.nl. H t» Ur the com
purveyor of in
mon use—a public servant. a
formation ami suggestion, a medium for the In
terchangeof Wca*. In ibis capacity It solicit*
communication*, and ttseuece**depends largely
t om
on the support given it In thl* respect
munloutlons murt Iws signed, hut the name of
he
by
not
permission
arltcr will
piloted except
Cornnmnicat Ion* will he subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, nut
Atkin a*
rcaeou
without
will be rejected
good
ail communications to
The Americas,
Kllawcrth, Me.

In tlie dim; tar from which the pasgage for our study is taken we have the
record of the sending out of the twelve
ouary tour and the Instrucupon a
tions given to them for their Journey.
In dom.eeion with these instructions
He refer to His relation to them and
their

*»!>«»"

v
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ftlutnal Brnrfit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

the month of
THE

roses
A XT

and

weddings.

or MaKKIED ufb.

The sacred art and mystery of living
together as husband and wife! It touches the
deepest springs of human happiness and success. When the novel reaches its last chapter,
when the wedding day crowns the happy
story of love and courtship, then begins for
man and woman the real test of what they
are; then is thrown upon their own hands
the question of what the future is to be.
In a true marriage, the sweet season of romance that precedes the bridal day is but the
harbinger of better things to come. It is like
the grape blossom, filling the air with fragrance whose swift season heralds the grape
that shall through the long summer drink
the juices of the sun and be harvested in the
vintage for a ministry of gladness and life.
It is
But the ripening is easily missed.
missed oftenest, probably, through the man's
fault.
The first and great lesson of marriage is
that the thought of another is to come before
the thought of eelf. The revelation which true
love makes is this: One sees in another soul
such beauty and attractiveness, that its service is preferred to the service of self.
No emotion which lacks this high element
deserves to be called love. The desire of
possession, the longing for intimate and
habitual companionship—these come in. too,
and make a part. But higher than these,
there is that complete and joyful self-surrender in which a woman appears so lovely to
a man that to make her happy becomes his
strongest desi re: and a woman sees in a man
such nobility that she can gladly devote her

were

George Washington and Robert Mor-

ris.

She

back

parlor,

invited her visitors into
and while there

asked her if she could make

quickly replied,

“I will

a

little

W’ashington
a flag.
She

try.”

She cut out the pattern, with Washington’s advice, and waa not long forming the
“Stars and Stripes.” After that Washington and Morris left her alone to make
the flag. It was made out of an old army
coat, a white shirt and a red flannel petticoat. It had thirteen stars and thirteen
stripes with a blue field in the left hand
corner, representing the thirteen states.
adopted oy tongress June it, 1777.
After that Congress voted to give Betsy

u was

Ross f73 for making flags lor the fleet in
the Delaware river. It was first raised at
the battle of Saratoga in Burgoyne’s campaign in 1777. Panl Jones was the first
man

to raise it

on

the sea,

1778,

and

Cap-

tain Robert Gray was the man to carry it
around the globe in 1792. He was also
the first to tske possession of Oregon for
the United States.
So we can trace back to the birth of the
first American flag by the descendants of
Betsy Rosa now living in Philadelphia.
The house in which the first American
flag was made is still standing.
Fish Know Colors.
“Fish know colors1’, says a keeper at
the New York aquarium. “They can distinguish between red and blue, or white
and green, as well as you or I. Wait, and
I’ll prove it.”
He led the way to a tank in which were
some red and some yeUow, and some green
fish, and in it were artificial grottoes
painted respectively red and yeUow and
green. The keeper rolled the water with
his hand, and the fish tied, the red ones to
the red grotto, and the green ones to the
green grotto.

“They know what color shields them
from observation best,” laid he. “Now
I’ll change the grottoes, so as to prove my
statement a second time.”
He moved the grottoes to different
places in the tanks and again rolled the
water. The same thing followed as before.
Each fish darted like a shot to the grotto
of its own color, where it knew it would
be best concealed.
To Cure a Cold la Owe Day
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets.
Druggists refund money If tt falls to cure. g. W■
BKOVK’S signature Is on each box. 2Sc.

Human s

duck.

to continue at the head of the commerce
pains.
KASTKRN
committee, for which he was especially
Moat time. tie the kidney.’ fault.
fitted by long service, and where be felt he
could be of more use to his state.
Backache i. really kidney ache;
This is is not the first honor that he nas
That’,
SUMMER SCHEDULE.
why Doan’. Kidney Pilla cure it.
passed by without regret. If he had reSix Tripe • Ww* to Boston.
mained in the House instead of succeedMany Elleworth women know this.
ing Biaine in the Senate, it was conceded
Head what one haa to aay about it:
generally that he would have been the
Mrs. 8. A. Moore, proprietor o( restaunext speaker; and several tiroes he has refused to be a candidate for the vicerant on Water Bt., Ellsworth, Me., Mys:
Steamer J T Mow leave* Bar Harbor daily,
when
the office was within his
presidency
Sunday, at 1-JO p m for Seal Harter,
“I wish I could express my appreciation exorpt
grasp.
Sort*.earn Harbor Southwest Harbor, Brookin,
Deer late, Sargontvllle and I>*rk
Sedgwick.
Mr. Frye, by the death of Vice-President of Doan’s
Before using Harbor, connecting at Eochlaod with steamer
Kidney Pills.
Hobart, and later by the accession of
for
Boston.
them I suffered everything with kidney
St earner Monegban leaves Bar Harbor Mon
Vice-President Roosevelt to the Presidays and Thursday* for Seal Harbor, Mbrtbeast
dency, became acting vice-president by complaint for a year and a half, i had Uarbor, Southwest Harbor, StonlcttoD and
Kockland, leaving Rockland at 4 p in. for Portvirtue of his office as president pro tem- pain in my back, much distress in my
land.
For Prospect Harbor, Mtibrldgc and
pore of the Senate, serving in that capa- bead and an almost continuous aching in Jones port Wednesdays and Saturday*.
leaves BluehMI dally, except Sunday,
Steamer
city a practically continuous term of six the loins and much
and
weariness, which at 2 p m, for South Htuehlll, Stonlngtonwltn
years. During that time he performed the
North Haven, connecting at ftochlaud
loaded
me down all the time.
1
of
steamer
for
Boaton.
kept trydouble duties
vice-president and senaRETURNING
tor, continuing as chairman of the great ing different remedies, but nothing did me
Prom Boston dally, except Sunday, at 5 p m.
of
committee
commerce, to maintain his any good. Finally 1 was advised to try
From Rockland at 5 JO a a«,dally, except Sunprestige in the affairs of the Senate, Doan’s Kidney Pills, and I got a box. I dar. via way landings.
Prom Portland Tuesdays and Friday* at 1J
though acting as its presiding officer.
had only taken a few doses when 1 felt p ro, Kockland Wednesday* and Saturdays at 4
a m, via way landings.
Thus, during those years, he exerted
Prom Jonesport at 5 90 a m, Mondays and
much more power and influence than if relief to an extent which I never expected
Thursdays, via MUbiidge and Prospect Harbor.
he had filled the chair by election. These to obtain in auch a short time. I was
AH cargo, except llva stock, via the M—mera
double duties to some extent impaired his
this Company. Is Insure* against Are and
completely cured. 1 give Doan’s Kidney of
marine risk.
health, but since relieved from the labor Pills credit for
P. 8. SUKBUAir, Superintendent, Rockland,
giving me a new lease of
of presiding he has recovered his strength
calvih Auma, Preset A Oen'l Manager,
and vigor, and his step has now its old- life.
Por sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Boaton, Maaa.
UIF BIBBUVUJ
Aa to his impartial and conaervative Foater-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
gMurtiacnunts.
justice, and the recognition of it among agents for the United States.
Ilia fellows: “Oh!” said Senator Hoar, on
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
a pertinent occasion,
“Oh, well then, it
Frye ia with you, yon have no need of no other.
farther help, for Frye haan’t an enemy
in the Senate.”
Sb&ntisnnmt*.
The length of service of oar two Maine
Fourth Avenue sad 21st St.,
senators is practically the same, Mr. Hale
We promptly ol.mln u. a. ml KutcIko,
his
seat
March
few
a
New York.
4,1881,
taking
days
before Mr. Frye. Their continuous serLocated
in the heart of the
vice in the Senate is exceeded bygthai of
one
block
members
east of Broadof
two
that
Senators
city,
body,
only
Allison and Morgan. In continuous serway, two blocks south from
Bend model, sketch or
vice in Congress, including House and
Madison Square. House newly
Senate, Mr. Frye, with a total of thirtydecorated and refurnished.
six years to the end of the present Congress, takes the lead, Senator Allison with
Bates *1.00 per day and upa longer total service, having had a break

Steamship Company.

1

New Amsterdam Hotel

s

PATENTS

in

continuity.

In 1886 Mr. Frye received, with a single
exception, every vote in both branches of
the legislature, for his fourth term as
United States senator.

CASNOW

OPPOSITE U S PATENT DTP

WASHINCTON
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ward, European plan.

Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard Mgr.

diet of the river. When
only a narrow
•drip of blue sky could be
aa one
Like
to
lifted
C»lifornl»
hia
In
to
v..lk
measure the heights of
eye
**
it.
ot
thoee
monarc
ha
of the forest, seemingly
Urn*
impatiently waiting for man to invite
it a Slat* ot Malaa meeting la
them to aland on the keelson* of the
ahipe
r.o *—■)
of commerce, and walk the
ocean, defyita
ing
storm, aa they have for centuriea
seventh papbii
defied the blasts of winter.
bar® **i*,‘d °p •nd down
h «nr of y®°
This
must have been a happy huntriver, in the old Pin. Tree 1
for our dusky-skinned
ground
*
of you have, you *n£
,„d 1 know eome
with the beaut, brother, with the wood* full of moose snd
have been struck
thia river wlth- deer, besrs, foxes, wildcats and wolves.
bradsmpe that hold*
Here be could bend his oak bow and empty
it to flow In and out
haein,
permitting
his quiver of arrows in
*'
exciting chase
The
land
Atlantic.
the
h„ tide, ot
from the rising of the sun to its
which
setting,
a
along
aide riee* to ridge
and at night lie down upon his bear-skin
®
highway, crooked in Ita
, town
before his Arc, free from worry that comes
on ita aurfaee.
very uneven
to one who is a lively competitor in busiTu- the r.»dc, one on each ridge, are
ness; fm.* from grafters; free from taxes;
the inhabitant*, many of the free
from many responsibilities, it may
commanding beautiful views of land be, coming to any of ua in this our day.
take in a very
Lj,*;cr. Some of them Frenchman's
There was, no doubt, great abundance
view of beautiful
of fish in this river as in all the rivers of
situated.
the, are delightfully
Maine at that time, and 1 think I can see
W01 had <>,l®n been fill*d wi,h
how, sa Indiana paddled their birch bark
a* a boy, I looked upon |
„y when,
of view; canoes along the shores, they many times
^nc, from different points
drove fish agroun ; or into shallow pools,
at
it i had any religious feelings
to the great delight of little boy# snd
to my Heavenly
time* and any praise
girls. And sea fowl must have been so
were prom|ited by the manihihr.shey
plentiful as to make one feel, instead of
I could see of Ilia goodness on
juattona
going up the river occasionally, he was
so plainly put in land, water
hand,
awy
going on down, ail the time.
What I say here, describing a particular
places on the earth, they
locality in our. native State, will, I preto l*; and f thought I could
in a general way fit many another
idea of what is in store sume,
■gar wane faint
waterway and land view on shores of
Ibe river for the children of men.
Maine, and no doubt you have seen much
liwld not, for a single moment, bring of the same things as I, and carried them
that i was beyond the
believe
to
JJ*;;
Father's love, or in your mind and heart ail the years of
nab ol my Heavenly
absence from the old home—your old
care.
Hit
from
My faith in Clod j your
*t»;ie
: home in the good old Pine Tree State.
anchor
the
to
i»
and
now,
my
«t then,
And, in memory, you have looked in
gnliini this has been a great comfort to |
upon the old borne and its surroundings
life.
»»li through
hundreds of times, turned things over
ill m, Jots are not the same. All days
snd around, and arranged them in a bunia
but
there
a cord
with
me;
g,so:alike
; dred different ways, and viewed them uutlhithand trust that binds them all to- der the
light of your varied experiences
whole
shall
of
the
out
there
that
pthri. so
in life then and since, mixing your own
a protit in Ihrtorn to me, 1 believe, a gain,
individuality with them—speaking of each
1
one of you separately
to see what new
| haw born taught « great deal by the
I
of colors could be obtained, snd
I have tern and feelings I have had shadings
how the lessons drawn from your musing#
tost them. Nature ha» been a great
snd stndy might be applied to your life
taaitff some. 1 have listened somewhat
now with profit.
to her sermons from field and j
You have never lost sight of your old
tk6. There has been the voice within,
home.
You never can lose sight of it,
isirrpmmg. guiding, assuring, and ! can*
wander where you will. There was made
astadp believing that He who fashioned ;
on sensitive
an Impression
feelings of
tM«orldand rules It, fa» Lore, and rules
self which you must
Dkm. There will he no failure in Mi.e your youthful
carry with you through life.
jfao» Thu la moat comforting to me beWell, the place 1 had chosen for my picast* I pat my trust in Him.
was among the scenes of my youth,
The lessons oar Saviour teaches, taken nic
here
in Skillings river. Peck's point
faa field and vineyard, have always
penetrates this river from its east bank, I
(■ad response in my heart, and It is a should
say, nearly one-third of the disresponse. I have heard a great
tance across to the opposite shore, and
autf fine sermons from the pulpits of
causes a strong current at half tide, runtorches,and have been helped by them;
tetthere is a joy that comes to me daily mu* in or out.
The point is ledge and pebble*. In an
fc» help of sermons I get from pulpits
name of Peck had
kitround me in nature, which I cannot early day, a man by the
a store there, carrying « stock of general
tord to pass with unconcern,
lawvr could find occasion to critcixe merchandise to aupply little settlement*
taw* srtnoni of the field. What com- around the bay. 1 can see how Mr. Peck
bs they have afforded us. There is such may have selected this place in which to
of its centrality. It
.direct teaching in them. They tell of do business because
fW * k>ve and care for ua In a way so must have been very handy, especially for
and at that
fUu ind easy to comjtrehend. Home bow people to come to it in boats;
tew rage preacher does not seem to be time moat of the inhabitants lived very
traveled by water.
lairtoconvey God’s lore to man as does uear the shore, and
There have been very great changes in
ih» taming of the bud into the
beauty
*J fragrance of the rose. How cau one and around Frenchman's bay since that
•water the lily of the field without a early day, yet Peck a point holds its cena
W*r ‘a his heart? Prayer may not be tral position within a circle that ha*
radius of ten miles as to the population
kaacii a duty as a blessed
privilege.
E* sights and teachings of the field within it and ways and mean* of travel;
this reason it is much used for
•d sty are
enough to awaken in the life and for
iaao, new endeavor every hour, and picnic*. It commands a beautiful view of
*»*»ew springs to buret forth in his the bay-at least, a large scope of it —Bar
■iof action to 1* Merit the world to some Harbor being in plain sight almost due
Wdsreble extent, and continue with south, at a distance of about eight miles,
ladoence in ceaseless rounds of just a pleasant sail across the hay.
At the time appointed, although it was
fcaftood.
often had ! watched thunder a lowering kind of a day, friends began to
came in
forming along the aky, a great coma down to the point. Many
P*orwoolta<* it w*re, unroiling as a carriages, tying their horses to trees and
Ml, showing forms tike of man, beast fences; other* in boats, some of them
*
above the point,
as 1 »aW them.
How like the making fast to a pier
Nwg of the leaves of a book it was, by while others anchored near in-shore below
coming to the beach in rowof a loving and
indulgent the point,
boat*. It is was a great opportunity for
.*-'"*«* vne pictures 10 (DC COU*
not seen since
•Ouat his
knee. As the clouds me to meet friends I had
native town thirty years be•a roil
up from behind the sky »nd leaving my
(he rim of
it, my thought fore.
tu
we were very lurtuiwva ui
iu wonder of the majesty
“•aiy of it as I saw new scenes party a flrst-clss* cook, a good chowder“i*» the blue with an unceasing maker. For about a week before the picnic came off, my friends had been planto the
a clouds
of Inky blackness would ning the whole thing pertaining
all
? *“<1 forked lightning play upon chowder, so I wa» entirely relieved of dewou,d boom, and armies of care in the matter, to my very great
friends bringing
'ad* clash, and
rain and hail drive light; and without my
from the Held. 0. how we chU- baaketa of other things for eating, I fear
have
wh*“ th« artillery of the that this part of our picnic would
been a flat failure; and I had advertised it
in action, and looked at
,l>* w** a**™1(the picnic) far and wide among my old
at all.
P**t
many times, with an ear to the friends without consulting them
I had in my
"•*7*hUe fying on the soft turf on go you see what great 1faith
felt in my bones
.•fiank, 1 had listened to the bum friends. gomehow,
in line with my
*oing on in the insect world. that they all would fall
make the
thousands of little workers idea and help me out—in fact,
and it seemed to me that I
picnic a great success. So I gave myself
little concern about it. I simply said,
the grinding of
grist in their very
~*“i the ring of hammers at their “Come, everybody, to my picnic."
We needed a great kettle, one of the
buxI °f saws, the whirr of ma„
ln lhtir
or such a matter; and
the twirl of capacity of a barrel
factories,
lbS in<1
to be able to think where
'lie
of reeds in no one seemed
thumping
Wd I could
be procured. But of course we
hear, I thought, the one could
‘‘raffle in the streets of their began, or, rather, they began to look about
^
and Anally found just
* wished 1 could
understand the neighborhood,
m,',
such a kettle as was needed, at Oiias’
.bout.
and there
feeling that came over me house, on the Pettenglll hill;
so three poles
“
thoQ*h(> why, they are just was a chain sling for it; was
ready to
*
hving aa 1 work. And that were procured and the pot
a Are.
** f could
get with the oom- hang over
b
Two long tables were made on which to
e®i hot there was one thing
1
seventysure of, and it waa
this—they prepare ingredients-including
of haddock for the chowder,
in lr*de’ f°*a to
tight and live pounds
-k»
which to diatribute|baskets and
l0**
the *”»* struggle and from
in bugAnd1 thought, if bugs have boxes of food brought by friends
®uih
co“lend with and never give giea and boat*.
tedi
for dinner
At the shore preparation
shame on me if 1
And ur**eaMmts,
like clock work, ao it was not
ri>11! lbe
8ra*s I would spring, went on
p the
in good trim all round
o' my hoe and with relong before we were
|«)
***> attack a row to hoe the for a good time.
Me,,
was done and
By the time the chowder
what a struggle
all were ready with
,he farm!
the clams baked, and
itiaf
to partake of them, the
my thought of Skillings bowls and spoons
he,
us scattering
** po*»ible for tne to clonds began to sift upon
kgu*
soon became a gentle
a
bit of ita primeval drops of rain, which
He?
for
a little later too copious
nm
1,1
when white shower, and
Nevertheless, nearly every
*ttle river and discovered our comfort.
chowder and every clam had
it tu* .°* red men by the smoke of spoonful of
r
*n
and disappeared.
--ItliUIUUS
columns IUU
*_
we had to
fh* balsamic branches But immediately afterward
tit tan
home to escape gettrees, whose shadows break picnic and get
"
solemnized the swirling ed- ting drenched. But a wise, experienced
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guide bed brought hie tent along; no be,
with his family and group of friends, had
the pleasure of remaining awhile longer.
Although 1 have been absent from home
many years, as before stated, 1 still have
many friends, settlers within tbe circle I
have named. And when at home last
summer, I had a great desire to meet as
many as possible. I appointed this picnic
of mine especially for that purpose, the
outcome of which was exceedingly gratifying and pleasurable to me.
1 am very fond of haddock chowder and
baked clams, but on this occasion, they
occupied a secondary place in my mind.
In fact, I ate a very littie of the excellent
chowder, and didn't even get a smell of
the clams. I was too busy with my
friends. And, you know, too, that I had
already been served with two dinners of
haddock smother. Just a few- days before.
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COVERINGS.

Striking lists That I aril

to

Be Worn

Is Olden Times.

Dougins, enrl

of Morton, wore n hat
termed by tbe writers of the
period a "steeple" or “sugar loaf hut
und possessed a high, cone shaped

It

tvns

crown

aud

a

brim. Tbe effect
hat ipion tbe head

narrow

produced by aucli

a

of a very tall man wns more striking
than artistic. Stubbs uses these words
lu describing the bats of bis day:
"Sometimes they use them sharp on
the crown, perking up like the shaft of
a steeple, standing a quarter of n yard
above the crown of their heads, some
more, some less, to please the fantasies
of their wavering minds. Some are of
silk, some are of velvet, some of taffeta. some sarcenet, some of wool and,
which I* more curious, some of a certain kind of tine hair. These they call
is-nver hats, of 20, 30, 40 shillings
apiece, fetched from beyond the sea,
whence a great sort of other varieties
do come. And so common a thing it is
that every serving man. countryman
and other, even all Indifferently do
wear these hats."
Iii Planch*'* "Cyclopaedia of Cos
tump" la shown a high crowned 1ml
worn by Howanl, earl of Northampton,
dual 1614, and r decided “chimney pot”
hat worn by Thomas Cecil, first earl o(
Exeter, died 1023. It Is turned up be
bind and has a silk band gracefully
wound about It. The brim Is a little
bent In front, giving to -the contout
quit* a “line of beauty.”
A song by Hey wood testifies to the
value set on beaver hats In the days of
Elizabeth:
The Spaniard’s constant to his block.
The French Inconstant ever.
But of all felts that may be felt
Give me your English beaver.

A hat called variously a eopotaln.
capataln and eoptanko was worn In the
reign of Elizabeth and her successor.
It Is uncertain what form these hats
.really took, but there Is n strong presumption that they were hats with
high conical crowns, lit shape resembling those worn by the Welsh peasants of today. If so they were common
throughout the reign of Janies I. and
were designated
by Rulwer In 11153
sugar loaf bats, which, according to his
account, became fashionable again In
the reign of Charles I., being worn both
by men nnd women. lie says. “What
were our sugar loaf bats so mightily
affected of late both by men and wo
men, so Incommodious for us that every
pnffe of wind deprived us of them, requiring the employment of one hand to
keep them on?”—St. Janies' Gazette.
The Me*lcnn Ilonndnry.

Two hundred and fifty-eight stone
and Iron monuments mark the boundary line between the United States and
Mexico from the Rio Grande to the
Pacific, 700 miles. Most of the monuments nre of cast Iron, but the principal ones are of stone. They average
about two nnd n half miles apart, but
In no case Is there an interval of as
much as five miles between them.
Stone was used wherever possible.
Generally they are In the form of a
simple tailoring four sided shaft, bearing suitable Inscriptions In English and
Spanish. The stone monuments are
about eleven feet high and the Iron
monuments about six and a half feet
high. They are nrranged so that they
are within sight of one another from
The
one end of the line to the other.
country traversed consists mainly of
deserts and mountains, and in many
Instances the work was prosecuted
with considerable difficulty.
By the
terms of the treaty the destruction or
displacement of any of these monuments Is made a misdemeanor, punishable according to the Justice of the
country of the offender’s nationality.
Red Bridal Gowns.

**

star

After a strenuous struggle to acquire
fame many a man finds himself infamous.

The Wabash Railroad Go.
THE

DIRECT

LINE

CarlouH Mtornire of Hay.

An English traveler through Kashmir found in practice there a novel
method of putting fodder up for winter use. The country lies in a valley
among the Himalayas. The chief Industry of the people consists In raising
tine wool and In making this into fabrics which have carried the name of
the country all over the world. A curious custom in some pluces is that of
hanging quantities of hay up among
the brandies of trees. Why It was
done was more than I could guess, till
my guide informed me that in winter
the snow lies five and six yards in
depth and that the supplies of hay,
which now look only ns if they were
meant for camelopards, are then easily
reached by the flocks of sbeep which
abound there.
MltleatliiK Circumstance.
Scotch haillle recently advanced to
the bench had a criminal placed before
him accused of some very modest violation of the law. Of course the baillle
knew the prisoner well, lie heard the
charge stated.
“John, man. I’m sorry to see you
here. We’ll Just flue you half a crown.”
The clerk here intervened.
“But the charge is not yet proved;
we have not heard the evidence.”
Then the benignant baillie:
"Ah, well, John, my man, as the
charge is not proved we'll just fine you
A

an

elghteeupence.”—London Telegraph.
Mara and

Saturn.

If Mars nnd Saturn reflect the same
projwrtion of the light which falls upon
their surfaces the smaller and much
nearer planet would look three times
as
bright as the much more distant
and much larger Saturn. As a matter
of fact, there Is no great difference between tile two. It is Inferred from this
fact that the visible surface of Saturn
consists of clouds, since no surface of
land aud water would reflect so much
light as that planet gives.
He In Deliberate.

Mrs. Sparks—Your husbuuil Is a very
Mrs. Slowdeliberate mail. Isn't be?
Mrs. Sparks—Did
man—Indeed be is.
you ever know him to do anything la
Mrs. Slowman—Never! He
a burry?
plans every movement with the utmost
deliberation and lingers studiously ever
every detail. I have often thought that
If he ever dies suddenly it will be au
awful shock to him.

Tourist Sleepers Boston to Chicago.

VERY

LOW

RATES

IN EFFECT

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS.
For

particulars, write
Boston,
England
the New

to 17G

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

KINEO RANGES
are endorsed
enced cooks,

depend

by experifor they

upon sure results,
and sure results are obtained from these ranges.
The dampers and admirable flue arrangements in a
Kineo make cooking
easy. They burn equally
well wood or coal.

F. B.

Noyes
j

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
Co.,
Bangor, Me.

& Nutter Mfg.

ELLSWORTH

MARKETS.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

Potatoes Touch Dollar Mark at Last
Eggs and Feed Higher.
The quotations below give the range of
—

retail

prices

Creamery per ft.....25 3 .'8
Dairy.163.2
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16#1?
Best dairy (uew).lb
Dutch (Imported)..
Neufchatei.... ...._09
Fresh laid, per doz.20 3 22
Poultry.
Chickens.
$25
Fowl. 18 S20
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.10012
Baled.
lb
Straw.

Loose.
Baled.

h

#11
1ft

Vegetables.
Potatoes, bit
80«ji.0) Oulons, ft
25 Beets. lb
Celery, bunch
10 Ne* cabbage, ft
1-ettuce,
<15 Carrots, lb
Radishes, bunch
01 Parsnips, ft
0*
Squash, ft
Turn 1 pa, ft
20 u 25
IS Spinach, pk
Beet greens, pa
Sfc» Tumatucrt, lb
Bunch beets,
15 Asparagus, bunch
25
O' String beaus, qt
12
Rhubarb, ft
Cucumbers,each 08gl0 Beans-— per jw
05
Sweet potatoes, ft
Yellow eye
12 815
10
Pea.
rruit.
St raw berries, Irx 15018 Apples,(cooklng)pk
25*50
Oranges, do*
2-830
Lemons doz
-0<j2o Apples, (table)pk 36«**5
15 Pineapples, eacu
15
Grapefruit, each
Groceries.
ft
1b
-06$
^
Klee, per
Coflee—per
.it; 4.25 Vinegar, ral
20 $25
Rio,
35 Cracited wheat,
-o’,
Mocha,
35 Oatmeal, per ft
.0*
.at’
Tea—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
-459 6« Graham,
.30 ft 66
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02J4
Sugar— per ftGranuliteJ, 05a05)4 OU—per gal—
.06
&
Coffee—A
11,
Linseed,
.660.70
12
Yellow, O
.05.fi
Kerosene,
08 4 lv.
Powdered,

Oolong,

Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,
.60
Syrup,
Beef, ft.
Steak.
Roasts.
Cornea,

.16

Tongues,

0.10
18

.05806

Trlixj,
Veal:

20022
.103-14

Roasts,

bridge of the Somerset
between Anson and Madison, was
burned last Wednesday. Loss $15,000. A
wooden

railroad

steel

bridge costing $40,000

will

re-

place it.
Edward Gledhill, aged forty-five years,
wrell-known worsted manufacturer of
Skowhegan, was drow ned last Thursday
by the overturning of a canoe at Indian

pond, near Bingliam.
A telegram has
been received at his
borne in Winterport from Capt. William
3. McDonough, of the schooner Annie R.
Lewis, stating that he and the crew had
arrived safely in Baltimore. The Annie R.
Lewis was run into by an unknown vessel off Sandy Hook and so badly disabled
that she was abandoned by the crew. She
was found Monday and towed into New
York by one of the steam pilot boats.
Success.
A Boston firm offered a prize of $250 to
the person who would submit the best
definition of “success”. The prize was
won by a lady in Nebraska, Mrs. Stanton.
This is what she wrote:
“He has achieved success who has lived
well, laughed often, and loved much; who
has

gained

the

respect

of

intelligent

men

the love of little children; who has
tilled his niche and accomplished his task;
and

who has left the world

it, whether by

better

then he

improved poppy,
a perfect poem or a rescued soul; who has
never
lacked
appreciation of earth’s
beauty, or failed to express it; who has
found

an

always looked for the best in others and
given the best he had; w'bose life was an

inspiration;

whose

a

memory

bene-

diction.”

Death from

Lockjaw

follows an injury dressed with
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
Its antiseptic
and healing
properties prevent blood
Chas. Oswald, merchant, of
Rensselaersville, N. Y., writes: “It cured
Seth Burch, of this place, of the ugliest
sore on his neck I ever saw.”
Cures Chits,
Wounds, Burns and Sores. 25c at E. G.
Moore’s drug store.
never

Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft.

.130.30
.120.25

The

new'

in Ellsworth.
Country Produce.

Steak,

poisoning.
18
15

ft

Ham. per

H

Shoulder,

160.22

Salt

Lard,

10

2f£20

11

10312

aibcrtismnitB.

Lamb*

oprlng lamb.
Tongues,

20fl35

Nasal

each

12 $23
Fresh Fish.
06 Salmon,

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

06

12 018

Clams, qt
Fresh alewlves, each20
03

lobsters, lt>

Flounders, doz

Shrimps, qt

30t«40
20
25
30

Fuel.

Coal—per IonWood—per cord
5 00*6 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 *5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
25
Nut,
100*1
Blacksmith's
540
Buttings, bard

7(0
7(0
7 (0
7«0
6 5)

Flour, Grain and Feed.
50
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 75f6 00 8horts—bag—1.30 #1 34
133 Mixed feed, bag,
Corn,100* bag
135*140
135 Middlings,bag 130 *1 50
Corn meal,bag
165
135 Cotton seed meal,
Cracked corn,
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.

salt shall weigh 00
A bushel of Liverpool
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and lit for shipping, Is HO pounds,
; of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
igood order and fit for shipping, is 62 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 80
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal. 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds: of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as bv agreement.

CATARRH
In all its stages.

Ely’s Cream

Balm

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

quickly.

Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils,spread*
the niembrauo and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a euro follows. It Is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
over

ELY

BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.

FOR

sale:

At HANCOCK HOC8K

STABLE.

Several good business Horses, new and seeoo*’
hand Carriages. Harnesses. Agent (or H. A.
Moyer's Fine Carriages. Everything as re pro*
seated or no sale. Terms reasonable.
F. H. GOULD.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
“HO

FAY, NO WASH 1I«M

During the life time of a healthy hen
Her
she will lay from 300 to 500 egg*.
best laying capacity is during her second

Ail kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called for and delivered.

year.

WEST END

An Alarming Situation
frequently results from neglect of clogged bowels and torpid liver, until conThis condist ipation becomes chronic.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ell*.
worth to support and
for those who
HAVING
need
during the next Are nan

H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
BRIDGE,

ELLS WORTH, MB.

care

assistance
those who use Dr. may
and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I forbid
King’s New Life Pills; the best and j aU persons trusting litem on my aooount, tm
Is plenty of room and accommodations to
gentlest regulators of Stomach and therefor
them at the City Farm house.
Bowels. Guaranteed by E. G. Moore, i care
M. 4. liRnmar.
druggist. Price 25c.

tion

is unknown to

<atjrrtt»ement®.

To Cure
Take

FROM

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.

A Spoedy Recovery.

On one of the visits of the American
fleet to English waters Admiral Erben
was In command, with Captain Alfred
T. Mahan, the writer on naval affairs,
as his flag captain.
One morning Captain Mahan came to his admiral with
an invitation to dine with a duke which
he had received.
"1 can't accept,” said Captain Mahan, “as they forgot to invite you.”
“I should say you couldn't.” growled
the admiral. “I’ll answer for you.”
Whereupon the admiral wrote:
“Admiral Erben, United States navy,
regrets that Captain Mahan, his flag
captain, cannot accept the invitation of
the Duke of Blank. Captain Mahan Is
on the sick list.”
An hour or so later a messenger from
the duke returned with Invitations for
the ndmlral and the captain, whereupon the ndmlral wrote again:
“Admiral Erben accepts with pleasure the Invitation for Captain Maban
and himself.
He wishes also to advise the Duke of Blank that he has
taken Captain Mahan off the sick list.”

It is of Interest to note that the
choice of white for wedding gowns Is
comparatively of modern origin. The
Hot So Very Unexpected.
Roman brides wore yellow, and In
will you be
"Ada, dearest Ada,
most eastern countries pink Is the mine?”
bridal color.
During the middle ages
“Oh. Charles, this Is so unexpected!
and In the renaissance period brides You must give me a little time.”
wore crimson to the exclusion of all
"How long, darling?”
other colors. Most of the Plantagenet
"Oh, 1 will just call mamma. She Is
and Tudor queens were married In that
waiting in the next room.”—Fllegende
vivid hue. which Is still popular b> Blatter.
parts of Brittany, where the bride Is
usually dressed In crimson brocade. It
Most men are better aquainted with
was
Mary Stuart who first changed
and Hope than they are with CharAt Faith
the color of the bridal garment*.
her marriage with Francis I. of F -ance. ity.
The average man isn’t as fair with other
In 1558. which took place not before the
as he expects other men to be with
altar, but before the great door* of men
Notre Dame, she was gowned In w Its him.
brocade, with a train of pale blue I erA Guaranteed Cure for Piles.
slan velvet six yards In length. This
Itching, Blind, Bleeding Proirnrtlng Piles,
Innovation caused a great stir In the
Druaglsu are authorized to return! money If
fashionable world of that time. It was P AZO OIKTM K.NT falls to cure In 9 to II days.
not. however, until quite the end of the Mo.
seventeenth century that pure white—
the color worn by royal widows—became popular for bridal garments.

Example is a school of mankind, and
they will learn at no other.—Burke.
A man in earnest finds means; or, if he
cannot find, creates them.—Cbanning.

ifibrrtfarmmU.

Oat at Jacob.”

In the time of the reign of Hadrian,
about A. D. 130. a Jew appeared among
the peopl of I’ulestiue claiming to be
a mesaiall—the "afar out of Jacob”—
which Balaam predicted In his proph(See Numbers xxlv. 17.) This
ecy.
Jewish messtat s name was Simeon
Bar-Cocbelia, which latter name In the
Hebrew language means “son of a
star.” This Individual who so blatantly proclaimed hituself to be of divine
origin took Jerusalem by storm (A. D.
132) and actually commenced the rebuilding of the temple. He took the
government in hand am’ issned coins
and performed many other public offices. One of these coins, now In the
British museum, has an enlarged star
upon one side and upon the other a
Hebrew legend meaning "The Deliverer of Jerusalem.”
The Jews, It Is said,
lost *00,000 men defending this messlali at the time when the Itoman government attempted to put down the
popular delusion. In Itoman history
Bar-Cocheba Is known as “Cozllin of
Barchocbeba.”
Tbe enemies of tbc
"son of a star” changed bis name tc
“Bar-Cozeba,” which in the Hebrew
meuns "sou of a lie.”

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Quinine
This

Seven MQlion bases said in past 13 months.

Tablets, js

signature,

Day
every
25c.

DO*.

Ci

CUsioortl) American.
n:aL and political journal
PUBLISHED

•CRY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
B'

THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
Rollins, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

w.

MbHcnption Price—$ ’.00 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cent- for three months; if paid
strictly lit advance, #1 50, 75 and 38 cents
■»it-l«eelively All arrearagen are reckoned
the rate of $2 per year.
feivwrtising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
oe made known on application.
Easiness communications should be addressed
1.nil money orders made payable to The
EllsPublishing co.,
aiscocK countt
»nb Maine.

boy was bom to Albert C. Cottle and
on Monday.
Miss Mary Finn to home from Rar Harbor for a few days.
to Italy, he should come to Perugia—“the
Raymond Steele, who has been in Boaqueen of the hill towns of Umbria.” It ton for several months, to home.
is a city literally “set upon a hill”, nearly
The Maine Central has had a crew here
a thousand feet above the valley of the
the past week lengthening the siding.
Tiber, that yellow Tiler, which, later in
Mrs. Ira Hagan and daughter Dorothy
its course “flows by the walls of Rome”.
for a visit with
It overlooks Assisi, Spoleto, Trevi and went to Bangor Tuesday,
Terni, and from its walls can be seen the her sister.
Frank
Mrs.
distant hills,
Morgan, of Brookline,
bounding the Umbrian
campagna, and further to the west the Mass., to visiting her mother, Mrs. Harlofty Apennines. Prom the roof of this riet Hastings.
hotel we have a view for nearly fifty miles
Mrs. Owen Byrn has been here from
in every direction.
Abbot for several days with George
The city itself is most interesting, show- E. Davis and family.
ing remains of old Etruscan walls and
Miss Harriet Cook went to Lynn, Mass.,
arches btiilt before Rome was. It was the
on Wednesday of last week for a stay of
of

The fight is on; the enemy is not yet
in sight, but soon will be; he is wiley
and resourceful; he has the courage of
desperation, and it will not do to underestimate his cunning. But we do
not believe that his best—or worst—
withstand the ticket nominated or

yesterday’s

at

wife

fierce contests between Etrnscans
Romans, and did not finally become
Roman in fact nntil the time of Augustus,
as before that time it was in constant rebellion against the Roman powder.
scene

several weeks with

and

FUR
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This week’s edition of
American is i.ii.'iO copies.

The

Average for the year of 1905,

2,313

bloody

WILL

City Hall, Portland,

Wednesday,

June 27,

1906,

of

July

Dedham

3.

bare

chosen

E. W. Bur nil delegate to the State convention. G. W. Brewster is alternate*.

Penobscot, in caucus
last Wednesday, chose the following deleAT 10.30 O'CLOCK A. M.,
gates: To State convention, Dr. M. A.
lor the purpose of nom anting a candidate
tor Governor to be supported at the Septem- Wardwell, Perley H. Leach; county conber election, and transacting any other busivention, Fred B. Mitchell, F. N. Bowdep,
ness that may properly come before it.
is The basis of representation will be as fol- Dr. F. A. Miller, P. H. Leach, Dr. M. A.
lows
Each city, town and plantation will
Wardwell, William Wardwell; district
he entitled to one delegate: and for each 75
convention, W. F. Hutchins, Dr. F. A.
votes cast for the republican candidate for
governor in 1904. an additional delegate: and Miller.
lor a fraction of 40 vote* in excess of 75 votes,
a further additional delegate.
Vacancies in
the delegation of any city, town or plantation
County Missionary Association.
be filled by resident* of the county
cs.ii
only
in which the vacancy exists.
The basket meeting for Hancock assoThe State committee will be in session in
ciation of woman’s home and foreign
the reception room of the hall at 9.30 a. in. o'

the day of the convention, for the purpose or
receiving credentials of delegates. In order
to be eligible to participate in the convention,
delegates must be elected -ubsequent to date
•f the call for this convention.
|i All electors of Maine, whatever their polities5 affiliations may have been, who believe in
fht* geueral principles and policy of the republican party ana desire its success at the
poll- in the coming election in this .State, are
•ordmlly invited to unite under this call iu
electing'delegates to the convention.
Per order, Hr publican State Committee,
Seth M. Cache*, Chairman.
Byron Boyd, Secretary.
Lewiston. April 30. 1906.

DISTRICT CONVENTION.

and

The democrats of

missionary societies is being held at Sedgwick to-day. The programme follows:

but is so compact that it seems smaller
than the village of Surry even. It is the

Song service, led

by.....Fred Hamilton
Prayer....*.. .Pastor C C Koch
Scripture and Greetings-Mrs Julia Wilson
Response.Mrs Fred 8 Herrick. Brooklin
Open Parliament—"I’d like to know.”
Address—“A misaonary house-cleaning.”
Mrs J K Wilson. Portland. State secretary
W. A. B. F. M. Society
Reports of societies
‘•A Glimpse of Spelman Seminary.”
Miss Lucy H Tapley
Basket supper at 5.30. The evening session begins at 7.15.

Washington

counties in its

j
j
]

George E. Maddocks and Miss Mahala
Garland were married on Saturday evening
at the Methodist parsonage in Ellsworth,
by Rev. J. P. Simonton. They have eomme need housekeeping in the f >ay house on
the shore road. Thev have the beet wishes
of their many friends.

Owing to the frequent rains, the farm-

state

organizations.”

in this

have

Miss Persia E. Meader

found

came

home

Abi Garland has returned to his work at
Fitts’ mill.
Miss Lottie Tourtelotte, who has been ill
for some time, is improving.
Lawrence

Moore,

of

Ellsworth, spent

vidualism,

and nominated for sheriff
a man of a type that can be elected.
Capt. Treworgy is the embodiment
T—*—'—--

-«■—-~1,.

J. D. O’Brien, pastor.
Sunday, June 10 —High mass and sermon at 10.30.
Sunday school after mass.
Benediction at 7.30 p. m.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, June 10— Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor.
10.30.
Sunday
"111

df\

a m

Tracy Workman,

low

Alice

Fr.nk M. Eaton, ot West
Turnout, h„
ju*t completed * fine naphtha peanod
iZ
1

was

the

wife,

a

guest of James McFarland and
days last week.

few

1

Bando.Kuhlan
Etude.
Jeifert
Fred Parker

Fairy Hunting Song.Krogmann
Jessie Morang
Intermezzo.
Dubois
Ruth Haddocks
Forest Brook.Ourlitt
Bona tine...Gurlitt
Madeline Moon
March of FingalTs Men.....Reinhold
Frank Grows
Rondino-

Joyous Days.Virgil
Hazel Giles
La Cascatella...Lichner
Hannah Francis Malofte

Solfeggietto...*...Bach
By the Brookside.Tours

vSotKTtuKmmu.

Quite
exciting race took piece here
Saturday afternoon, when Will K (Jott
Charles Harding entered in a
^
en

and

with Berlin Qott in the new
peapod |n«»
built lor him by P. M. Eaton. It
waa b.M
to tell which won, the three
boat*
evenly matched.

Black Island Granite Co. has a
booming
this year.
Two cargos h,„
been shipped within the
past week. The
three-masted schooner Helena, which
has
been bought by the
company lor lap*.
Martin, who last year commanded the
schooner Maud Seward, has
Just loaded
for New York, and another
three-masted
schooner, the Mattie J. AUea, t,x>k it*
berth and will be loaded early in the
week
Jun* *■
Chips.
business

_

A

may save money, but
to be saved by money.

man

are often hard to digest.
Nothing is stronger than custom.—Otid.

A little love is better than
of fame.

Signing your
bad sign.

name

to

a

a

great deal

friend’s note

ASSESSORS' NOTICE.

Want of care dews
knowledge

The other man’s job always looks easier
than our own.
Economy comes too late
are

empty.—Seneca.

w

hen the coffers

darnsee
Franklin.

us more

want of

then

•Sbbrrtt&ntunt*

COUNTY NEWS.
Fbr additional Omnty

nth**

9**

EAST SILUVAN.
John D.

Holme* snd wife

are

in town

BLUCHER TIE
yon wish your feet to have
that trim, well set up feeling, juat buy a pair of
“QueenQuality" Oxfords. Once
worn, it's safe to say you'll always give them the preference
thereafter. A good style to
start with is this natty ribbon
tie of Oun Metal at $3.00, but
it's merely a question of taste;
we have them
in all shapes

IF

I

and leathers, priced at

*2.50, $3.00 & $3.50

J. H. BHRME* & C0„
r* f

m %■

ORLAND.
Sarah RlaUdell ha* been In East
Orland on a brief visit.
Mr*.

It u bow hw
to Uiiok about

Harding is

at

that Will 100(1 tw MMNtiMl.
will OH!h' the selection ot

on

Every Umwr in Hancock county who piaatt
many ns 7 ur ft »*m>« Al |»>utoes can »tb
lime amt motley by purchasing an

at

•‘Aspinwall”

tEl.Ultrt.

R

14ft
T TMBRELLA—Carelessly left tK>inewhere in
V.
town, an umbrella: woo* bundle making right angle.
Letter “R" cnt in end. It
Under will bring to Ausaica* office, It will be
returned to owner.

"£)n...Rli';d,J' l>»tw«'n high school
BE^?5
2? .^'thmllst church, string ot gold

oeuds. Kinder

pleuse leure

ut

.tatt

SrSv

am

agent for the

2 to 1Q0 home-power.
G.

W.

YOIXO,
Maine.

Kn» worth,

ANNIE B. BAKER
■***■•

tiraJaste «f Beaten T#Ue! MnmL Back 8*?

CHIROPODY
Hygienic Facial wn4 .Scalp Treatment
Manicuring, mngring, glNUnpooinf.
Appointment work. Leave orders with Ml*
Georg* Porter au.uh. u FraokUa mk**
KIh worth.

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FOR) GIRLS
6S

State

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINK.

"we:

I SIS SarS"*"1"^

Oriental Rug Works.
^

Beautiful, curtjr. flufljf ltuga ir,»<le f™“
Woolen. Tapetlry, Uru.fels or Velvet Carpe*
Carpet, cleaanl dean. Send for circular-

l. L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AM.

Professional

ME-_

Car®#.

P^cTbukrill,

Aubuican office.

weutber
YANE8—Two
n*w, direct from
and
cbg»P-

The assessors of Ellsworth will be
in session at the mayor and aldermen’s
room, Hancock hall building, on the
first Wednesday of each month, begipuing June l>, l'JOC.
Geo. W. Fatten,
Jons F. Royal,

Lorenzo I). Foster,
Assessors.

INSURANCE SOLICITORS
Appreciate the advantages of direct contract
relations with their company. It is an inspiWe make a specialty of helping the Agent do
greater things and we, put into hts hands (•
policy without a fee) that will sell.
Let

us

tell you about It.

THE NATIONAL CASUALTY Ins. Co.
HOME COflPANY, PORTLAND, ME.

runes (horses) brand
the manufacturer,
fixtures complete. Will be sold
luquire at American office.

Sptcial Noticrs.
notice.

ALL

persons

holding

town

of

“I •“cepted orders of
requested to present them for

Penobscot

said town,
•re
payment or
renewal at treasurer's office between
June 1
“•
A,t*r tfae Utter date
terest will ceaae, as per vote of town.
W. «. Bridges,
N. L. Qbimokl.Ls
H. W. Leach,
Selectmen of Penobscot.

ATTORXEY-AT-LAW,

WE

fjl^reolatlon

_Maa.

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

not

trespaaa in Cnnlenlocua Park. 1
DO demand
protection to life and propertj
the

Me.

Ellsworth,

SIMON TON, M.
PHYSICIAN and SUBGEOJf"

J\

F.

»

once and Residence (J. M. l'»le M“*!'
,
STREET. KLLSWOKlH
TELEPHONE._

No. 60 MAIN

In'

CAK1> OF THANKS.
wish to publicly express
through the
columns of The American our grateof the kindle aid given us
by
the people of Swan's
Island during the Illness
of our beloved son and
brother, Qeorge A
»< the home of his
cousin, Lightkeeper *"V
Orrln Milan, on May 30.
Mu. and Mas. OiLuaar L. Lcsvby.
Maud L. Stanlhy.

Ixgal Notices.
KkNOTICE
NOTICK OF
or FOKKtXOSl
fl(li
UKREAM Genieve Wyman
yoX
of
a.
f
city, county and state
the twenty-second day of
of
to
Clark,
Clark.
E.
J.
1W,
5, mortgaged
fe
cock county, Maine, the following
chattels, vis.:
hlir <|rivi
Two carriages, one being a
<jsi«
at
$]
wagon with high seat that was
said mortgage at Stafford’s 9
o®
i& the
other being a wicker basket wagon
rno
w
house at Otter Creek, said Kden,
^
gage is recorded in the town r*£2 **7;
town of Eden, book
s
®or
said
whereas the conditions of
befr
been broken, now therefore, notice id sto
given of my intention to foreclos

w

Birgjr

Novem^
..

**®e'D?hs

.™m

county of Hancock, the State ol
Maine, end tbs Unite-* states of America.
Many 0. Fans Ausrur.

»t

OASOH-M: rVilNES.

John M. Driscoll has taken hi* naphtha

-A/NAA/1.- kA/1 /" ',-A.,WA/VVA>
iOOMS-a few furnished rooms for lift]
houMektcpiHK- B. F, Jot. Ellsworth.

Potato Planter.

This machine iprctth diwwtnjt tuwl p
uperattuu. >t?Ul on e*u*y «■

ooe

Mr*. Samuel Grindle is visiting her husband at Granite. He ha* a weir there.

‘■What’ll we do. IttherV' said the vounger
man. “Well." said the father. “1
guess we’ll
bare to lay tbe gad on the old gray ."
That
homely compliment to women: -The gray
ntsre'e the better horae". eoggests bow often
when thrre’s an extra strain to be borne It Is
laid on the womau'e back.
How often she
breaks down at lsat under the added weight
ol some "lsat straw." Women who are
dragalong
ging
wearily through life can gal n~ real
strength by the use of l)r. Pierce s Gulden
Medical Discovery. It puts back in concentrated
lorn; the strength-making material
which working women use up more rapidly
than it .an he restored
by Nature In the ordinary processes of nourishment and rest.
Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are universal favorites with women because they are
easy to take
and thoroughly effective in
curing the consequences of consti pstlon.

Andlbefl

SEEDS-HELI) and liARDEN.

I

Atlantic

early
tbote

FARMING TOOLS

OOTT-8 ISLAND.
Charles H.
business.

nutia

ration denied the average solicitor.
is a

he need not

hope
Well-arranged lime Is the surest indication ol a well-arranged life.

Jot Sait.

Erva Giles.

Stolen sweets

,or

Berlin Oott.

Young.

Sunday with relatives here.
There’s a story of a farmer and bis son drivMrs. Whiting Johnson and son George ing a load to market. Of the team they were
driving one to * steady, reliable old gray
of Otis, visited relatives here Sunday.
mare, the other a fractious, balky black horse.
On the way the wagon was stalled and the
Mrs. Charles McFarland, of Trenton, black horse
sulked and refused to pull.

The State of Maine branch was organ- ;
Mt. Desert branch visit will be
The man who never fails is the man who
June 16, on which day there will be ized November last, and already has quite never strives to climb.
stops at Hancock 9.30 to 11.30; Bar Harbor, a membership, and is desirous of increasLet us be just, but with our justness let
ing it. The recent enthusiastic meetings
1.10 to 3, and Ellsworth from 1 to 6, and in
us also temper generosity.
i Portland, Bangor and Ellsworth have led
the evening.
Industry pays debts, while despair inThe full schedule of meetings in this j in many to send in their applications, and
creaseth them .—Franklin.
it is hoped others v* ill at once do the same,
vicinity will be given next week.
either to Mrs. Frank H. Briggs, Auburn,
Cauuut !>• Curnl
or Frederic E. Booth by, treasurer, PortCHIKCH NOTES
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
land, the annual dues being only fl.00.
one way to cure deafness, and that is by conUNION SERVICE.
stitutional remedies. Deafness is caused bv
At Hancock hall Sunday evening, at
an inflamed condition of the mucous
11 it no KedUl.
lining
7.30 o’clock.
Baccalaureate sermon by I The last pupils' recital for the season was of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imRev. J. P. Simonton.
hearing, and when it is entirely closed.
j held at the home of Miss May Bonsev last perfect
Deafness is the
and unless the' inflamUNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Monday afternoon. Following was the mation can be result,
taken out and this tube reRev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
stored to its normal condition, hearing will be
j programme:
forever: nine cases out of ten sre
Sunday, June 10-Morning service at Fleeting Hoars.Kellogg destroyed
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but sn
j
10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
Lillian Russell.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
11.45. Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.
I The Robins.Virgil
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canBAPTIST.
Vera Auderaou.
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Bend
Curious Story......Heller for circulars, free.
Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
The Brooklet.Lesion
service
June
10
at
Morning
Sunday,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Margaret King
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday

Rev.

pert A. Jelliaon, James Eugene Marcyes.
Minah Evelyn Marshall, Harland I.vnam
Martin, Effle Adelle Morgan, William
Proctor Newman, Helen Elisabeth Parker, Lida Marguerite Pray, Frank Pierce
Kichards, Freelon Oscar Richards, Ijena
Whittaker, Helen Whiting Wood, Thur-

LAKEWOOD.

The

ROMAN CATHOLIC.

The largest class ever graduated from
the Bar Harbor high school received diploma* at the Casino Friday evening.
The hall was packed. The speakers acquitted themselves in an excellent manIda
ner.
The members of the class are:
Maud Clark, Blanche Deaay, John Higgins Evans, Haxel Arnold Foster, Elizabeth
Mae
Harvard
Hamor, Harold
Higgins. Marguerite Norton Higgins, Ru-

Fri-

—

sheriff had, or thought they
had, sufficient reason for so doing,
that reason no longer exists. With
wisdom little short of inspiration, the
convention threw to the winds indi-

The University of Maine second baseball team defeated the Y. M. C. A. nine at
Athletic park Saturday afternoon by the
It was an interesting game
score of 8 to 1.
and up to the eighth inning when Maine
piled up four runs, the nines were pretty
evenly matched.

the Front Kidge to the lot opposite Homer
day from Beverly, Mass., where she has I
snd school is now in session,
spent the winter. Before coining home Dunbar’s,
she took treatment at the Boston homoeo- taught by Mia* Helen M. Mark*.
Junet.
G.
pathic hospital.

made

cratic

School Exercises-—Boaeball.
The promol*on exercises of the Emerson
grammar Thursday evening were attended
by a large audience. There were fortynine members of the class, the largest in
the histoiy of the school.

it imposvicinity
capital of the province of Cmbria, and ers
so, a political centre. The governor, or sible to finish their planting.
Edith Gray, daughter of Rufus Gray, la
prefect, of the province. Signor Pallicia, j The little granddaughter of William
ill with scarlet fever.
lives at this hotel, and is very cordial to Grant and wdfe, who has been
seriously quite
visitors, and as he speaks very good Eng- ill with pneumonia, is getting better.
Among visitors in town are Ames E.
lish, he makes one’s stay here ail the more
Frank Meader and family, of Trenton, Hutchins and wife, of Cutler.
pleasant and interesting.
Mr*. Martha Gray is seriously ill with
and John A. Meader and wife spent Sun- !
The days spent here have actually been
day with their parents, John C. Meader eryslpeia*. Her mother, Mr*. Robertson,
the most delightful of my Italian trip so
of Hluvhiil, arrived Saturday.
and wife.
far. I advise you to come to Perugia.
Tbe school house ha* been moved from

itinerary.

The County Convention.
The first of all the counties in Maine
to place its ticket in the field for the
coming political campaign is Hancock.
Thus, in a way, it Bounds the keynote
of the song that is to be sung, and the
ears of the whole State were close to
the ground to catch the pitch.
And there is no mistaking this pitch.
In the strong, forceful and courageous words of the chairman:
in the
nominations that were made; in the
ringing resolutions that were enthusiastically adopted are embodied the
sentiments of this section of the State.
school at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meet•‘Stand by Cobb!”
‘‘Down with reing at 7.
submission!” “Enforce the prohibiBible study and prayer service at 7.30
tory law!” are slogans that will be Friday evening.
hoard from now until that night in
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
next September when the sun shall
Rev. J. P. iyimonton. pastor.
Friday, June 8-Prayer service at 7.30.
go down upon a party pledged to
good government, and these pledges Sunday, June 10—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
kept.
at 11.45.
All the aspirants for all the oflices
North Ellsworth —Preaching Sunday at
eould not of course be victorious;
2.30 p. m. Mr. Simonton.
was
one
of
contest
rievery
friendly
OONORKO ATIONA L.
valry, and the vanquished left the
Rev. J. Af. Adams, pastor.
field with the victors, dividing the
Sunday, June 10—Morning service at
honors of a hard-fought contest.
10.30. Sermon by the pas* or. Sunday school
If those republicans who two years at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friago so far laid party loyalty aside as
to bring about the election of a demo- day evening at 7.30.

High School Cl radii all on—Grammar

home.

1
1

The Third District Republican Convention
will be held in City hail. Waterville, Tuesday.
L. A. E.
June 26. i»)6. at 11 o'clock a. m., for the pur- i Praise service, led by
Rev A W Bailey, Brooklin
pose of nominating a candidate for Congress
to be voted for at the State election. Monday,
WORK OK THE KKD CROSS.
Devotional service
September 10. 1306.
The basis of representation will be as fol- Address—Put yourself in her place.
lows: \ Each city, town and plantation will be
Mrs J K Wilson Organization lias Shown (treat Effientitled to one delegate: and for each sevciency Appeal for Membership.
enty-five votes cast for the republican can!
didate for governor in 1904, an additional dele- Address—Home Missions.
“The San Francisco disaster, the JapanMrs Anna Sargent Hunt. State vice-presigate; and for a fraction of forty votes in exese famine, the eruption of Vesuvius and
eess of seventy-five votes, a further additional
dent W. A. B. H. M. Society
the recent typhoon in the Philippines
delegate. Vacancies iu tnc delegation of any
«itv. town or plantation can only be filled by Offering
have given the Red Cross an opportunity
residents of the county in which the vacancy Singing
to show its usefulness, and have deroonThe district committee will be iu session tr*
; strated to the public that a relief orgatiixaAnother Farming Special.
the reception room of the hall at 9.30 a. p
tb. day of the convention, for the pur*
The success of the “farming special’* i tion is just as necessary in peace as it is in
receiving credentials of delegates. In order
to be eligible to participate in the conven- sent out through Aroostook county by the war.
tion, die gates must he elected subsequent to
“In Connecticut the interest in the Red
agricultural department of the University
date of the call for this convention.
of Maine, has prompted the sending out Cross is especially great. Six months ago
John Scminsby.
W.
J.
Black.
of another special over the Maine Central it had only 300 members in the state; now
W H. Wildes.
lines. This train will leave Orono June 14, the membership is 864. Massachusetts and
F. G. Kinsman.
Dated Saturday. May 52. 1906.
and will include visits to Hancock and Rhode island are also developing good
Cl ASS CONVENTION.
class convention
A
of the
republican
.a\. classed towns of Amherst. Bucksport.
Dedham, Mariaville, Otis, Penobscot and
Verona will be held at Bucksport on Saturday. June 16, 1906, at 1.30 p. m., for the purpose
•f nominating a candidate for representative
to legislature to be supported at the September election.

her

in(t.

preparing their cottage garden.
Kev. J. D. and Mm. PrifmoK came FriThe exploding of the big driving dram
day evening of iMt week, and commenced in l>oyle'» mill Friday without injuring a
housekeeping immediately in Mrs. Dorr’s man severely, wa* an escape by “the akin
house already furnished. Mr. and Mrs. of the teeth" to two men at leaat.
PrigBkOn have met quite a few, and are
much liked. A reception will be tendered
The republican caucus Saturday afterthem in the vestry on Thursday evening, noon was a strenuous
uie !*aine jwvemcms.
affair, eighty vote*
to which all are cordially invited. Mr.
The city is most quaint and medieval in
cast. A* one of the oldest voter* rePrifmon commenced his duties with the being
its aspect. It* streets with few exceptions church here on Sunday morning.
marked, this was vastly different from
are dark lanes winding up and down and
The community was saddened Wednes- having to go out into the highway* to
in enough for a legal meeting, as
around among old high buildings. The
day of last week by the death of Mrs. gather
he remembered being done many time* in
turns are frequent and unexpected, each James
Clough, whick occurred suddenly.
the past.
presenting tome different features, and Mrs. Hough withstood the
amputation of
often giving a glimpse of the beautiful a limb some two weeks previous to her
The clearing weather brought a large
death, but the disease had advanced too crowd to town on
country outside.
Wednesday. Service*
was a devoted Christian
These glimpses are like pictures of a far. Mrs. Clough
were held at the lower cemetery, then, led
woman and a kind neighbor, and will be
seen
some
narrow
landscape
through
much missed. She leaves besides her hus- by the Franklin land, the veterans, difportal. The buildings are also old, quaint band, one son, E. H. Clough, of Old Town, ferent orders and school children marched
and curious with their old carvings and who, with his wife, has been wita Mrs. to the
wharf, where a memorial service
Clough through her illness, doing all to
curious windows and doors. One has to make her comfortable.
Funeral services was held for the dead sailors, Rev. N. R.
walk slowly, as bis attention is arrested at were held at tbe church Friday afternoon
j at 2 o'clock, He v. J. P. Simon Urn officiat- Pearson offering prayer. Dinner was
every step by some object of interest.
served in the upper hall by the W. R. C. ;
The lover of the art of painting will ing. Burial was at Juniper cemetery.
The afternoon service consisted of music
find special interest here, as here Permby the choir, readings, Miss Doris Match,
WEST KLLSWOKTII.
gino worked and left many of his masterMrs. Alice Farrin; vocal solos. Miss Ethel
came
here, to learn of
pieces. Raphael
Martin. Miss Eva Orrutt. The address
Chicken thieves are about.
as
did
many others. It is easy
Perrugino,
Miss Helen C. Mitchell came home Sat- was given by Rev. Gideon Mayo, of
see
how one with any artistic spirit
to
Winter Harbor. The Franklin band furfrom Mattapan, Mass.
could become inspired in these surround- urday
nished music.
Miss Annie Mitchell, who has been takings.
June A.
H.
The city has about JO.OOO inhabitants, ing medical treatment at Bangor, is at

Political '.Votes.

Republicans

between

great families,
on wars against neighboring cities. In the great square over the
entrance to the city hail (a building some
700 years old) is an heraldic device to commemorate a victory over Spoleto.
Battles
have been fought and blood has flowed
lik? water in the narrow streets through
which 1 have been w alking, and even upon

enforce the laws of our State, and that we
pledge him oar full confidence and active support in carrying on bis commendable work.
That we favor the maintenance and enforcement of our prohibitory law. and that we ask
our representative to use all honorable means
to defeat any legislative act whose purpose is
to abolish prohibition or make it less effective
in the work of suppressing the liquor traffic
in our State.

convention at Waterville

feuds

it also carried

The prohibitionists will bold their State

1 Republican State Convention
BE HELD IN

fnends.

Bunker, of Bangor, has

been

great siae.
Like Florence, Siena, Pisa, Spoleto and
others, this city has been the scene of

Resolved. That we emphatically and unreservedly approve of Gov. Cobb’a efforts to

WEDNESDAY, JCNE 6, 1906.

Mrs. Charles

visiting here for several days with
brother, Arthur Salisbury.
There remains here to this day the
Benjamin Pitman and wife, of Marblearched gateway built under Augustus head, Mass., are visiting here for several
Mrs. Pitman was a former Ellawith the inscription that “now this is the I days.
Perugia of Augustus”. It is very im- worth girl, leaving here about thirty-five
pressive, both in its great antiquity and years ago.

George It. Hadloek, of Cranberry
Isles, Nominated.
Sovthwest Harbor. June 4 (special)—
The republican convention to nominate
a candidate for representative from the
class towns Mt. Desert, Tremont, Southwest Harbor, Swan’s Inland and Cranberry
Isles, held here Saturday, nominated
George R. Hadloek, of Cranberry Isles,
and adopted the following resolutions:
**
yi

are

A

Perugia, Italy, May 21,1M.

port of the republican party.

adopted

Florence and Curie Lynam
home for a visit.
Misses

To the Editor of The American:
I cannot resist writing to urge that if
any reader of The American ever comes

years ago.
To speak of the other nominees at
this time would be simply to repeat
what has been said in these columns
before. As a whole the ticket cannot
fail to secure the full and hearty sup-

the platform
convention.

this week.

A Second Letter from Judge Emery—
Interesting Italian Stghta.

public life, be was selected from a
man
group of worthy candidates as the
to atone for the party’s loss of two

can

John H. Nevels, of Bar Harbor, to here

FROM OVER THE OCEAN.

bo*t to Southwest Harbor f„r
overhaul

BAR HARBOR.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

ComBponDnuc.

and effectively appealed to the enforcement sentiment of the coonty
two years ago. Of high character and
sterling worth, resourceful and courageous, and not without experience in

d*70'

W<«d

Ei**'-Wr”*;

memorial

COUNTY

day.

pavs tribute to
obasd army.

ellsworth

WRATHKIl

ItHimrUl

BLAW,g CROWD-XPI
BY L. B.

L-ii,worth psM

it«

living end

beautiful
*PP"*-iated after

the
drew out a Urge
0, „,l,l end rain
out of Grand Army men
,«d The turn
»cvt rwl year* part,
,,rt,ter then for
lor the march to
three being In Ho
monunjenl and back to Han-

Z

thesoldiers'

morning
^In She earlyHire

hour* details from
post vletted the remeWm || H.
the grace* of solMin ,Bd decorated
and flower*. There were
wjjr? w ilb fUga
and no fruit tree bloalfw wild flower*
ntrd forth!* purpose, but the
«em* to he
relief corpa rose to the ocudirJ Of the
«< a larger dUplay of
cion.and there
ever before.
cultivated flower* than
assembled at
veterans
At noon the
escorted by l.ynrh'a
annul Army hall and,
soldier*’ monument
hand, mnrrhcd to the
were conducted
wberf the usual service*
A. K. Dovvreujt.
Commander
by
and marched
TU tine was then reformed
hall for the memorial exerto Hanertk
waa filled, many standing.
cise. The hall
at the ball. ComThe order of exercise*
mander Devareux presiding, was as follows:
l.>»cn

Overture.

ft

Bf». J. P. Hlmonlon

Hoc..*..Quartette
lUmUag of Lincoln’* address at OettyftCom. utvtftnx
...

iAAm*.** &•»**
Solo~

t

olurobla. the

StwctOK -■'Americt”

Oem

of the Oce*n,”
Miftft Giles
.Asaemblage

The quartette was composed of Mr. mid
MaJ. A.CoaBlBtfaiiD, Mls» M. F. Hopkins and B. B. WhiUrorob. Mis* Nani.
Jjrammcv «M *ccomp*tii**.
M.\ Dewy gave one of the bent Memorial D*y addresses ever beard ten. He
diverged somewhat from the beaten track
of Memorial Day orator*. He spoke of
the permanent result# of the war, most
important of which—more important
than the abolition of slavery—waa the
evolution of sentiment in regard to slavery and the right* of man. Another important permanent mult w*i in establishing confidence in the stability of a
government by the people. Mr. Deasy
Mid in closing:
Another revolt of the war haa been the stlmolaUoo of patriotism.
We become «o habituated to the life-giving
air. to electrical phenomena, to the perpetually recurring miracle of seed-time ami
harvest, as to regard them as commonplace
euaditiuns. sad to forget the marvel and mystery of it all. And no we become so accustomed to receiving the ble««ingf and beneficence* of our free government as to become
indifferent to them and to regard them as
ours

HOT

CONTESTS—DKA8Y FOR

SENATOR— TREWORMY FOR SHERIFF

by birthright.

But w* cannot be indifferent to them when
we think of their cost in tears and suffering
and blood.
When Nathan Hale was led out to die on
the scaffold, he was insolently and tauntingly a«ked if he did not regret taking up
trnuagainst King George. He replied. “My
only regret Is that 1 have but oue life to give
my country.”
The martyrdom of Nathan Hale is a part of
the cost of the blessing* you and I enjoy.
Alter one of the early battles of the Civil
war in which Own. MiegeJ’s command took
part, they found at night, dying on the cold
gmund. a young soldier who could speak
only a few words of broken English, aud
when they asked him If there were any messages that he wished sent to bis mother or
friends, the only intelligible English reply
»*», *1 fight* mil Sigel.”
The sacrifice of thousands of nien who have
n*4 enjoyed a title of the advantages of our
free government that you and I have enjoyed,
i» a part of the coat.
The heroism of Bunker Hill; the sufferings
of Valley Forge: the horrors of Aadersonville; empty electee; maimed and crippled
bodies; the consecration of mothers and
wives, who iu alt the wars of our history have
sent their loved ones to the front and uncomplainingly endured privation and suffering and watched, and waited, and hoped while
their hearts broke, are a
part of the cost; and
aa a part of the
cost.^two score years ago we
•cattertd over the surface of our country.
mown uy tutumnai
manu, me
**•**• of oar bravest and boat.
We should think of this cost; think of it
when we compare oat lot with that of lea*
b*PPy people “struggling slowly toward the
light;*’ think of it whenever an opportunity
i* afforded to as to
contribute, ever so little,
toward the protection of oar
country from
the dangers that beset
it; think of it wbeu we
sre called
upon, perhaps at some sacrifice of
oomfort and convenience, to perform our
civic duties; think of it with a profound and
reverent feeling of
dependence upon the Al®i«ht) and yet with a deep and abiding
sense of our individual and
personal responsibility when we sing:
•*»v

“U»ng may

our land be bright
With Freedom’s holy light,
Protect us by Thy might,
Great (Jod, our Kiug.”
At the clone of the
exercises, the members of the
grand army again formed in
line and marched to Grand
Army hall,
where refreshments were served
by the
woman's relief corps.

amusement notes.
QUIXCY ADAMS SAWYER.

The republicans of Hancock
county met
convention in Ellsworth

In

yesterday.

The convention was of more than usual
interest owing to the warm contests for

import: at oBltes.
The tight for the nomination for senator
from the eastern section of the
county
was very close, L. it.
IJeaay, of Bar Harbor. Winning over Hr. J. H. Fatten, of
Amherst, by a vote of 71 to 70.
Four tiallota were necessary in the nomination of a candidate for
sheriff, W. 8.
Trcworgy being finally chosen.
several

THK

CONVENTION.

I)r. K. L. Cirindle, of Mt. Desert, chairof the republican
county committee,

man

railed the convention to order about 10.30
o'clock, aud read the call.

The county committee
committee on credent ials.

was

made the

Prayer was offered by Kcv. J. P. 8imonton, of Ellsworth.
Dr. Urindle then announced the following temporary organisation:
\V. A.
Walker, chairman, W. H. Titus, of Ellaworth, and A. H. Lynam, of Bar Harbor,
secretaries. B. K. Clark, of Bar Harbor,
was

appointed

cort

the chair man to the chair.

a

committee of

one

to

es-

MH. WAI.KKH* BPEKCH.

MD(I

ocr.
goi^-**Hiar Sp-angled BnoMiss
Berthn L Of left
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Grand Army,
J' Uotthr
Memorial I*»y.
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CONVENTION.

Mr.

Walker, on taking

Mr. Chairman
lion:

and

the

chair,

aaid:

OrnUtmrn of Uir Oanrra-

* laxe tm* opportunity of
expressing to the
members of the republican county committee
sincere
of
my
tbelr courtesy in
appreciation
extending to me uu invitation to preside over
the deliberation of this convention, it has
been the privilege of delegates in the past to
listen to and witness rather remarkable and
brilliant display of oratory and eloquence
from presiding officers and from gentlemen
who in matters political have spoken rx
eaiAedra and as those in highest authority.
I am neither unmindful nor forgetful of the

distinguished gentlemen who have occupied the platform on similar occasions in
the past, and I strongly suspect that any remany

marks I may offer at this time will be left
stranded and high and dry in the flood-tide
of eloquence which is sure to flow ou an occasion of this ktud.
It is not my purpose or intention by vilifying and vituperative wor+i to assault the
democratic party. 1 number among the member* of the democratic party as individuals
some of my strongest and best friends, gentlemen for whom I have the highest regard and
greatest respect. 1 am a Arm believer in the
sentiment that there is so much bad in the
best of us and so much good in the worst of
us that it ill behooves any of us to talk about
the rest of us.
1 nevertheless have no hesitancy in expressing it as my opinion that the democratic
party, as a
tended for

party organized, equipped and ingovernmental and executive pur-

poses, has demonstrated its utter lack of capacity and inability to rule and govern with any
degree of success for any period of time.
1 realise the desirableness and need to the
republican party of strong and consistent
opposition as a stimulus to better work and
more consistent methods, but in
the crisis
which now confronts the votersof thiscouuty
and State let us remember that epithets are
uut arguments and denunciation is not demonstration.
It is useless, even cowardly, to deny that the
political situation which confronts the voters
of this county and State, irrespective of
party, is not such as to demand our serious
consideration, and as a republican I welcome
any contribution to the di*cut»*ton of prohibition, enforcement of law, license or local
option that tends to illuminate the situation
aud contribute intelligent information, no
matter from what source or from wbat political
party it may come, or w hat Its inspiration may
be, and I win not degrade myself to the level
of vilifying and vituperative assault on any
person or political party in the discussion of
a question that concerns the happiness, welfare aud prosperity of a great state and more
than half a million of people.
It Is pleasant and profitable service to point
out to a political party its triumphs aud
achievements. It is a trying task to speak of
its
wrong
dolug, recount its mistakes
and insist that the former be abated and the
latter corrected.
It is as true of political parties, as of individuals, that they have reached a safe point
in theit history, when they are willing to
staud face to face with their mistakes; aud
the voters of this State, irrespective of party§
have given no stronger evidence of their high
average intelligence

man

iney

now

snow

in

their purpose to look squarely in the face the
temperance question in all its phases.
That we have many reasons for being
elated over what the republican party has
done, admits of no question. That we have,
in some instances, gone astray, been guilty of
grievous faults and errors, and that we are
now suffering from these shortcomings, must
be apparent to ail who know the existing
conditions and understand their significance.
There is atnoug the voters of this dtate a
great variety of opinion in regard to the pro*
hibitory law and its enforcement. There are
many people who will not admit that there is
any excuse whatever for a moment’s delay in
the matter of resubmission or even license
and local option. I presume I inherited a
certain amount of ignorance, and I am sure I
have in the last forty years acquired more or
less stupidity, but I am frank to say, gentlemen, that I am not so happily or fortunately
constituted, nor am I sufficiently supplied
with gray brain matter as to be able to say at
once and now Just what is for the greatest
good to the greatest number in this matter,
1 truly believe that there are honest and
sincere temperance men who are for temperance by both precept and example, who are in
favor of resnbmission, but who would resist
to the last ditch any attempt to substitute for
the prohibitory law a license or local option
law. I believe also that there are many men
who are neither temperate nor believers in
temperance, who are firmly and resolutely
opposed to the question of resubmisslon.
I do not believe that because a person favors
or opposes resubmission he is necessarily the
agent or representative of some peculiar or
particular interest in this State, in Massachusetts or even in Kentucky. In other words,
there arc sincere and holiest men whose opinion and Judgment in this matter are diametrically opposite. And that there should be a
wide difference of opinion in this matter is

town* and agricultural communities Is influenced largely by the views that are entertained there touching public questions and
matters of legislation.
But while there is this wide difference in
regard to one phase of thi* proposition, we
certainly should remember that the prohibitory law is a law of the Htate, found on the
statute books and incorporated into the constitution, and we, as law-abiding and law-respecting citizens, should be In favor of its
enforcement as long a* it remains on the
statute book, the same a* any other law.
It Is our proud boast that every provision
on the statute books for the
promotion of
temperance was put there by the republican
party, and in every State platform we have
favored and in many instances demanded the
strict enforcement of the prohibitory law;
yet when confronted by enforcement such as
the platform demands, we hesitate, waver and
some of us fall, while others
suddenly develop strong democratic symptoms and sentiment.
Gen. Grant once said that the best way to
get rid of a bad law was to euforce it; 1 am
not admitting that the
prohibitory law is a
bad law. but I believe that we are all ready to
stand that test with the prohibitory law. Let
all its friends demand a fair and reasonable
enforcement in every county; let that enforcement be as vigorous and rigid as for any
criminal law, and if the law proves to be not
good and unpractical, then I am sure its
friends will accept the situation and be the
first to step up to the ballot box and put In a
vote for its repeal; not till then will we nullify it and set It aside.
Two years ago, after a most bitter and
aggressive campaign, we nominated and
elected the Hon. W. T. Cobb as governor of
thiH State—nominated and elected him on a
platform in which we re-echoed all our pant
demands and sentiment* in regard to temperance. the prohibitory law and its enforcement; nominated and elected him on a platform hobbling over with devotion to the
republican party and its principles.
Now. the governor of this State is not a
fanatic, but on the contrary, a clear-headed,
honest and courageous executive of law and
order, a man who has taken the republican
party and the republican platform at its word,
and has endeavored by a policy of enforcement to carry out the sentiment of the republican platform. A few weeks ago, before the
republican club of Dee ring, the chief executive of the State, in a speech, which in ray
opinion no other governor of the State in
the past twenty-live years has had the ability
to write ami the courage to deliver, stated
frankly, candidly, and without reserve his
opinion of the political situation as it exists

I honor the man, gentlemen, who has the
of his convictions.
It
may be
unpopular, for the moment, for him to advocate them, but I believe in the principles of
eternal justice, and that justice will ultimately prevail, and the time has come when
William T. Cobb is recognised and honored
because of the courage he has displayed
in standing for his convictions, and as long
as courage,
consistency and brains are recog: nised as desirable qualifications in a governor,
so long will the voters of this State remember
and admire the Hon. W. T. Cobb.
We are all familiar with the criticism from
outside sources of Maine, its people, and its
temperance problem, but Maine has proved
herself strong enough and fertile enough to
furnish more than her share of wise and rare
men in
every field of human activity, and
I believe that we can settle within our own
borders this question in all its phases.
The geographical as well as the political
situation of our State is peculiar. She is the
buffer state of the Union; the first to receive
the storm and danger of old ocean; she has
for ages been the butt of all the fury and raging of the Atlantic, and how nobly and how
majestically has our coast withstood the
storm of centuries!
The first rays of the rising sun as it emerges
from its ocean bed fail full and fair on our
grand old State, and in ail its journey across
the heavens until it hides itself behind the
western hills it shines on no better, brayer or
courage

more

intelligent people.

The early settlers of our State were men
and women of character and intelligence, of
rugged constitution. God-fearing, law-respecting and law-abiding. With hearts that
knew no fear and with spirits undaunted, they
left home and friends and turned their
faces toward the wilderness. From the very
first theirs was a struggle for existence, a
struggle with the elements and with hardships of every description on land and sea.
With untiring energy they removed all obstacles. and with hopeful hearts surmounted
all difficulties, until at last the ocean was
conquered.the rivers and streams subdued, ami
the rough unyielding soil forced to give forth
its increase; villages, towns, cities sprang
into existence, schoolhouses everywhere dot
the hills and plains, and in every community
the church-spires point toward heaven.
Such was the character and such were the
experiences of the early settlers of our State,
and as the result of such experiences and
hardships, there has been developed a strong,
sturdy ami reliant generation of men who are
able to think, act and speak for themselves in
all matters of public concern, and when the
crimson torch of autumn shall touch the
maple-crested hills of this grand old State 1
sincerely hope that we will go forth to the
polls with the determination to give to the
nominees of the county, district and State
conventions a genuine, old-fashioned republican

majority.

I thank yon for yonr courteous attention to
these rambling remarks, andfuow, gentlemen
of the convention, the chair awaits your

J*nted

—

which

was

Whereat. The late Dr. Rufus P- Orindle, of
Bluehill, was a life-long republican, and always took great interest in the affairs of his
party, and actively participated in the proceedings of our last county convention, and
Wherenf, Wince that time, death has removed him from among us. therefore

Resolved, That we take this opportunity to
testify of our great regard for his many good
qualities, and to say that by his removal we
have lost an earnest republican, a good friend,
a faithful Christian, and honest man.
Resolved, That these resolutions be put on
the records of this meeting, printed in Thk
Ellsworth Amkkk

an,

and

a

copy sent to the

family of the deceased.
The temporary organization of the conversion was made permanent.
L. W. Hum ill, of Tremont, F. B. Snow,
of Bluehill, and A. C. Fernald, of Mt.
Desert, were made a committee on resolutions.
NOMINATIONS FOR SENATOR.

P. S. Knowtton presented the name o
Sumner P. Mills, of Stonington, for senator from the western section of the
county, and moved it be by acclamation.
nomination was seconded by Charles
F. Paine, of Bar Harbor, and waa made
by
acclamation.
For senator from the eastern district,
Fred C. Lynam, of Bar Harbor, presented
the name of L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor.
This nomination was seconded by E. W.

The

Cleaves,

of

Gouldsboro,

and A. W.

King,

Ellsworth. The name of Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst, was presented by A. T.
Silsby, of Aurora, and seconded by Dr. N.
C. King, of Ellsworth. The ballot resulted as follows:
of

Patten.70
Mr. Silsby, on behalf of Dr. Patten,
moved that the nomination be made
unanimous.
FOR

CLERK OF COURTS.

The nomination of John F. Knowltcn
for clerk of courts was made by acclamation. His name was presented by O. F.

Fellows,

Bucksport,

of

Dr. Orindle, (or the committee on credentials, reported 141 delegatee duly
accredited

as

2

Orland,

4

1

Otis,

1

8

Penobscot,
Sedgwick,

4

Brooklin,

8

Brooksville,

4

Bucksport,

8

C'astine,

4

Cranberry Isles,

1

Dedham,
Deer Isle,
Kastbrook,
Eden,
Ellsworth,

2

Sorrento,
South west Harbor.

Stonington,
Sullivan,
Surry,

Swan’s Island,
2 Tremont,
18
Trenton,
18 Verona,
4
Waltham.
6 Winter Harbor,
4
Plantations:
6

5

1
4
4

3
2
6

1

RRSOI/ITTIONS.

committee on resolutions reported
|
the follwoing, which were adopted:
The

1 Vhereaa: Gov. Cobb’s straightforward efforts to fulfill our party's promises by honestly enforcing the laws of our State have
aroused much opposition in some sections,
which is now manifesting itself by calling
for resubmission; and
Whereat, It ia very important that the
voters of our State clearly understand the
significance of this opposition, that they may
see the great importance of upholding the action of our chief magistrate, therefore
Resolved, That the governor's efforts to
honestly and fearlessly enforce the laws of
the State are commendable in the highest degree; that we emphatically and unreservedly
Approve of the sentiments expressed iu his
speech delivered before the Deering club, and
that we promise him our earnest and active
support while carrying on the work therein
indicated.
Resolved, That we believe that State prohibition is the beat means yet devised for the control of ih
liquor traffic; that we favor the
maintenance thereof, and that we demand of
our officials an honest enforcement of said
prohibitory law.
Resolved, That we believe the object of the
resubmissiou movement is to put the State
under a license law, and that we are heartily
and emphatically opposed to it.
Resot ed, That we pledge our support to the
candidates nominated by this convention.

The convention then adjourned.

Cherryfield

and seconded

by

Fair.

The premium list for the forty-seventh
fair

of

the

West

Washington

Agricultural Society, Cherrytield,

is out.

The fair will be held Sept 18,19 and 20.

RggemoRgin C. K. Union.
Eggemoggin Christian Plndeavor union
will meet in the Baptist church, Jsorth
Sedgwick, Tuesday, June 12, at 2 o’clock.
tI.o W »• *<> for
Heml v«tur onit r* f
pU'po»«- lo MO^k-.S, ItAH HAlClSOu,
ynu will l»«i pH-«»t«(l
Oj»* it nil tfi« ycur ’round.

E. Clark, of Bar Harbor, and VV. G.
Sargent, of Castine.
At 12 o’clock a recess was taken until

any
uml

B.

3Sl)cttisai«nts.

“NO CURE.JO PAY.”

1.30 o’clock.
FOR JUDGE

OF

PROBATE.

For the nomination of judge of probate,
E. S. Clark, of Bar Harbor, presented the
name of O.
P. Cunningham, which was
seconded by John A. Peters, of Ellsworth.
The name of E. E. Chase, of Bluehill, was
presented by Frank L. Hodgkins, of La-

moine, seconded by E. P. Spofford, of
Deer Isle, and T. J. Holmes, of Ellsworth.
The ballot resulted

as

follows:

Chase.811

Cunningham...50
FOR SHERIFF.

For the nomination of sheriff, five

names

BORN.
ABRAM-At Ellsworth. May 29, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur Abram, a daughter.
COTTLB-At Ellsworth Falls, Juno 4, to Mr
and Mrs Albert C Cottle, a son.
HAGERTHY—At Ellsworth, June 2, to Drand
Mrs George 8 Hagerthy, a daughter.
HALE—At Castine, June 4, to Mr and Mrs T
E Hale, a s^n.
HAYNES—At Trenton, May 28, to Mr and Mrs
Warren G Haynes, a son.
MURCH—At Trenton, May 28, to Mr and Mrs
Walter Murch, a daughter.
RICE—At Brooklin, May 28, to Mr and Mrs
Lewis W Rice, a son. [Warren Gilbert.]
RYAN—At Stonington, May 10, to Mr and Mrs
Daniel McDonald Ryan, a daughter.
SCOTT—At Stonington, May 31, to Mr and Mrs
Charles Augustus Scott., a son.

MARRIED.
CLARK-DUNBAR—At Ellsworth, June 2, by
Rev J M Adams. Miss Clara Clark, of Ellsworth, to Shirley R Dunbar, of Cherryfleld.
FRIEND-SEAVEY—At Sedgwick, May 26, by
Rev G W FHitl, Miss Nettie M Friend, of
Sedgwick, to Irving E Seavev, of Sherman
Mills.
GARLAND
At
MADDOCKS
Ellsworth,
June 2, by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Mahala
Garland to George E Maddocks, both of
Ellsworth Falls.
LINSCOTT— BREWKR—At Portland, May 29,
by Rev Lewis Malvern, Miss Dora Ethel
LInBcott, of Lnmoine, to Merrill F Brewer,
of Bar Harbor.
8PURLING—BIRLEM—At Cranberry Isles,
June 2. by Rev A P McDonald, Miss Mary F
Spurting to Fred A Biriem, both of Cranberry Isles.
TREWORGY—STANLEY-At Swan’s Island,
June 2. by Rev J D McNair, Mrs Clara J
Treworgy to Albion W Stanley, both of
Swan's Island.
—

DIED.
ARCHER—At
Aurora, May 29, Georg© 8
Archer, aged 53 years. 3 months, 27 days.
BROWN—At Sound, May 27, Horace Brown,
of Southwest Harbor, aged 74 years.
BURNHAM—At Ellsworth, June 5, Orrin 8,
son of Mr and Mrs Edwin G Burnham, aged
15 years, 1 month, 16 days.
CliOUGH—At Ellsworth Falls, May 30, Effie
L, wife of James Clough, aged 61 years, 8
months.
GILLEY— At Cranberry Isles, May 27, Samuel
Gilley, aged 91 years. 10 days.
GRIND EE—At Illuebill, May 27. Mrs Maria It
Grindle. aged 76 years, 5 months.
HALE—At Castine, June 4, infant son of Mr
and Mrs T E Hale.
LURVEY—At Swan’s Island, May 30, George
A Lurvey, of Southwest
Harbor, aged 39
years, 11 months, 28 days.
MILLS—At Htonington, May 26, Butler H
Mills, aged 49 years. 9 months, 17 days.
ROBINSON—At Southwest Harbor, May 27,
Mrs Abigail Robinson, agea 77 years.
SHAW—At Goulduboro, May 23, Mrs Lydia
Shaw, aged about 75 years.
WARDWELL-At Penobscot, June 2, Forest
Linwood Wardwell, aged 1 year, 1 month, 26

G. A. Pnreher Sells Hyomei,
WHITMORE—At Southwest Harbor, May 24,
Guaranteed C'ure tor Catarrh.
Isaac Whitmore, aged 86 years.
G. A. Paruher lias an unusual offer
to make to his readers, one that will
r.tfcrrnsrn.cma.
be of the greatest value to many.
For some years G. A. Pare her lias
been watching the results from the
use of Hyomei, a treatment for catarrh that cures by breathing medicated air, absolutely without any
The results have
stomach dosing.
been so universally successful that
he feels just!lied in making a public
AND
offer to treat the worst case of catarrh in Ellsworth with the understanding that if Hyomei does not cure,
the treatment will cost absolutely
Ilow

the

JORDAN,

FURNITURE

UNDERTAKING.

presented to the convention: Rosco© A. Eddy and John E. Bunker, of Bar
nothing.
outfit costs
The regular Hyomei
Harbor; VV. S. Treworgy, of Surry; B. T.
Sowle and E. K. Hopkins, of Ellsworth. only one dollar, and consists of a neat
Four ballots were necessary for a choice, pocket inhaler that can be carried in
tile purse or vest-pocket, a medicine
and resulted as follows:
If
dropper, ami a bottle of Hyomei
Ballot
1st 2d 3d 4th
were

Eddy,
Bunker,
Treworgy,
Hopkins,
FOR

14

4

5-1

51

30

46

25

35

39

110

1

1

this is not enough for a cure, extra
bottles of Hyomei can he obtained for
50 cents.
G. A. Parcher p isitively guarantees
a cure, if Hyomei is used in accordant e with directions, or lie will refund
the money.

COUNTY-ATTORNEY.

H. Wood, of Bar Harbor, was renominated for county-attorney by acclamation, L. F. Giles, of Ellsworth, having
withdrawn before the convention. The
nomination of Mr. Wood was made by A.
W. King, of Ellsw orth, seconded by E. P.
Spofford, of Deer Isle.

I have leased the ground
door of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

L. W. JORDAN,
Ellsworth,

Maine.

Charles

FOR

COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Page.102
Hinckley. 33

Scattering. 1
Mr. Snow, on behalfj of Mr.'Hinckley,
moved that the nomination be made

unan-

imous.
FOR REGISTER

Indigestion
There is no reason why a person
should not eat anything he chooses
the
if he chews it carefully
trouble is most people are afraid of
—

—

county commissioner the name of
Fred R. Page, of Bucksport, was presented i
by O. F. Fellows and seconded by E. S.
Clark. Nahum Hinckley’s name was pre- !
sented by Fred A. Torrey, of Stonington,
and seconded by F. B. Snow, of )Bluehill.
J. M. Hutchins, of Penobscot, withdrew
before the convention. The ballot resulted as follows:
For

OF DEEDS.

For register of deeds W'm. B. Campbell
was nominated by acclamation, ihis [name
being presented by E. P. Spofford.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

Robert B. Holmes, of Ellsworth, was
nominated for county treasurer by acclamation, E. S. Clark presenting his name.
COUNTY COMMITTEE.

The following county committee was
chosen:
John O. WhitneyEllsworth;
Charles E. Marcyes, Eden; Albert C. SwaYou will want Flowers sometime!
BAR HARBOR
MOSJ23, FLORIST,
Open all the year ’round.

follows:

Amherst,
Aurora,
Bluehill,

zey, Buckaport; R. L. Grindle, Mt. Desert;
H. T. Bilsby, Aurora; E. P. Spotford, I>eer
isle; VV. O. Emery, Sullivan; Frank L.
Hodgkins, Lamoine.

annual

Deasy.71

pleasure.

1
j
drama of New England
1
Franklin,
Ie* ‘‘^nincy Adams
Sawyer,” will be pre3
Gouldsboro,
[
at Hancock hall Saturday, July 7,
Hancock,
company, every member
f*® admirable
1
8
Long Island,
Lamoine,
baa been selected with special
egard for his or her fitness for the role
No. 8,
1
1
Mariaville,
^ayed. The scenic environment of the
1
5 No. 21,
Mount Desert,
1
No. 38,
P®rt®ct accord with its spirit.
a.wi'1?L*8 in
entire entertainment is natural
and
The delegate from Isle au Haut had not
enjoyable.
Sawyer” is unique.
been chosen in accordance with the call.
ltu?n‘?cy Adams arc
found in its entire
^telling qualities
The delegate chosen could not come, and
reedom from
stage conventions. There
the republican town committee had aperrln* girl, no mortgage on the
f
n<>
mourning or wailing, and no
JJfrb
pointed S. B. Thurlow', of Stonington, as
Vet
no
means
is
strength
by
ZJ22™*
delegate, he being instructed to vote for
<Tifleed by this abandonment of familMr. Deasy for senator. The question of
®xP®dienU. For there are sul>that are real, motives
accepting Mr. Thurlow' as a delegate was
,itinted characters
not
and
ina development of
surprising.
natural,
submitted to the convention, and E. S.
J^**are
rest that holds because
A man who comes from a commercial centre
it appeals by its
Clark, of Bar Harbor, on behalf of Mr.
strong humanity.
is nnturally imbued with the sentiment that
Deasy, moved that he be not accepted. It
prevails in his locality; a man who comes from
was so voted.
With this exception the
a large city and manufacturing centre is in**08168, FLORIST, KAH.HARBOR.
Estaldittied for many years.
fluenced by the sentiment that prevails there, delegation was complete.
smaller I
Dr. K. E. Hagerthy, of Sedgwick, ofOpen all the year round. and so a man who comes from the
...

fered the following resolution,
unanimously adopted:

good-looking, good-smelling,
good-tasting thing on the bill of
every

A REASON

fare because it “don't agree with
Stop for a minute and
them.” They actually starve them- think—we sell in our
store 200 Rexall Remeselves into sickness. Dieting can- dies.
If you were to
off
we cut
not cure
buy Rexall Dyspepsia
dyspepsia—if
didn’t benefit
every article of food that disagrees Cure and it we
expect you
with us before long we have nothing you, could
to buy Rexall Rheumatic
left, and we find ourselves chronic Cure, or Rexall Cough
dyspeptics. When you eat some- Cure, or any other one of
thing that don’t agree with you, it’s the Rexallnot.Remedies—
time to get after your stomach and we believe
We do not say that
From our own experi- each Rexall
tone it up.
Remedy will
ence in selling dyspepsia cures, there
always cure the disease
it
is named,
Rexall
which
for
that
is nothing
Dysequals
that if it
but we do
pepsia Tablets. From what our doesn't curesay
it won’t cost
customers tell us of this Rexall
We will
you anything.
Remedy we are convinced that con- refund you the price you
sistent use of it will give any one pay for any Rexall
the stomach of an ostrich and the Remedy you buy in our
store if it does’t benefit
appetite of a farm hand. We don’t you.
know of a stomach trouble Rexall
Tablets won’t cure.
Dyspepsia
We place the same guarantee on
this remedy that we do on all Rexall
Remedies, money back if dissatisfied. Fifteen days’ treatment for
twenty-five cents. ^Try it to-day.

a&facTtuKmntis.

E. C. MOORE,

^FfoThunkr,

Druggist

(■ood Advice from (». A. Parcher as
STORF
THE
How to Create au Appetite.
Any physician will tell you that It
is unwise to eat unless oHe is really
hungry. It is far better to miss a
meal than to eat without appetite.
But do not take a tonic, stimulant
G.
or appetizer to make you hungry.
A. Parcher says that the best way to
create an appetite is to restore the digestion to health by the use of Miona,
stomach tablets, a reliable remedy
that he has with the best of satisfaction.
When Miona is used, the irritation
If it is to you, here’s a chance for you to
and inflammation of the stomach
coating will be soothed, the gastric self:
We mean
money on your
follicles will be strengthened so that
they will pour out the natural digesthat we sell are made in a
IvINEO
tive fluids with regularity, and the range.
food you eat will be perfectly digested
without distress.
and the
manner
comes
A large box of Miona stomach tablets is sold for 50 cents by G. A.
expenses.
Parcher, and it is so successful and
reliable in curing indigestion and
other stomach troubles, with the exF. B.
Ellsworth.
ception of cancer of the stomach, that
he sells it under a guarantee that the
money will be refunded unless it does
&
all that is claimed for it.

IS SAVING
A

PLEASURE?

enjoy yourpurchase of a

by saving
Ranges

by expert workmen,

saving

perfect
in the

running

AIKEN, Agent,

Noyes

Nutter

Mfg. Co.,

Bangor,

Me,

Utouxl

not reach

>in

so

R. Famham and daughter left
town Tuesday for her home in Cuba.
Leslie Springer has rented William
Rice’s house, and has taken possession.

additional County JVew*

Mrs. L.

war

She

June

the

1 for

opened the Acadian

grandparents.
her cousin, Miss

hotel

Peach, jr., of Bar Harbor, is in
working for M. H. Mason, plumber.

W. E.

Bragdon was received in the 1. O.
Forresters Thursday as an honorary

Foster, of Bar Harbor, has opened
paint shop here. George Monroe has
of his work.

•barge

Mrs. Barbary Bunker returned home
last week from Birch Harbor, where she

visiting

bas been

for

some

Charles Southards has

time.
of

a crew

painters

working cn Sunrise cottage and getting
•ther places ready for the summer.
Capt. H. W. Hodgkins, with Mrs.
Cochran's steam yacht Katrina, arrived in
the harbor for the season last Wednesday.
returned
Mrs. Maud Robertson has
the
home after several weeks’ work at
titanit-e hotel at West Sullivan.

always greeted with pleasure.
June 4.

The

L. T. Havey has purchased the float,
boats, etc., of the company, and will continue the business for the season.

sA

B.

C.

summer

our

people

here.

The Misses

Edmands. of Brookline, will arrive here
i
June 7, and several more about the loth.
F. L. Curtis, of Boston, one of the new i

;

of the Hotel Sorrento, is in town
He is
after his interests here.

owners

looking
iMving the back
work done.

w

repaired

harf

A cargo of coal

and

is

other

expected
j

■oon.

T.

Boston

are

arrived borne from

employed

Misses Lola

Keniston

Point.
home from Ban-

at

Dyer

and

rehearsals

Lucy

for

Butler

are

Children’s Day

•oncert.
Mrs. Nickerson returned to Frankfort
Mr. Nickerson taking her school

Friday,
for the
Mrs.
•t the

closing

weeks.

Flossie Joy Kendall, who has been
Relay for a few weeks, left for

Thursday. Mrs. Mcliatton,
Cherryfield, is matron of the house.
The schooner J. M. Morales is ready
her home

of

to

with staves and long lumber for New
York, for John W. Blaisdeli, and schooner
Robert \Y. for T. M. Blaisdeli, with curb
«il

tor Boston.
Pastor

Lorimer,

of the

was

married

successful

a

j

dangerously

Satur-

on

teacher

last week.

in

news

Miss

this

June!.

of

Mrs. Carver
trad accident

a

Evelyn Carver,

recently received
to her

daughter,

who has been in Col-

against

for her

June 4.

Y.

building, cutting her face badly, and
bruising one hip. Miss Carver was unconscious for a time.
Prior to being
a

j

Friend.

A

PROSPECT HARBOR.
W. F. Bruce and wife went to Ellsworth
this morning.
Miss M. L Nichols was a guest of Mrs.
1- P. Cole the last of the week.

Pike, who has spent the winter in
Hanover, Conn., returned home Saturday.
J. E.

ill.

orado for the

years has been

congratulations and best wishes
future prosperity and happiness.

The

Misses Moore spent a few days last
Harbor and Bangor, return-

week in Bar

ing Saturday.
Will Cook and

boro, were
Hutchings.

w

recent

ife, of South Goa Ida
guests of Mrs. John

Mrs. John Foss and Mina Edna Hamilare guests of their sister,
Mrs. J. B.
Cole, for a few weeks.
ton

Lula M. Bunker, who is teaching in
Franklin, spent the week end with her
parents, A. R. Joy and wife.
Rehearsals

Day

are

going

concert which

on

for

Children’s

a

promises

to be fine.

music, under the direction of Mrs. J.
B. Cole, will be an important feature.

The

the

wives, who have been the guests of

their

to

their home in

this morning.
June 4.

a

Miss Rena

iaisdell and her

dell,

for

a

few

At last

accounts

the young

and

no

serious results will

Blaisdell is visiting T. M.
aunt, Mrs. Annie Blais-

days.

Rev. A. W. Lorirner will leave town
June 5. and expects to return in about two
weeks with a bride for the parsonage.
Lorimer, of Bangor, who gave
the memorial address at Hancock, visited
his brother. Rev. A. W. Lorimer, before
The many friends of Pastor Lorimer’s
mother and sister, who have been at the

position

and

was

the

Monday following

as

teacher,

upon her duties
the accident.
Her

to have entered

many friends here sincerely
will soon recover from the

hope that she
effects of the

accident.

June 4.

N.
HANCOCK POINT.

Rev. A. B.

returning to Bangor.

a

follow.

Howard
at the

Tracy

has moved

into his store

wharf.

There will now be two mails
the Point until October 1.

a

day

for

season

for

a

preaching service
a. m.

Schools closed last week after
terms.

profitable

Miss

Robertson, of the grammar
Gouldsboro before returning to her home in Detroit, and
Miss Dresser remained to go into the

grade,

visited relatives in

office of Mr.

Hew ins at

the sardine fac-

tory.

June 4.

C.

He wiU go to Seal Harbor about June 15.
Ch'e’er.
June 4.
NORTH FRANKLIN.

Elwin Williams has gone to Salisbury
Cove, where he is employed.
Miss Knowles spent a part of Saturday
and Sunday with her cousin, Mrs. Jessie
DoBcck, at West Franklin.
The entertainment at the schoolhonae

Friday evening was well attended and a
good time is reported. Quite a sum was

realized from the sale of ice-cream and
eake.
T.
June 4,
MANSET.
is

in town for

Fred Parker, of Brewer,
che summer.
Mrs. Asher Allen has arrived to put the
Ocean house in order for the summer.
Mrs. William DoUiver, of Seawall, who

There will be

an

excursion here from

Mrs. Hannah Bletben, of Lisbon Fails,
a few weeks.

is in town for

Mrs. Helen Haalem has gone to Brewer,
where she has

employment.
Graves, of Bangor,

Stonington, June 6. “Alexander's Big
Five,” of Camden, will furnish music for
the dance in the evening.
June 2.

Anon.

ittmrrtisnntnts.

CONTINUE
Those who
and strength
ment with

saining fteah
by regular treat-

are

Scott’s Emulsion
should continue the treatment
In hot weather; smaller dose
and a little cool milk with It will
do away with any objection
which Is attached to fatty products during
the
heated
••aeon.
Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNK, Om&m,
New York,
4«>9-4*5 Pear! street,
joc. and $ijao\ all druggists.

some

_

E.

Mrs. Henry A. Ball announce
the coming marriage of their daughter
Martha Belle to Warren Alton Parritt,
i of Bar Harbor.
The wedding will take
place the latter part of June.
B.
| June 4.
Mr. and

ISLESFORD.
OBITUARY.

the

H.

LEACH’S POINT.
Irving Iiarriu.an has sold his colt to
Walter Brewster.

Leroy Patteu,
weeks

of

Booth bay, spent

a

few'

with relatives here.

Rev. Mr. Price, of Bucksport, delivered
the Memorial Day address in Orlsnd.
L. Bowden spent Sunday
grandparents, Willis Bowden

Miss Annie
with her
and wife.

Death has again entered this little comMrs. Jane Bowden, who has spent the
munity and taken our eldest and muchrespected citizen, Samuel Gilley, who past week in this vicinity, returned home
passed away May 27, at the age of ninety- Saturday.
Thurman Snowman and wife went
| one years, twelve days.
I During his earlier life, he followed the to Orrington Thursday, where thev will
Mr. Snowman has purchased a due
reside.
sea, but later years had been running a
farm there.
small farm, where he went about from
|
Mrs. Carrie Crosby underwent a serious
day to day, performing his regular duties
surgical operation at her home Monday.
until within two weeks of his death.
She is doing as well as could be expected.
He was what might be termed “one of Mrs. Deborah Conner is
caring tor her.
natures noblemen”, honest and upright in
June 2.
M.

mourning friend.,

and the

The sudden death of George A.
Purvey,
hich occurred at the home of (Irrin Milan
at Swan's Island, May JO, wa. a great shock
to hi. many friends. It I* tisrd to realise
that our genial, happy-hearted townsman
1 has
gone to ’eturn no more. While on a
visit to relatives on Swan Island, a severe
cold developed into pneumonia, and after
a few day. of painful illness, he
passed
away.
I
in
the battle o
Though handicapped
life through an injury received when a
*

boy, George
with

bore hi*

wonderful

physical disability
Possessing

fortitude.

good business ability, he wan for several
years town cierk ami Justice of the peace,
and

wm

thin year nerving

aele< tman.

an

He was the son of Gilbert L. and Mary
U. Lurvcv, and though young in heart
and appearance he lacked but two days of
bin fortieth birthday. George was always
found on the aide of right, a staunch Good

Templar

and

valued

a

of the

member

summer.

June

Every lime

4._Hpbc.

Mrs. John R. Boardinan,

daughters,

w

ith

Marion,

Alice and

her
ts

at

is

the

sooner

than her

Bummer residents

fricuds desire.

are

Master Inman.

The sudden death of Horace Brown by
pneumonia, at Bound last week, was a
shock to his friends here. Mr. Brown was
a familiar figure on our streets, and will be
missed.
He was a son of Kev. Charles

Brown,

so

well known

fifty

MIANUS MOTORS

years ago, and

Are Guaranteed
to Please.

somewhat eccentric

We use the

character, but

a great reader and well informed.
He studied for a physician in
his younger days.

Schebler Carburetor.

Memorial
Day was very quiet here,
details of the Parker post attend-

Try

the

ing

to

the

duty assigned

our

Self-Starting Magneto.

them, but

public services were held. J. B.
Mason received from the state regent
1). A. R. of MaasacbusetU, Paul Junes
chapter, a neat flag, thirteen stars in a
circle on a blue ground, with thirteen
stripes, to be placed on the grave of Jonathan Brown, one of the crew of the Bon
Homme Kiehard, who Is buried at Manset
cemetery and who was last year honored
by a D. A. R- marker by the Bangor
chapter.
no

IN

Ititr*.

Stefrusraaiu’

but one sister, Mrs. Antoinette
Harmon, who is in the Eastern Maine
hospital. Mr. Brown was about seventya

hus-

common

leaves

four years of age,

r

in India as are stomach
and liver disorders with us. K >r the latI .lee
ter however there is a sun* re metis
trie Bitters; the great restorative medicine
of which 8. A. Brown, of Bennettaville, 8.
C., says: “They restored my wife to p*r*
feel health, after years of suffering with
dyspepsia and a chronically torpid liver.
Electric Bitters cure chill* and fever,
malaria, biliousness, lame bark, kidney
Sold on
troubles and bladder disorder*.
guarantee by E. G.
MOORR, druggist.
Prior 60c.

beginning to arHenry Imnan and family, of Atlanta,
(3a., are again established at their cottage,
with Miss Isabel Clark housekeeper a*
usual and Miss Beatrice companion to
young

lets h

w oman

Deadly Serpent

areas

a newly-purchased home which
being plumbed and refitted, she will go

back

fussy

a

have his own way she doc* it in such
a manner that It leaves a bad taste in bis
mouth.
band

two

Dirigo for a few weeks.
Mr*. Nellie Carroll Thornton, of Houlton, is visiting her mother, but owing to

rive.

June 4.

time.

with

beautiful flower, were a Biting tribute to
one
who dearly loved bright blossoms.
Rev. Mr. Barnard, of the Methodic
church, officiated, and a quartette sang appropriate selections.

Y’a; alao ready to lend a helping hand in
every good cause. He w ill be sadly missed
in the community, for he was a general
The community was shocked by the sudfavorite w ith old and young.
den death of George Lurvey while on a
The funeral services at hia home Friday
visit to Orrin Milan at Swan's Island.
were
attended
by a large number of
Walter Stanley and wife have moved to friends. Rev. Mr. Barnard ofti- .t'd. A
where
Mr.
is
Manset,
Stanley working on profusion of flowers, beautiful pure*, from
the fish wharf of Capt. James Parker.
the Y’», Good Templars ami bon-- friends,
Mrs. Mary West, of Egypt, is visiting with selections of music by the quartette
hersister, Lucie Robinson. Her daughter! made an impressive service.
lisle Ha works at Northeast Harbor, Helen !
Deep sympathy is felt for the I* reared
is clerking in the postoffice, and Abbie, parents and only sister, Mrs. Maud Manw ho is attending normal school at Caat
me, ley, of Northeast Harbor.
will work for Mrs. Warren Dorr through
M.
June 4.

worth.

Sunday.

)

her aunt.

the fact of

Mrs. Josephine Stanley and Miss Ada
Clayton have returned to their studies in
Bangor.
Mrs. Zella Colby and Mrs. Alice Jordan
visited relatives in Ellsworth Saturday and

daughters-Mrs.

]

Norwood has gone to Isle au
Haut, to work for C. D. Turner.
Chariot U
Gilley has returned from
Swan’s Island, where she haa been visiting

Mrs. Anna
is
the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Hannah Jordan.
Mrs.
Eliza Jordan
is
visiting her
daughter, Mrs. E. L. Kingman, in Ells-

Chester is

health for
June 4.

arc

and two

Lawler and M r». Vira
Mayo, and
one »i*ter—Mr*. Doll
Her, of Waltham,
Mass.
The funeral service, were h»ld at the
home Thursday, May 31. The h <u... wu

Nahum

WALTHAM.

visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mis9 Minnie Grindel, who has been at
parsonage with him the past winter ana
Rollins Dobbin, at Jouesport.
w’ork for B. F. Jordan, has gone to East
spring, are feeling badly to have them go
Ed. Wood and wife, of Bangor, spent Eddington.
to their home in
Vermont. They endeared themselves to everyone they met.
Sunday at their cottage at the Point.
Kaymond Haslem, who has been in
WEST FRANKLIN.
Hazel, daughter of F. E. Blaisdell and
W. B. Boyden, of Boston, is spending a Northeast Harbor the past week, returned
was
taken
ill
with
wife,
suddenly
appenfew days with his sister, Miss Katherine home Saturday.
Harry Clark is home from Vermont.
dicitis Friday. The disease was too far Hale.
A. S. Fogg, of Hebron, has been in town
The road commissioner is repairing the advanced for her to be
moved, and she
Mrs. Charles Fuller, of Ellsworth, is the past week in the employ of the Union
roads.
was operated upon at her home Saturday
She is still in a critical state. spending a few days at the Tarratine with River Telephone Co.
Henry Jellison is on a business trip to evening.
June 4.
R.
her husband.
Mrs. Almon Jellison and daughter-inBoston.
Jack Ropes, son of Prof. Ropes, of Ban- law, Mrs. B. S. Jellison, of Ellsworth
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Apple and fruit trees are blossoming
is
in
town.
He
will
tend the boat Falls, were In town
gor,
Wednesday and
finely.
George P. Haven was thrown from a lines this summer.
Thursday.
Hiram Butler was at Mount Desert wagon last Friday morning, and received
Walter Clark, on the Ferry road, has
Mrs. W. B. Jordan spent several days in
a compound fracture of one arm just above
Ferry Saturday.
bought Mr. Gross’ bakery cart, and will Bar Harbor the past week, returning home
E. Q. Burnham has men and teams at the wrist. The accident is particularly
Her daughter Marion, who
hard on Mr. Haven, coming as it does run it this summer.
Saturday.
A. F. Burnham’s farm in Hancock.
when he was just getting about again
E. J. Clark, of East Surry, who is em- was a graduate of the grammar school,
The Companion court of Forresters is after being laid up with a broken leg from
ployed at C. A. Penney’s, went home to returned with her.
an accident last fall.
having large additions to its ranks.
Memorial Day was observed here in respend Sunday with his parents.
June 2.
Spec.
and
wife
visited
Mrs.
S. S. Bcammon
51 rs. Bertha Clement McDonald, of pairing the cemetery grounds and decorScammon’s parents at Surry Saturday.
MKINLEY.
Calais, was in towrn Thursday and Friday ating the graves of loved ones. The
Potatoes are getting scarce here, and are
Daniel Ladd is improving, after his of last week, visiting Mrs. Hattie Martin. children marched from the schoolhouse to
dollar
reach
the
mark
in
a
to
expected
the cemetery, where there were recitations
serious illness.
B. B. Thatcher, of Bangor, a summer
short time.
and singing.
Much credit is due Miss
resident
at
the
died
in
New
E.
L.
is
York
a
few
has
a
tine
with
Point,
Isabel Jordan for making the day so sucMcKenzie
Kelly spending
Fred
days
purchased
cessful.
He
had
been
in
his
morning.
and
a
at
harnesses
buck
board.
Saturday
of
horses,
family
poor
Jonesport.
pair
Daisy

family

Emma Norwood, who ha* been in the
Maine general hospital, Portland, has returned much improved in health.

in

June 10, at 10 o'clock

harm

home,

remained.

Miss Carver had

EAST FRANKLIN.

The address by Rev. P. A. A. Killmm, re
Ellsworth, before the G. A. R. po*
Decoration Day, was listened to by the
that each year
audience
usual large
responds to the call of the veterans. The
speaker held the close attention of all,
and the address is spoken of as one of the
best among the many good on«a given
here. The music is deserving of favorable

no

Mm. Lizzie Norwood and
at Bass Harbor.

—John,

Caroline

visiting

Mass.,
for

one son

filled
Hro. Francis McMullln was a charter member
of this lodge and a Mason for more than fifty
years, and had rounded out a life of more than
four score years; his life was forceful and
positive; he never believed anything half
way. and his many excellent qualities will he
Cherished by those who knew him in his
every walk in life.
Jfcsoired, That the lodge tender its sympathy to those who are near and dear to him.
ffesoired. That the charter be draped In
mourning, and that these resolutions be entered upon our record*, and that a copy be
sent to the family of the deceased, and a like
copy be published in Tmr Fussosth Aw km
CfttOROR R. Pri.LKR.
1CAX.
Knew F. Kicharmox,
Paart Yoons.
Committee on resolutions.

Edgar Robbins and wife have returned
from Rockland. They were accompanied
by Clifford Robbins and wife.

she had

few

H.

June 12.

carriage,

child in her arms, that

days, lady was still confined to her lied, and
Melrose, Mass., suffering severely from the shock, but the
physician declares no bones were broken

McNider and wife for

In the death of Brother W. 8. Joyce, one of
oldest members hss passed away: he was
of strong convictions; a good cltiten
and neighbor; and had a warm affection for
bis brethren.
ffesofeed—That the lodge tender its sympathy to those near and dear who survive him.
Aesofeed—That the charter be draped in
mourning, and that these resolutions be
entered upon our records, and that a copy be
sent to the family of the deceased, a like copy
be published in the Ktt.«woitrit Amkkicax.
lino. B. Fi ll**.
Err* F. Richarosox,
Paso You no.
Committee on resolutions.

The Methodist society has secured the
Rev. Mary Macornbor for the
summer.
She will arrive from Stoughton,
services of

Schoodic lodge, K. of P., conferred the
clasped first rank on two candidates at its last
might
firm of Gault & Douglass has been j
meeting Saturday ni^ht. The Pythian
come to him.
dissolved. Mr. Douglass will goto Kingsisterhood exempt.ned the initiatory dej
miss carver was a stranger in tne town,
man this week, where he
will be emgree on a candidate at its last meeting
and was taken into a pharmacy.
A phyployed.
Tuesday night, and rendered a programme
sician was summoned and she was refor Memorial Day.
Henry J. McNider and son Samuel, with moved to his
where she has since
thrown from the

EAST LAMOINE.

The

Baptist church, returned

•omment, too. The exercises at the cemetery in the forenoon were interesting. At
the hall, Mrs. S. S. Clark’s bouquets of
aarcissus were attractive.
B.
June 4.

in

past year.
On May 16 Miss Carver and another lady
saleslady for oriental furnishings, spend- i were driving near Silver Cliff, CoL, the
ing her summers nearly always at Bar little son of the lady being in the carriage.
Harbor and her winters in Washington
The horse took fright, and the lady, who
or
at
Palm Beach,
Fla.
Miss Mcwas driving, was thrown
from the carFarland is possessed of a sweet sunny I
riage, leaving Miss Carver and the child.
temperament, and therefore lias made The
frightened animal ran on into town,
many friends wherever she has been. Her where the
carriage struck a sidewalk, and
many friends here extend most hearty Miss Carver was thrown
out, and

Harry

who, with his mother and sister left
Monday, will on his return bring a wife
to preside at the parsonage. The wedding
Isle Baptist church
at Presque
acours

(mint.

county, but for several

spent several weeks.

gor, where she has

directing

George W.

at Hancock

Miss Edith Butler is

McFarland,

formerly

Saturday evening.

Arthur Bunker and

been
have
new
members
Bernard lodge, K. of P., since its
transfer to Seal Oove early in March.
William Dodge, of Mt. Desert Hock
light station, was in town last week, called
here by the serious illness of his foster
mother, Mrs. Hannah Dodge, who is still
Fourteen

day in New York to Lawyer Clark, of
Washington, D. C. Miss McFarland was

FRANKLIN.
Miss Florence Dunn

hi* dealing*, ever ready to help the needy,
welcoming the stranger to his
always
MM othor pa<jr»
for additional County
board, and when at laid death stared him
in the face, calmly whispering: “1 am
SEAL OOVE.
willing to go.”
W. W. A. Heath is surveying on BartHe leaves to mourn his loas, five chillett’s Island for W. C. and A. P. Loring.
dren, eight grandchildren, and one sister,
William Morgan has moved to McKin- for all of whom much sympathy is felt,
ley. Mr. Morgan is employed in the especially for the granddaughter, whoso
kindly cared for him for thirteen years.
sardine factory there.

COUNTY NEWS.

Friday calling on relatives.
Misses Annie Norwood and Mildred
Mrs. Arno Marshall, of Trenton, is visit- Pierce are at home from Rluehiil, where
ing her daughter, Mrs. I. N. Salisbury.
they have been employed in the canning
Mias Norwood is accompanied
Invitations are out for the marriage of factory.
Miss Lizzie Bartlett to Leander Smith by a friend, Miss Carter, of Bluehill.
June 7.
L. C. Ober, Maynard Reed, Irving AshNelson Young is hRving a double bay ley and John Pervear, who are employed
window built and other improvements at Northeast Harbor, R. L. Latty and
Roland Ashley, who are at Seal Harbor,
made on his dwelling.
who is working at
Mrs. Alfred Smith, of Bar Harbor, has and Harlan Murphy,
been tbe guest of her sister, Mrs. D. Y. Stonington, were all home over Sunday.
McFarland, since Friday. She returns
MISB EVELYN CAEVKB INJURED.
Monday night.
Mrs. Mildred Carver, who is in Bar HarLillie, oldest daughter of E. E. and bor for the season, was home on business

Adflie

gr.da.ilr'

a man

town

Spence arrived here and
opened her cottage June 1, being the first
Miss

not told of hi.
departure, rapid!,
failed, and on Sunday. May 27,
jawed
away. Mr*. Robinson, who wa. aeventv*
.even year, of age, had been
falling since the death of her clde.t daugg.
ter, Mrs. Krnlly Farnsworth, a little
more
than a year ago. whose loss .he
d.eply
mourned, .be having alway. lived at hon»
and tenderly cared for her mother.
The
separation was keenly felt by the invalid
Mrs. Robinson wa. . <iulct,
home-loving
woman, yet poraeaaod of a strong perjonality, whose cheery influence w«» feR by
all who knew and loved her. Sho
haves
wa.

our

H.

was

Mr». Abigail Robinaon. widow
of JamRobin.on, who wa. critically 1R
th
day of her brother’, death, and of our-

Gao. K. Pru.ua,
Pen* F. Ricksanaoj*.
Faan Yocwo,
Committee on resolutions.

STABILITY

1900.

ACCURACY

added to

David Young, of Everett, Wash.,

’a™

the family of the deceased, a like copy
published In the Ellsworth American.

be

BANK,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

dwelling of George Smith in receivfresh coat of

a

ofwht*

sickness the last few year# he haa been confined to hi* home.
Vfsooieed—In their deep affliction we tender
sincere sympathy to those near and dear who
survive him.
Jtesoived—That the charter be draped in
mourning, and that these resolutions be entered upon our records, and that a copy be

that our oldest
make regular

THE FIRST NATIONAL

NORTH LAMOINE.

ing

v,"'

sent to

Eben King and wife attended the gradof Bar Harbor
uation exercises
high
Their grand-niece,
school last Friday.
Miss Lena Whitaker, was a member of the
graduating class and delivered an essay on
“The Unwritten Music of Nature”. Miss
Whitaker is a daughter of Eben K. Whitaker, one of the leading contractors of
Bar Harbor, and in her childhood days resided in this community, where she is

M. D.
a

accounts.

Bar

home.

Mimnber.

By the death of our brother, Capt. Abner
Pomroy, the lodge ha* Ionia ■ I nee re and faithful member, the community an exemplary
dtisen and neighbor, and in all hi* calling*
in life he acted well his part, hut owing to

ACQU1HK TIIK SAVINGS HABIT BKKOItK OI K XF.XT
INTKKKST Ijl'ARTKIt, WHICH BUG INS .ICTY I, IOOII.

ture from his native State is her serious
loss. He made only a short stay East,
and is now on his return to his adopted

Amos
ai

of

Berrj’,

new

That is partially true, but the main reason is
depositors have acquired the Savings Habit and
deposits regardless of the season of the year.

David Young, of Everett, Wash., was
calling on old friends in town last week.
Mr. Young is the oldest son of the late
Capt. Wilson Young, of Trenton, and is
one of the many young men whose depar-

F. K. Haskins was on a business trip to
Boston and other places last week.
Miss Eva Fenton, who has been working in Bangor, returned home last week.
wn

Anna

opening of

-Tt

Maine.

Savings Department has shown a gradual increase
during the winter months.

Tliat it must be due to the

Harbor.

season.

FACT

WE SAY—

accompanied by

was

.«.*
.1
,inw“<

RKBOLCTIOJfS.

adopted m a regular meeting of Treroont lodge, No. 77, F. and A. M.,
held May 31. 1906, at Southwest Harbor,

you SAT-

Miss Ellen Berry spent Sunday with her

Sedgwick.

E. R. Conners

That our

in sympathy with the
jov, »nd
hi. frtrnde, of whom it
could |,
"
never .poke . har»h or
unkind worrt
“*
wm a m«t devoted
comp,nion
invalid wife who had beem
called
but two year, before, a
loving father
a kind neighbor.
He will ho
mourned, not only by hi. immediate
live., hut by the whole community
Two Kin. and three
daughter.
William and George Whitmore
Mr, of
beccaCarroll. Mr.. Mary Stanley ,nd
Lucy Stanley. The funeral .ervire,
held at the home on
Saturday Rev v,
Barnard of the Methodi.t
church,
Mr. Whitmore wa, .
,.ithful
.peaking word, of comfort and how The
interment was at Mt. Height.

paint

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

COURTESY

BELIEVE

BUT IT IS A

The Jordan river school league will
hold an entertainment and ice-cream sale
next Saturday evening.
Emory Curtia and family are welcomed
to their home here after an absence of
more than a year and a half.

SORRENTO.
Mrs. Agnes Kane is visiting In Blue-hill

|

r*k+*

IM

Resolution*

HARD TO

Luther Reynolds is visiting his mother,
Mrs. Charles Whitaker, and other rela-

other pages

nee

iZT

|

LIBERALITY

LAMOLNE.

COUNTY NEWS.

N+m*

F-r additional (kmntw

The Ameri-

many.

only paper printed in
Mancock county, and has never claimed fo
is the only paper that can prop<*», it*'
smiy * called a County paper; all the
west n't merely local papers. The circulate
o, The American, barring the Bar
Marbf Record's summer list, is larger
hka that of all the other papers printed
in Haytcock county.
not the

i*

COUNTY NEWS.

SSbbttttsrmmte.

subscribers at 107 I has been very ill at the home of her sister,
4 the 117 poet-offices in Hancock county. Mrs. A. V. King, is slowly gaining.
Mad.
June 4.
ther papers in the County comAU t
The American has

Do

with

away

battffl**-

r

SUPPLIES

C.

O.

MOTORS

FOR

THORNDIKE,
Agent for Maine.
Portland
Pier,

Sale*
Portland

Banking.

MEMOKIAM.

The

grim reaper death has been gathering in bis sheaves from this section very
frequently during the past few weeks, and
many heartB have been saddened
by the
departure of loved ones, called from
earth’s busy scenes to the life eternal.
Isaac Whitmore, who had lived
to the
good old age of eighty-five years, died
May 34, at the home of his son George,
af- r a few days of jiainful illness.
“Uncle
l ime”, as he was
familiarly called, was
beloved by old and young,
possessing as
he did

a

Is what jrour money will earn
invested In shares of the

EllsworUi Loan and MM tek
A
t»

now

open.

kindly genial nature, responding

PAY KENT
ean borrow on yqur
shares, give a first mortgage a*}4*
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and interest together
wtfl amount to but little more
than you are now paying »‘>r
rent, and In about ten years you
when you

KALPH,

Architect and Builder.

will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

Northeast Harbor, Maine.

NEW 8EKIES
Sham, si each. monthly 1*T
ment*, SI, per share.

WHY

3tihmiannnita,

I. E.

if

IlKNKV W.
First

i

A. W.

HOME.

particulars inquire of

King, President.

N*V» bank

«*«*»

*«—■»**

jjiM

t lenten, were guests of I. J. Cousins and
wife.
Jane 4.

NEWS.

COUNTY

(nunty Netr*

$9*

oih«r page*

SOfifTtiBfmmte.

county convention
June 4.
WEST EDEN.

feU'EHILL.

CAKT1NE.

EAST 8URKY.

Mm. OtU Littlefield in bettor.
John P. Btrvene, ol Boston, is in town.
John Bridget and wife, of
Brooklin,
were at John Snow’s last week.

wtek
and family arrived last
P g fU*
summer.
lor the
Miaa Cass areal
Mr, j„„.Coallliand
homestead.
Mr. CftaBta’
and wife »pent sever-i
H. Carpenter
week in Boston.
t**1
da ys
for a few
S b. (irav la al home
Ul
/ 11 v, -«t 1 is unloading in
d*y* wnut
Beaten.
arrived laat week
N„llie Johnston
home of Ob’*.
th Hummer at the
,

COUNTY NEWS.
Fnr mldHionnl

Hufus Morse, of Lynn, is visiting his
parents, George A. Morse and wife.
The youngest daughter of P. P. Merrill
and wife ia very ill with
pneumonia.
The many friends of K. K. Merrick were
glad to see him in town Memorial Day.

,7prad

Pearl Phillips and wife, of Ellsworth,
were the guests of
Hervey Parker and
wife, June 3.

S. Oanlner.
la employed
Winnie Coomhe, who
institution in New Jersey, is at

*

Mrs.

Addie N. Hodgkins, of brewer,
friends here last week.

visited

little daughter arrived at the home of
F. L. Hadley and wife Monday, May 28.
A

Charles A. Mann, of Bangor, is spending,a few days with his father, Alden H.
Mann.
Miss Myra Meader is at home from her
work in Massachusetts for a few weeks’
rest at the home of her parents, Jesse
Meader and wife.
The two children of Mrs. LUia Meader
Connor are with their grandfather, Jesse
Meader, for the summer. Their mother
will join them later.
Mrs. Fred Peterson, of Malden, Mass.,
is at E. E. Swell’s for the summer. Mrs.
Peterson is as yet a cripple, the result of
a broken arm a few weeKs
ago.

Mrs. B. Sumner, of Winter Harbor, in
with her daughter, Mrs. Minnie Hadley,
for a short time.
B.

Barton has rented the farm of Mrs.

Abigail Mayo for two years, and moved
his family in last week.
Miss Marian Kittredge, who has been
visiting her brother at Greenville Junction, came home Monday, May 28.
Miss Cora Walker, of North Ellsworth,
and Ivory W. Higgins, of this place, were
married at Eden by Kev. C. F. Burleigh,
May 23.
Mrs. Delia Lurvey has accompanied her
husband on a sea voyage to Virginia. Her
little daughter Hazel is spending the

Misses Margaret Hinckley and Irene
Hillings are home from Btonington, where
they have been employed as teachers.
Ralph
*
he It emIron.
Heavy showers prevailed during the
Mrs. Fannie Dav is and son George, of summer with Mrs. Lurvey’s parents at
summer.
first days of June. Bunday they were acployed for the
the steamer Catherine, are here to-day re- Somes ville.
made a rlait to companied with violent wind in some
wife
and
walker
,y v
moving their furniture from the old
A. S. Bunker and wife went to Bar HarMr Wl"k<!r bein8 localities.
g«th Hill hud
Freethy homestead, which Mrs. Davis has bor to attend the exercises of the Emernormal
ol
schools,
trustees
B.
K. Hinckley, on going to his barn one sold to Charles Stone.
of the
With their re- son grammar
to the training
school, of which class their
his ofBcial visit
morning Last week, found evidence that moval the last of the once large family of two
granddaughters, Leonia and Lettie
some one had
helped himself to some the late Bainbridge Freethy will have left Paine, were
arhool there.
pupils.
the Kcbckah grain and hay.
the town.
v„t Tuesday evening
J. E. Hamor, Mrs. George Mayo, Mrs.
West Brooksville and
P. C. Mayo removed his household
lodres ol ttluebitl.
Mrs. Hannah Wasson, w ho met with Helen Hamor and
Mrs. C. W. Kittredge
a convention in the I. O.
goods June 2 to the house which he re- such a pitiful accident a month age, has went to
Online will hold
Southwest Harbor Friday to atSt Castine. Miss Emery, of
hall
F
of
Elmer
cently
purchased
at
o
somewhat recovered from the bruises tend the funeral of
Young
George L. Lurvey. Mr.
warden, will be Booth Bluehill.
aside from the breaking of her leg, and all
North Anson, grand
Lurvey was well knowrn here, a member of
she
may in time get around by the Granite
jaesent.
George F. Cochran and wife have ar- hope
lodge I. O. G. T. His many friends
the summer
rived at their cottage at Parker Point. aid of crutches, but at her advanced age it
With the few pleasant days,
regret to hear of his death, aud extend
arrive.
to
Among
h«s
begun
is
Mr. Cochrau has brought a valuable horse
very doubtful if she wholly recovers the their sympathy to the family of the degopuiSi inn
of New
use of her leg.
here are Dr. J. W. Orlndle,
with him this year.
ceased.
N.
ol
Wilson,
Brooklyn,
Mrs. Frances M. Sinclair has sold the
York; Howard
Misses Nellie Douglass and
June 4.
M.
Emma
William
and
Porter,
Porter
y Mis* Mary
Hinckley, who have been engaged in Amasa Young house and the land north of
New
of
and
family,
BASS HARBOR.
gr ind Mrs. Hodges
teaching at Bar Harbor the past year, are the road to Mrs. Margaret Wasgatt, of
York.
M. A. Gott, of Bar Harbor, was here on
home for the summer
Rockland, who will take possession the
launch
hia
E, Julian Scyl.t ha* finished
Frank A. Davis has resigned his office as first of July and make extensive repairs business Friday.
and ready
additions. Mrs. Wasgatt is the
Mitel H. She is in commiaaion
Miss Nancy Murphy, of Seal Cove, spent
collector of taxes, and a special town and
Sho is equipped
comers.
widow of Wesley Wasgatt, formerly of
I„ tackle, all
has been called for June 8 to
Thursday with friends here.
meeting
Fairbanks engine,
with a six- horse-power
elect his successor. Several candidates North Ellsworth. She will become a perThomas Bartlett, who has been in busishe will show her
manent resident here.
uni Mr.Ueybt hopes
ha*'© been mentioned.
ness in Port Clyde for several years, was
her Inches in the
of
to
anything
Mels
Several veterans of the war from this here last week.
K. H. Osgood has been confined to the
went to West Surry, May 31, as has
bouse by illness for a w eek or more. He place
me graduating class oi me grammar
wm
held
at
caucus
been the custom for some years, and with
Tb« democratic
is post commander, and 8. P. Snowman
school gave a sociable Wednesday evening
with
the
evening,
members of the G. A. R. post of Bluenill,
£s*r*on hall Friday
served in his place on Memorial Day. Mr.
at the Benson homestead.
to BUte
held services in memory of the many soltoUoviDR result#:
friends hope to see him out
Mrs. Fanning and family, of Astoria, N.
\V Osgood’s
J.
Ward
well,
diers who are buried there. They speak
(oavealion--Roland
sgain soon.
arrived Saturday.
They will occupy
in the highest terms of praise of the pro- Y.,
Week#. District convention—J. P. WhilMrs. MacDonald's house this summer.
County convention—
MEMORIAL DAT.
a-, j. M. Dennett.
gramme carried out by Miss Candage, of
W\ H.
Mrs. Vesta McRae leaves to-day for a
E. C. Coombs, J. P. Wbiting,
Memorial Day exercises were interesting East Bluehill, and her pupils of the school
Robert Crosgrove.
Mrs.
of the artistic emblems visit to friends in Massachusetts.
Hooper, W B. Brown,
and the pleaaant weather was irreatly ap- there, especially
MacDonald will take charge of the library
Thu week sees the graduating exercises preciated. The James A. Garfield W. R. C. of the G. A. R. made by them.
during her absence.
C.
June 4.
d u*e town achoola. Wednesday the served dinner. At 1 p. m. a procession
Mrs. Cora Bragg, who is spending the
haa it# exercise#, Thum- formed,
school
of
members
the
of
composed
pbmfj
summer at Hall Quarry, has been very ill
WEST BROOKS VLLLE.
<hr the grammar and intermediate achoola James A. Garfield post and school chilnow better.
Her
wd Friday the high school. Thursday drt*n% led by a fife and drum corps, and esVery little planting done because of the with pneumonia, but is
mother, Mrs. Eliza Gott, is with her.
etrninjf the high school will give a con- corted by William T. Sherman council, J. continued rain.
cert »t Bmeraou hall, aaaiated by the foi- 0. U. A. of., and marched to the cemetery.
Capt. Francis Mullin died Monday,
Owing to the cold weather the run of
Soving from Bangor: Mrs. Frank Tuck,
After the services at the soldiers' monu- alewivea continues small.
May 28, after several weeks’ illness. Capt.
one of the oldest people in
Mullin
pano; Mr. Maxwell, ’c«Uo; Mr. Sawyer, j ment the following order of exercises was
Oscar L. Tapley will have a fine monuviolin.
and always had a smile and pleasant
olnerved at the town hall:
this week on his lot in Mount town,
ment set

U* lot

her

vacation.

tor

Hodgkin* i» at home
Bar Harbor, where

a

few

The only form of food made
from wheat that is all nutriment is the soda cracker, and
yet—the only soda cracker of
which this is really true is

Uneeda Biscuit
The

only

The

|

soda cracker

scientifically

baked.
soda

only

cracker

effectually

protected.
The

soda cracker

only

Siting

crisp
The

soda cracker

only

fresh,

ever

and clean,
at all

good

times.
In a dust tight,
moisture proof package.

J

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

■

Graduating exercise# of the normal 1 Reading of orders.Adj’t Snowman
lehool will Uke place next week. Sun- j flinging -Tenting in the fitlent Vale
Ladles’ Quartette
diy evening Rev. K. H. Chapin, of Hock- j
ku>d, will preach the baccalaureate aer- Commander's Address.
Tues- Hinging—Peacefully Sleep.Male Quartette
awn at the Congregational church.
!

given over to examination#.
evening an add re## to the senior
claw will be given in Emerson hall, by
Prof. A. J. Roberta, of Colby college, followed by the conferring of diploma# by
Gov. Cobb. Thursday the senior class
will itart on it# trip to Washington, D. C. !
The clast will l*» accompanied by the
Risk* Harvey, Russell, Ridley and Jelli- j
too, of the faculty, and by Mia# Carrie;

day

will be

lathe

I’rarrr.Rev E Bean
Battle Hymn of Republic
Address.(Juilford B Butler, of Thomaston
Hinging

Hinging. America
Benediction.Rev R I. Olds

Butler gave an able address finely
delivered. A. C. Osgood had charge of the
music. The double quartette was Mrs.
Beulah and Miss Km nut Osgood, Misses
Juste Hnow and Kthel Btover, A. C. and E.
L. Osgood, William Greene and James
troagrove, of Cast Dm*.
Bet tel.
Memorial Day exercise# began at 10 j
Mrs. R. L. Olds, president of the W. C.
©dock, when the Castine band marched j T. L\, made and presented handsome butto G. A. R. hall and escorted the Grand
tonhole bouquets, enough for the memAnny to the Castine house, where they bers of James A. Garfield post and corps,
wi joined by the speaker of the day, I for which kind and courteous act she reHo#. Elmer 1*. Hpofford, of Deer Isle, and ceives the thanks of both organizations.
&*o resumed their line of march to EmFour names were added to the roll of
won hall where a very able address was
honor of James A. Garfield post the past
f*wn by Judge Hpofford. At the clo#e a
j year, those of Kben Hale, George Blodgett,
JWaaakm was again formed, headed by the Horace Getchell, M. L. El well.
hud and post, and proceeded to the cemM.
June 4.
«*ry where the decorations of flowers I
vfie placed
upon the graves. The line
NORTH DEER ISLE.
taw marched to Emerson hall, where* a
went to Isles boro this week
Carl
Powers
fciifhtfai repast was served by the ladies
to join a yacht.
«f the relief
In the evening
a
corps.
Marsh Thompson, who has been on the
txapflre was held at Emerson hall.
Janel,
O.
yacht Athene, is home.
Mrs. Hczekiah Powers is in very poor
NORTH CASTINE.
health. Larkin Howard is quite ill.

Newell Perkins
fcuit.

is at home

Mr.

from Bandy

Mrs. Charles Thompson

Camden,
Capt. Charles

from

*• Wallace Conner ia
recovering from
^recent illueaa.
Fred Ward well is home from a coasting

bor, where
Scud.

PPto Boston.

foorjpo A.

“■“i10 join

a

yacht.

***

Isa*° I>unbar leaves to-day for
««ont for a abort
stay.
Ella Perkins la the guest of her
Joaeph Perkins and wife.
Tl* schooner
Omaha, Capt. C. M. Perfumed Saturday from Boston.
F. Dunbar left Thursday for

Springs,

where

he has employ-

Ada Joyce and Mias Goldie Dun»«nt
Friday to Verona Park to open
cottage.

L*?*

J8n*»

vUii«a
Pff
®®w*lli the

Ljjff-**2ra
K. I.,
having
and return

at

Cfcpt. Everett Thompson has resigned
from the yacht Diana, and is now in
charge of the schooner Victor, of Rockland.
Miss Evelyn Haskell has resigned her
teacher of this district school,
been
and Miss Bertha Saunders has

position as

made the

trip

N.
were

place.

F. Twining and wife,
the village Sunday.

of

grange held a special meeting
®v*‘»ingt for the purpose of conthe third and fourth
degrees.

ev«^mg, May 28, the ladies’
BrookavUle, accompanied by gen-

Road Commissioner A. W. Howard is
doing some good work on the town roads.
Perkins hill, which is of sand and gravel

formation,

is

distributed

over

being

cut

down

and

the clay roads.

an easterly storm
raging,
memorial service at the Congregational church Sunday
morning was
listened to by a large congregation. The
church was tastefully decorated with
potted plants and flags. The services were
conducted by Rev. E. P. Green, pastor of the
church, and his talk was very interesting.
Tomson.
June 4.

Although

was

the

Mrs. John Billings is in Castine.
Mrs. William Babson is in very poor
health.

John Harris is employed
Maud Seward.

on

the schooner

Capt. and Mrs. Stillman Eaton went to
Rockland last week.
William Weed

recently bought

a

horse

Bluehill parties.

from
The

A. E. Long and M. H. Long
last week

on

a

were

some

Billings and Edward Davis, who
have been on the yacht Athene, arrived
Walter

Saturday.

George Snowman has been chosen delegate, and is in Ellsworth attending the

iUjOfrtisrmrntB.

been in

Lin wood Leach, who has been very ill
He
the past few days, is able to be out
will go to Bangor to-day for medical examination.
June 4.
The
Any skin itching is a temper-tester.
itches.
Doan’s
more you scratch the worse it
Ointment cures piles, ecxema-any skin itch-

drug stores.—Adel.

Y. Z.

SOM E3V1LLE.

Commodore,

of L.

Kumill,

W.

horse,

a

held

in the

Borden’s

Peerless

fect health.

Miss

days

June Crabtree recently spent
Harbor.

a

few

in Bar

Miss

day

And now, in New
we hnd it the best medicine in the
world for coughs, colds, bronchial troables and all lung diseases. Guaranteed at
E. G. Moore’s, druggist.
Price 60c and
fl.00. Trial bottle free.

Bertha Foss went to Bangor Satur-

where she has

atmmtsrmnus.

employment.

Mrs. Annie Spratt, of Bar Harbor, spent
a few days last week with her parents, I.
L. Crabtree and wife.
Schooner Mary B. Wellington is

charging

a

wharf for

school

Eden and Somesville, the second between
Hall Quarry and Somesville. In both games
the Somesville team won.

community

was

greatly

shocked

on

hearing of the death of Edward Somes,
which occurred suddenly at Northeast
Monday of last week. The fuservices were held in Union church
at Northeast Harbor Wednesday, Rev. A.
M. McDonald officiating. The floral ofHarbor

ferings w'ere many and beautiful, testifying to the love and respect which everyIt can be said of
one felt for Mr. Somes.
him truly that he was a friend to everyBesides a large circle of
one he met.
friends, he leaves a wife, three daughters
and several brothers and sisters. The interment

was

in Brookside

cemetery.
J.

June 5.
SOMESVTLLE.

Lyman Somes has sold his bay mare to
Hollis Hyaom.
Lion Richardson and wife have moved
into the Dell Richardson house on Mullen
hill.

Miss Emily Norton left Monday for
Bangor where she will spend June study-

ing millinery.

vicinity.
people of Southwest Harbor,
presented the drama “Valley Farm” at
Masonic hall Wednesday evening, May
part was exceptionally well
| 24. Each
j taken, and the troupe merit all the praise
which was given them.
J.
May 29.
The young

load of

coal

at

the

Bluehill History,

dis-

Ferry

the Maine Central.

Miss Sadie Higgins, who has been employed in the family of W. P. Clarke
for the past two weeks, returns to Han-

NOW OUT

to-night.

June 4.

C.

■

Mrs. Irene

POINT.

Ralph Leland,

building

a

on

the schooner

home

Melissa

been

employed

Trask, returned

Saturday.

At

(uNiwirrcNio)

Demand the Best,
Borden’s Condensed Milk Co., N. Y,

L-—

the regular meeting of Greenwood

What is a Cold in the head?
Nothing to
worry about if you treat It with Ely’s Cream
Balm as soon as you begin to sneeze and
snuffle. Neglected, the cold may grow into
catarrh, and the air-passages be so inflamed
It is
that you have to fight for every breath.
true that Ely's Cream Balm cures catarrh
know
the
promptly and certainly. But you
old saying about the ounce of prevention.
Therefore use Cream Ba'm when the cold in
the head shows itself. All druggists, 60c., or
mailed by *Ely£Brothers, 56 Warren Street,
New York.

OF

ON

RECEIPT

PRICE.

Hancock County

Publishing

Co.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Ephraim A. Murch has moved into L. B.
Dyer’s cottage. He will employ his time
through the season in sport, fishing and
gunning.

legal Mottos.

Plutarch.

NOTICE

FORECLOSURE.
Frances A. Mcore, of Ell»Hancock
worth,
county, State off
GOULDSBORO.
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the Drat
L. H. Campbell is employed at Sorrento. day of April, a. d. 1903, and recorded in tkaa
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 3B»
The new Methodist pastor, Rev. Mary page 463, conveyed to Cora D. Saunders, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in EliwMacomber, will preach here Sunday, wortb. at Ellsworth Falls, county and State
aforesaid, and bounded and described to wifc
June 10.
Reginning at a certain rock on the road leadMiss Venia Dyer has gone to Winter ing from Ellsworth to Ba-jgor, at a poiafc
where the old Reed’s Brook road, so called
for
will
be
where
she
employed
Harbor,
comes out into said county road; thence souththe summer.
erly in a line of said road eleven rods *rwf
twenty links; thence north thirty-two audit
Mrs. Edith
Hovey, who has been one-half degrees east one hundred and twewone-half rods to a stake; thence,
spending a month in Boston, returned ty-eightauo
in a northwesterly direction twenty-sew*
home Saturday. Her daughter, Mrs. Helen rods to a poplar tree and to the south line off
land owned by Charles Dunham; thence westMitchell, of Revere, together with her
erly on line of said Charles Dunham to place
children and Mrs. Atw ood, accompanied of beginning, containing thirteen acrem and
fifteen and three-fourths rods, and whereas
her to spend the summer here.
the said Cora D. Saunders as Cora D. Lowell,
Jen.
June 4.
assigned and transferred said mortgage
deed and the note thereby secured, to me*,
Charles W. Dunham, the undersigned; and
SOUND.
whereas the conditions of said mortgage hare
Miss Kathleen Wasgatt, who has been been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof I claim a»
visiting in Bar Harbor, returned home foreclosure of said mortgage.
Charles W. Dunham,
<
Sunday.
By his attorney, Lynwood F. Gile*.
Ellsworth. May 22, 1906.
Miss Sylvia Higgins and Raymond Dowe,
OF

WHEREAS

Seal Cove, visited at Mrs. E. M. Higgins’ Sunday ana Monday of last week.
This community was saddened by the
death of Horace Brown Sunday, May 27.
He fiassed his last days at Mrs. E. C. Sargent’s. He was about seventy-four years
of

of age.
June 4.

H.
_

new

J. A. Lowrie and O. S. Googins went as
delegates to the county convention in
Ellsworth June 5.

POSTPAID

Address:
who has

SEAWALL.

H. H. French and his crew of riverdrivers finished their labors Saturday, and
returned home.

made with scrupulous
care
for those who

50 CENTS.

at Bar Harbor.

barn.

Cream

PAMPHLET FORM.

IN

Murch, who has been very

Amos Dolliver is going to work on the
glue factory.
Harry Newman, of Waltham, Mass., is
Freddie Joy stuck the tine of a pronged
visiting his grandfather, Thomas Newhoe through his foot last Saturday.

John L. MeMeyer is

Hamp-

shire,

DESERT FERRY.

MT.

building Sunday morning, Rev. Mr. Free- ill, is improving rapidly.
man officiating.
Frank Meader and family were visiting SENT
Two very interesting games of baseball his parents at West Ellsworth, Saturday.
were played on theSomesville ball grounds
Capt. F. L. Murch, schooner Carrie May,
Memorial Day. The first was between is carrying gravel for the swimming pool

This

man’fe

a

until after he sud-

West

of

high

isn’t noticed

denly acquires a little mo ney.
Thackeray used to tell a story of Iriali
wit, which was at his own expense. He
Charles Curtis took a party of ladies
was passing down the street one day whea
from East Bluehill in his boat to call on
an Irish woman begged him for alms.
A*
friends here last Friday.
he put his hand in his pocket, she said:
Hollis Smith is in very poor health. “May the blessing of God ever follow
His friends hope that he will improve you.” Instead of money, he pulled out
after he is through teaching.
his handkerchief, and she immediately
Fred P. Curtis and wife and Winnie added, “and never overtake you.”
Falls leave to-morrow for Rutland, Mass.,
where they expect to remain some months.
Following the Flag.
When our soldiers went to Cuba and the
Among the arrivals this week are Mrs.
Philippines, health was the most importLillian Thurston, of West Derry, N. H., at ant consideration.
Willis T. Morgan,
Mrs. W. V. Coggins’ and Mrs. Harvey Can- retired Commissary Sergeant U. S. A., of
Rural
Route
1, Concord, N. H., says: “1
dage, of Oceanville, accompanied by her was two
years in Cuba and two years im
daughter, Mrs. Helen Green and son Lea- the Philippines, and being subject ta
mon, at J. A. Bonsey’s.
colds, I took Dr. King’s New Discovery
for Consumption, whicn kept me in perJune 4.
Tramp.

OAK
were

frequently happens that

Gem.

Trernont.
Services

It

ineaness

SOUTH SURRY.

cock

Obediah Allen has purchased

ton and

Bos-

Everett Grindie, who has been at home
days, returned to Ellsworth to-day.

At all

X.

Mrs. Ada Somes and son Mark returned
this week after a two weeks’ visit in Bos-

in

few

ing.

June l.

guests are arriving rapidly
of the cottages arc already oc-

business.

Capt. R. B. Long, who has
a few days, is home.

Dodge.

summer

cupied.

home

and Mrs. William

neral

LITTLE DEER ISLE.

Bluehlll,

The schooner Louisa Frances unleaded
lumber here last week for M. II. Long.

°H

Tapley.

Pearl

Murphy

In

June 4.

EASTBROOK.

Genevieve Allen,

^-Gia, who ia with her daughM 185
Allen, spent two days at her
*t North
Deer Isle last week.

by

His genial face will be
early life he followed
greatly
the sea, and was one of those who w'ent to
California in the time of the gold excitement.
He married Mary Kumill, who
died about two years ago. They had four
children, one of whom died in childhood.
The others are Frank Mullin, Mrs. George
missed.

8.

chased the stable and

Stover has purfield lately owned

word for all.

_

ton for

^

Isaac

E.

NORTH B ROOKSV1LLE.
mt C* Ro*v
JJougla88

1

changes in real estate have taken

lately.

in

Bangor

of New York,
opened her
cottage for the summer.
k*,. ***nn*k Perkins and Mrs. Annie
Bunday with Bentley
Lj. .,e 8Pent

Several

place

Miss May Jareny went toIsleauHaut
last Wednesday.

JaLriendS

5ty’aAbbie

Rev. E. P. Green has severed his conwith the Congregational church
and left here Saturday with his family for
Dedham.
nections

EAST BLUEH1LL.

from

in twenty days.

Hr«. u,UlA
Hutchins went to the boapi‘C
angor last week, where ahe had a
ful operation
Her
performed.
k°P* *OT a 8Pee<i‘V recovery.

^

in her

June 4.

home from Prov-

cemetery.
Will C. Tapley’s household goods were
shipped to Portland on Friday by schooner
Robert Pettis.

and
has gone to Bar Harbor

Mrs. Elizabeth Frost, of Worcester,
Mass., arrived Saturday, and opened her
cottage for the summer.
(.'apt. E. T. Marshall, who has been discharging coal from the schooner Jeremiah
Smith, at Augusta, is home for a visit.

Hatch, with her little
her mother, Mrs. Fred appointed

Conner is

visiting.

to take charge of the launch Shore Acres,
owned by A. J. Cassatt.

past week.

|

returned

Scott has gone to Bar Harbe has charge of the yacht

Whitney Lowe

Oriudle has gone to Norwalk,

has

where she has been

up

Rest

grange, June 2, the young men filled the
chairs and furnished an oyster stew.

wan.

Edward Newman’s little son Thomas,
with pneumonia, is

who has been very ill
much better.

May

Dolly.

29.
_

a man perplexed and lost
among many thoughts, to come into closer
intercourse with nature, and to learn her
is no
ways and to catch her spirit. It
fancy to believe that if the children of this
generat ion are taught a great deal more
than w e used to be taught of nature, and
the ways of God in nature, they will be
with the material for healthier,
happier, and less perplexed and anxious
lives than some of us are living.—Phillips

D, is good for

provided
Brooks.

Dyspepsia is our national ailment. Burdock Blood Bitters is the national cure for it.
It strengthens stomach membranes, promotes
flow of digestive Juices, purifies the blood,
builds you up.—Advt.

NOTICE

FUKECLOSl'KK.
Genieve

OE

of

Wyman Birge.
Eden. Hancock county, State
WHEREAS
Maine,
the first
d.
June,
of

1905, mortgage*
S. Clark and C. H. Wood, both of said
Eden, the following goods and chattels, viz.:
All the household furniture, both useful ai*4
ornamental, then in the cottage and cnw
hou«e of the said mortgagor in said Eden, said
building being on the western side of tbeUceia
Drive, and on the southern side of the road
leading from the Ocean Drive down over tto
steep hill at Otter Creek, which mortgage «
recorded in the town records of the town «f
Eden, book 19, page 188; and whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now therefore, notice Is hereby given of oar
intention to foreclose said mortgage far
breach of it8 conditions.
Dated at Eden, Maine, this twenty-second
C. H. Wood.
day of May, a. d. 1906.
E. S. Cl AHK.
on
to E.

day

of

a.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminwith the will annexed of the estate of Sarah Jane Eaton, late of Hedfrwick, in the oounty of Hancock, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs
And
being a Don-resident of the State of Mainn,
he has appointed Elmer P. Spofford, ot Deer
Isle, in the connty of Hancock, his agent in
said State of Maine. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased turn
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to makn
payment immediately.
Jambs Eaton.
April 8, a. d. 1906.
he
THE
istrator

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminin
trator with the will annexed of the estate
of Charles H. Closson, late of Sedgwick, in tin
county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having
demands against the estate of said decease*
are desired to present the same for
settlnment, and all indebted thereto are reque&tet
to make payment immediately.
1906.
May 23,
Henby W. Saboen*.

THE
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THE BEST REPUTATION
A STORE CAN POSSIBLY HAVE
IS TO GIVE HONEST VALUE ON

Boat
Friday, June 1.
Albert McDonnell, of Bath, l» visiting
his sister, Mr*. Bert Anderson.
The Mines Bowden, of Brooksvllle, visma11

COXSIDERIXO QVALirY
store in Maine.
Our store is

wo

especially interesting

Reputation.

sell goods cheaper than any

keeping

Hinckley, of Stoniugton. is
visiting her mother, Mr*. Horace Batchelor.

The Coddard*. of
arrived at tbeir place

A. E. Farnsworth accompanied
her sister, Mrs. Grace Wells, to Boston,
i Thursday, returning Sunday.
| West End dining hall open* to-day,
under the management of Guy Hooper.
Mr. Hooper baa been connected with the
!
dining hall for aeverml year*.

in the line of Curtains, Portieres, Couch Coverings
and Draperies.

stylish, rich-lookingjoutside garments

at

F. Well* and Mis* lr*D* went to
Thursday. From there they will
Providence, R. I., where Miss Irene

Mr*. K.

Cloak Department.

j

Boston

! go

The Tourist Coat is taking the lead among the young people, the
short among the older. Every Suit, Skirt and Coat unoriginal and distinctively a model as though it was made for you. It will need no
special effort on our part to get you to appreciate what we have for

to

will| have

operation performed

an

large colony of visitor* to this beauti-

A

expected

ful cast town i*
will
boarders

moder-

DEPARTMENT.

I
j

shoes for women, the Hurt and Patrician. They fit
wear better than the ordinary shoes at the price;

special

arrive

Gray,

Margaret

this year. Some
June 5. Mi*s

of. Baltimore,

place her

has made this

better, they
they are better.

home

P. McDonald haa taken poathe Preble house, and expects

Rev. A.
seasioa of

small children.

conscious.

He remains in

dition at

the home of his

Southwest
stricken with

while at

was

was

brought
a

home

un-

critical

con-

son,

Eber

L.

Mary F. Spurmarried Saturday evening by

Fred A. Birlem and Mias

ling

were

P. McDonald at the home of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Spuriing. The young couple went immediately to housekeeping in the house of
William P. Richardson.
Rev. A.
bride’s

Mr. Rachelder, of Newton, Mas*., whoae
was formerly Mrs. Nayum Spuriing,
died in California from the effect* of an
operation for appendicitis. Hi* wife was
summoned and with her daughter started
immediately for California, but Mr. Bachelder was dead when they arrived. He
wife

LACES AND DRESS TRIMMINGS.

had gone there two weeks before seeking
employment as a stone mason.
Samuel Gilley, aged ninety-one year*
and twelve days, the oldest resident of
this town, died May 27 at Islasford- The

Another lot of new Laces and Embroideries at popular prices.
Pretty designs in Mechlin and Vais withjinsertions to match.

GOOD CORSETS.

funeral

held at the

was

church. Rev. 8. W.

Sutton, of the I'nilarian church of Ellsworth, officiating. Mr. Gilley was greatly
respected by all who knew him. He
leaves five children—Albert S., George E.,
Mr*. Jennie Fernald, Mrs. Katie Campbell
and Mrs. Alden Jordan. He had been all
his life a very active man, and was doing
his fanning at the time he was taken ill,
the day previous to his ninety-first birth-

word of complaint do we hear of "Warner’s Kust-proof
Better try a pair. Ask for them.
Prices from $1.00 to

a

_

and End

Spurting

and

{jaralysis,

the stylish Fabrics for this season.
For Tailor-made walking and Shirtwaist Suits we have a fascinatassortment of new designs in Checks and Mannish Suitings.

Hosiery

this week.

Harbor last Tuesday

In all varied assortments of shades, colors and patterns. We have
all the season's favorites in our selections. White goods in all qualities and styles. Muslins for graduating dresses.
Dimities, Lorraine
Checks, Sateens, Dragoon Chiffons, Cotton Taffetas, Ginghams and
all kinds of Wash dress goods.
In Woolen Dress Goods we are showing Serges, Henriettas,
Eolieuues, Poplins, Cashmeres, Mohairs and Veilings. These Fabrics

$3.50.

family

William S.

Our New Spring and Summer Dress Goods

Never

erwear.

We are sole agents for Lord A- Taylor’s Onyx hosiery and Merode
Underwear. Spring and Summer Weights, in plain Cotton, Lisle or
Lace, in Black, White, and Tans.
Agents for the Ladies' Home Journal paper patterns.

day.
R.

J une 4.
NORTH SEDGWICK.

John Thurston has gone to Boston for
two weeks.

M. GALLERT

Jay E. Douglass and Effie Green were
May 19 by Rev. C. M. G. Harwood

married

Their many friends here wish

in Bluehiil.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

County Neva
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WEST TREMONT.
Mrs. Sarah Reed visited friends at Me-

Kinley last
Augustus

week.
Gordins and

family

left here

Saturday for Prospect.
Charles Reed has gone

in

the lobster

business at Duck island.
Miss Rena Reed went to Northeast Harbor for the season last Friday.
Mrs. M. L. Dix has gone to Bar Harbor
to work for Mrs. George Newman.

happiness.
During the thunder shower Friday
William
struck
evening,
lightning
Hooper’s house on the ridge and did conthem

turned

Tuesday

to

take

the

vessel to

Stockton Springs to losd lumber for Ne»
York. Donald will remain at home for a
short vacation.

Mrs.
siderable damage to the house.
Herman Smith and Koland
Stanley, of I Hooper, who was in the house, was found
Manset. were here Sunday calling on
unconscious, and is now very ill.
friends. Roland leaves
again Monday for
Memorial Day was observed here. The
Portland, where be has employment.
order of
the J. O. U. A. M. and the
Capt. Arthur Bain and wife, of North- Daughters of Liberty marched to the Pine
east Harbor, came over
Saturday to get Grove cemetery and decorated the graves
Mrs. Bain’s mother, Mrs. Jennie Dow.
of the soldiers, with the help of the
She will spend the summer there with her
veteran*, what few there are left, and the
daughter.
usual service was carried out in the ceme-

In the evening Milton Beckwith,
Ellsworth, delivered a memorial
address at the hall. The large audience
Mrs. Frank Eaton, who has been ill
was much pleased.
There was special
since the death of her father, Capt. Abner ) Brooklin. Capt. Lunt has
exchanged his j
naphtha boat for a yacht called the Merl. music by the children, and the hall
Pomroy, is better.
was decorated with flags and flowers.
June 4Dennis Norwood and Robie Hum ill are
Thelma.

employed in painting the Stanley house
and other buildings.
Miss Helgn Murphy, who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Henry J. Hardy, in
Bangor, came home this week.
Edwin Lopaus and wife, of Seal Cove,
spent Saturday and Sunday with Mr. Lopaus s sister, Mrs. Otis Ingalls.
Mrs. Nettie Rum ill and Mrs. Reta Wallace have gone to Northeast Harbor to put
the Ogston cottage in order for the summer.

Capt. Frank Eaton moved Willis Sawfamily to Stonington Thursday.

yer and

Mrs. Sawyer's

sister

Maude went with

them.

Capt.

Murphy, who has been
Ashing business on
illness, will be able to go out

Isaac

Capt. W. H. l.unt and wife spent part of
last week here at their home.
Capt. Lunt
works at Stonington and Mrs. Lunt at

tery.
of

June 4.

Kak.

AMHERST.

8ARGENTVILLE.

Miss Chloe Sawyer, of Bar Harbor, is the
Arthur Nevells spent Sunday with his
in»®at of Miss Julia Jewett.
I family here.
R. H. Rod well and wife, of
Mrs. George Turner is visiting her
Berlin, N. H.,
have been visiting friends and relatives in
daughter Bertha in Bangor.
town.
Walter Nevells went Monday to StonNathan Sumner has returned from ington, where he has employmentNortheast Harbor, where he has been emMisses Rose and Grace Bowden spent

ployed.
Mrs. Henry Law ford and son Arthur, of
Bar Harbor, are visiting her brother, W.
H. Dunham.
Miss Bernice Orcutt, who has been attending school at Everett, Maas., the past
year, (returned Thursday
summer with her
parents,
and wife.

to

spend

the

Wednesday with relatives in Brooklin.
Moses Joyce and wife, of Deer Isle,
spent last week with Capt. and Mrs. Babson.

Frod Sargent, wife and little daughter
(Catherine spent Thursday with friends
at Castine.

William Orcutt

Miss Martha Currier, who has been vis-

this trip.
Harry Rodick, of Bar Harbor, was in
Mrs. Dora Harper and baby, of Centre, town a few days last week. He was
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. accompanied by his children, Mildred and
Jennie Dow, and other relatives, went ; Kenneth, who will spend a few’ weeks
home Saturday.
with their grandparents, William Orcutt
Fred Thurston, who had the grip, went and w ife.
June 4.
D.
out fishing and was brought home insensible. It was several hours before he re-

turned home Thursday.
Mrs. James Bayard was called to Blue-

unable to attend to his
account of

gained

consciousness.

Ben Mitchell and wife, of Nicoiin, who
were called here by the deat h of Mrs. Mit-

father, Capt. Abner Pomroy.
turned home on the Percy V.
chell ‘s

re-

Capt. Charles P. Lunt, Edwin Lopeus,
Donald Robbins came home last Priday,
while their vessel, the J. M. Harlow, was
discharging coal at Winter port. They re-

L

California Excursion.
Do yoa wish to make a thirty-day trip to
California, through the Yellowstone park, including all expenses? The party is personally
conducted. The rate $285 from Boston; corresponding rates from your station.
If yon dca't want the whole trip, write us
what you do want, and we will figure it out
for you. Oao. L. Williams, N. E. A., C. If. A
St, P. E’y, 368 Washington street, Boston.—
Advt.

iting

friends

hill last week

in Orono and

by

the

Bangor,

re-

ilineas of her par-

Mr. and Mrs McIntyre.
June 4.

nets,

Sim.

SWANS ISLAND.
The union
continue scarce.
present is 17c.
Mrs. Reta Greenlaw returned home Friday from Camden and Deer Isle.
Lobsters

price

at

Mrs. William Herrick and granddaughter

Myra

have

gone to Boston for two

weeks.
Rev. J. D.

night

from

a

Boston.
June 4.

a

Reliable

Friend

For the Debility of Old
PeopleThe Catarrhal Diseases nf
Middle Aged—The

Coughs

and Colds of
Children and the' Various Ailments of |n.
Is Used
and Recommended.

i

fact that n large portion of the country
Is from eight to twenty feet below the
high water mark at Amsterdam. In1 deed Its name. •Holland.* or Tlollow: land.’ Is derived from Its peculiar tnj«>
graphical configuration. Hut for the
expenditure of vast sums of money and
unceasing watchfulness and tireless
Industry in maintaining the barriers
against tlic encroachments of the sea
much of the country would be submerged. Nearly $70,000,000 has been
expended in constrnctlng the 1.000
miles of defensive dikes, which seem to
say to the waves, ns did King Canute,
•Thus far ahalt thou come, but no farther.'
“The Dutch people are generally I»elow the middle stnture, Inclined to corpulency and remarkable for a heavy,
awkward mien. The women have exceedingly beautiful complexions. Their
skins are of a pure white, but generally
they tail in expression and resemble
MM. HELEN DAWSON AND DRAWCMIlO.
fine waxwork.
It is not a little reWho Has Used
A
Grandmother
markable that they retain their exquisite complexions even beyond threePe-runa in Her
score and teu.
And yet you would not
For Years.
call the Dutch women beautiful—their
persons are too short r.nd robust Your
Mre. Helen P»w»on, Snyder, Tea., write*:
admiration of them would be much the
same as suggested by the representa■/ believe Pernaa to be Ihe beat tonic In use for a rundown system or
tions at Mme. Tussaud's or the Eden
general debility, also for all throat and lung trouble, and ailments ort/f.
natlng from colds.
Musee.
•I believe Pernaa and Manalln would cure anything.
The f.i>.tiionnble ladies of Holland
■I have used them In say family for years and never bare a doctor bill
dress like those of England and America, but fashion has little to do in the
the medicine to he all that Is claimed for It
rural districts of Holland. The peasant
**/ recommend It to all.
women
wear
of
Immaculate
eapa
whiteness, resembling somewhat the
Mr. Caleb Conklin, Midland, Ohio, against them, and they did not »ff«
white portion of the headdress of our write*:
him more then an ordinary cold.
Bisters of Charity, fitting cioaely to the
"IV run* did the work for him and
"After atudylng mod watching my
head and surmounted by an outer hood
(hall ever (peak In faror of Perona a)
y rend ton' % cate. I can truthfully tay
of wool or slik—this when visiting or
he It a well boy with no tymptoma of Dr. Hartman’s treatment.
traveling. When at home their head- catarrh at all.
“He took only a little over two la
••Before taking your treatment, he
dress is an immense hat of straw neartleaof Parana.
and
hie
head
waa
clearing
as
as
an
conatantly
ly
large
umbrella, adorned
“It brought the color to hla chad
throat and gagging. The gland* of hi*
with representations of stars, birds,
throat were swollen badly ar.d he war almoet Immediately, and, 0, whati
beasts, etc. Their waists are of extravappetite!”
very pale.
agant lengths, and the other portions of
For free medical adrlee, addreaa I
“He 1» quite a different boy now. The
their dress are stuffed and padded to a
degree that mocks proportion and sym- rent of no had hoary cold* daring the B. B. Hartman, President of the lie
This distinctive and never
pent winter *o a* to lie laid np fcrwreral man Sanitarium, Columbus, Ohio, ei
metry.
changing fashion Is hnnded down from ur*. bnt he seemed to be fortifled #111 giro all letters prompt attention
mother to daughter and is substantially
Just os It was In the days of the I Hike
of Alva.
•'The most striking feature of the
[OSLY COUNTY PAPER.]
Hutch character Is antagonism to dirt
and filth, the extravagant efforts to
• trims
In siz,- th.;t r.s «
of of- order to have her pat in readiness (or I
insure cleanliness In some instances
f nse or defci e Ihey would certainly coming season.
amounting almost to Insanity, it Is
^
fomiida'dc.
June 4.
scrub, scrub, scrub, even when the for- prove
“The chief characteristics of the
fall*
to
eign eye
detect anything objecNORTH BROOK UN.
Patch an* patience, ingenuity and pertionable. The Hatch housewife sets
B. W. Smith, the road ‘.ccmnuMiono
Tliclr natural temperaseverance
a
certain day for the cleansing
apart
ment Is phlegmatic, and the result* j now at work .on Hale * hill.
of thq bedroom, and upon that
day the
W'lUiain T. ;Hah* and George M. Q
achieved
by their labor* aw due rather
bedroom must he cleaned. Even if no
cxv ar#ion to 1
dirt be discernible, suBicient time has to continued application than arduous have gone on a fishing
exertion.
love
of
U
The
their
bridge.
money
for
its
elapsed
accumulation, she rearuling passion and the mainspring of
The two grandson* of Adalbert Sm
sons.
It Is the bedroom's day, and It
all their actions, and as their energies and wife hare returned to their boo
must pass the ordeal.
“The lower parts of many of the are concentrated upon ways and means Stoniwcton.
north Holland houses are lined with to procure It no jieople are so unsociaArthur Sargent ba* purchased the 4
white Hutch tiles, and some of the ble. They seem to have no time for belonging to the Carlton estate, and
rooms are
paved with small square the practice of the various social amen make it over into a boat *hop.
tiles, put together without cement ities which in other countries soften
hoa*
George Leighton, who came
The kitchen furniture—in copper, tin, the asperities of existence. Tiler speak
***>' 01
•pend the summer, "a.*
and
little
less.
and
But
their
pewter
Iron-affords a striking
laugh
ap count of the sudden illness of in*
proof of the mistress' regard for neat- pearance and expression give a pool j
ployer. As soon as his employer
ness in arrangement and cleanliness in
indication of their sterling dualities
h'-uifif
about Mr. Leighton will
Tlieir
appearance. The beds and tables are
general truthfulness, sincerity
Warren Burns, mate of the acba
covered with the finest liuen, and the and honesty are evident to every one
Lizzie Lee, while the veswl disc*
rooms are adorned with pictures ami
whose own respectability gains him
for Smith Bros., of bedfi
freight
the yards and gardens with Bowers.
admission oa terms of famiiiar interat hoiTiv.
The houses In almost every portion of course to tlie respectable circles of slopped a short time
of the «
roy R. Fly*, commander
the province of north Holland present Putch society.”
*hc»
nailed *<»ou after for Hanger,
n gay apt>earance.
The windows and
will load lumber for Boston.
doors are generally painted green, and
the most lavish use of water la Indulged in, not only the windows, but the tor Additional Cumfif.Nftfi, ir# clhtr pap**
SOUTH HANCOCK.
entire fronts of the houses, being washC. I.. Smith Urn* moved bis ^
ed two or three times each week. The
H17LL*S|COVE.
summer.
; Hancock Point (or the
same care is extended to the streets in
Mm. Francis Brewer is in poor health.
Neal Churchill, of Orland. »u 11
which the more opulent inhabitants reOrient
Brewer was in Franklin a
a few
: o( Capt. H.
side.
few days last.week.*
“The traveler is impressed with tbe
i week.
Mrs. Pomeroy, of Bayside, is employed
Bh
fact that Holland is emphatically a
Mr». Annie Smith and daughter
at Shepard Leland’s.
X
country of large towns. The larger
who.;have spent thej,» interest
Miss |E-file Brewer, who has been in
towns are surrounded by market garMaas., are home.
son a
dens, many of which are small, every Bangor and vicinity for a few weeks, is at
Capt. O. W. Colwell and
Inch of land being cultivated tdbtbe home.
h. me in F"
a
(ew
at.lbeir
.lays
spent
Miss Agnes Brewt r is employed as book'
highest possibility of productiveness.
Harbor last week.
These small gardeners do not keep keeper in.*Btalford’s greenhouse in Bar
last*
W. L. Coggins came borne
horses as beasts of burden, since their Harbor.
son H*
by
;bis
day,
accompanied
maintenance would involve a too conLloyd White, who is in poor health, is w ill remain w ith his grandparents,
siderable expense. They employ dogs, spending the summer with his father in
Cofcg^nit and wife. Mr. CofifgiB*
which are as much members of the Massachusetts.
to Rockland, Mass., Saturday.
family as the sons or daughters. These
During the summer there will be mornJune 4
dogs are powerful brutes, capable of ing and evening services in the Church of
drawing loads out of all proportion to Our Father, instead of the usual afternoon
aSDnrttemnUi.
their sire.
service.
"The custom of smoking is so prevaMiss Lenora Clark, who teaches the
lent in Holland that a genuine Dutch
public school here, was called to her
boor, instead of describing distances home in Waterville last
Friday by the
between places by miles or hours, will
death of a relative.
Form of
say a town or house is so many pipes
The many friends of John Salisbury are
away. Thus a man may reach Delft
That $1
from Rotterdam in four pipes, but If glad to welcome him back to Hull’s Cove Bui It Is a Warning
be go on to TUe Hague be will consume after an extended absence. Mr. Salisbury
Heeded
Be
will resume his meat business, and will
seven pipes
during the journey. All build a bouse later.
January 6,1
Dutchmen of the lower class and not
June 4.
Axne.
Dear Sirs:—
a few in the higher walka of
life carry
«®
in their pockets all requisites for smokMy husband was troubled
turn and could find no rebel
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
ing—an enormous box holding at least
to take y*
Miss E. Blodgett, of New York, arrived friend advised him
half a pound of tobacco, a pipe of
F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
clay or ivory according to Inclination on Sunday and opened her cottage for the
Since taking it he is enuren
season.
or means. Instruments to cleanse
it, a
Gratefully yours,
pricker to remove obstructions from
John H. Morrison, wife and son Brad- :
MRS. MELISSA MERULW
the stem, a cover of brass to prevent ford, of Boston, have
opened their cotHall Quarry, Mt. D«strt
sparks or ashes from flying about and tage at Manchester point for the season.
a
bountiful supply of matches.
Don't
neglect your digestio*
A
Miss Helen Haskell, of Pittsfield, ars
is too late.
Dutchman In Holland without a pipe rived
Saturday to resume her position as j
You can depend upon iwould he a rara avia, and such pipes!
bookkeeper in the store of Harrison wood’s Bitters. An old 1
Some of them are of an antiquity which Kimball.
family remedy of merit.
entities them to veneration, but cerCapt. F. G. Sparling sailed for Rockland
not
to
and
tainly
respect,
so mon- in the
yacht Hesper on Friday last, in Subscribe for The At**

j

ifants—Pe-ru-na

J

Family

CRANBERRY ISLES.

his

Corsets”.

many

being the first to arrive,
Cub Femme. J

summer*,
June 4.

tensive line.
We make a specialty of children's shoes;*if you have had any
trouble in the wear of children's shoes try ours. We are the only dealers who carry a full and complete line of shoes for misses, boys, and

ing

who

ao

Mr*. Benjamin H. Sparling, after spending one week here, ha* returned to Boothbay Harbor.

Our shoes for men, for very hiph (Trades, we offer the celebrated
makes, the Graham, Stetson and Walkover. Everybody knows these
as being the best any manufacturer can produce.
The Walkover shoe for ladies we have added to our already ex-

are

her

on

throat.

_

SHOE

York, have
Naskcag for the

Mrs.

EXTENSIVE.

Our

New
at

season.

We will save you $5.00 on each Dug if you buy of us.
MATTINGS, FLOOR OILCLOTHS, LINOLF.UnS. ART SQUARES and CARPETINGS IS

you in the matter of
ate cost.

AND FILTH.

Mrs. louise

to housekeepers at the present.

our

Find in Pe-ru-na

••That which more than swtblngolse
vlsMr*. Fannie Pease ha* opened a home arrests the attention of n foreigner
a
i
time.”
for
the
first
Holland
Harbor.
say*
Center
home
at
her
King
at
bakery
returned
Lightning struck Fred Pierce's boat- traveler who bis recently
from a tour of Europe and who records
h■•..< at Herrick * lay. Friday afternoon.
and Its inMr*. Mary Darling, of bale in, Mass., his Impressions of Holland
hnhltants in a New York paper, "is tile
house for t apt J. K. Freethev.
is

Our line of CARPETINGS. STRAW

We Hit it this Season in

UNIVER-

SAL ANTAGONISM TO DIRT

Hill is visiting her sister.
Mr*. Fred Pierce, at Kggvmoggin.

Handsome.

Everything

U»W LYING COUNTRY—A

Miss Kthel

Line of Axminster, Wilton, Brussels and
Tapestry, Large Rugs is Extensive and

Our

THK DERIVATION OF THE NAME OF THE

ited friends in town last week.

EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND.

That is M. Qallert's

OLD AND YOUNG

came on

McNair returned Saturday
visit to Hartford

two-weeks’

and

Spec.

*°"fknow
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